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The Interactive Mapping and Archive Project was created with the 
aim of mapping the cultural space of the Kathmandu Valley. The 
main goals of the project were to digitize the art- and theatre-related 
materials of the Valley and to bring together people from various 
walks of life—including painters, theatre artists, urban planners, and 
architects—to open a dialogue about the cities of Kathmandu. This 
publication includes essays by IMAP fellows, as well as other scholars, 
who used materials in the digital archive to write about the cities 
of Kathmandu. The essays included in this volume do not propose 
a grand meta-narrative about the fi elds of art and theatre or the 
city spaces that they examine. What they provide are a number of 
windows and perspectives from which to look at these areas and 
examine the shifting meanings of concepts such as modernity, 
globalization, and urbanization. It is hoped that such perspectives 
will invite still newer points of view and inspire scholars to do further 
research on the urban landscape of Kathmandu, its architecture, 
theatre, art and performances.
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Introduction    vii

The Interactive Mapping and Archive Project (IMAP) was 
inaugurated in March 2009 with the aim of mapping the 

cultural spaces of the Kathmandu Valley, especially in terms 
of fine arts and theatre. The main goals of the project were to 
preserve the materials concerning the art and theatre of the 
Valley by digitizing them, and to provide a digital database 
for artists, scholars, art students, and researchers. Following 
these aims, IMAP generated more than one hundred and 
fifty database profiles of key institutions and selected artists, 
which include a brief description of the artist or institution, 
photographs, catalogues, reviews, video interviews (about 
150 hours of footage so far), and other related materials. 

In addition, IMAP purposed to bring together people 
from various walks of life—including painters, theatre artists, 
urban planners, and architects—to open a dialogue about the 
cities of Kathmandu. With this aim, fellowships were given 
to scholars working in the fields of contemporary theatre and 
art, as well as traditional art forms such as Mithila, Poubha, 
and Punjya. Other fellowships were given to scholars stud-
ying architectural and sociocultural aspects of the city. This 
publication includes essays by IMAP fellows, as well as other 
scholars, who used materials in the digital archive to write 
about the cities of Kathmandu and their art and theatre forms.

Introduction
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IMAP also organized workshops and talks under an 
ongoing project titled “Artists in the City.” IMAP’s workshops 
and discussion forums raised important questions concerning 
the urban spaces of the Valley and the aesthetic practices in 
those spaces. These included questions related to the issues of 
modernity, globalization, and urbanization: How have repro-
ductions of foreign plays shaped the modern spaces of Nepali 
theatre? What is the relationship between theatrical practices 
and donor agencies in the context of globalization? What 
is considered “normal” in the post – Jana Andolan Nepali 
modernity? The essays included in this volume try to answer 
some of these questions. 

Pratima Sharma’s essay on Nepali theatre studies the 
constructions of normalcy and stigma in contemporary plays. 
Her paper begins with a brief mapping of the history of Nepali 
theatre and goes on to analyze how stigmatized subjects—
including widows, women with disabilities, the mentally 
ill, and those belonging to a third gender—are represented 
in Nepali theatre. By discussing plays such as Bahula Kajiko 
Sapana, Talak Jung Bharses Tulke, Psychosis, Miss Margarida, 
Ugly Duckling, Green Finger, Inside the Brain, and Ghanchakkar, 
she studies the politics of exclusion and inclusion that shape 
their representations of stigmatized characters.

Amrita Gurung, meanwhile, investigates the role of female 
theatre performers and the gender barriers they have constantly 
redefined since the days when female actors were discouraged 
from taking to the stage. She assesses how women’s theatrical 
roles have transformed from helpless and destitute to bold and 
outspoken, and she looks at how women have resisted both 
critics and societal norms. Gurung’s essay stands as a reference 
to the lives of early female performers and the challenges they 
posed to contemporary theatrical practices in Kathmandu.      
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Bal Bahadur Thapa’s essay analyzes the nexus between 
theatre for social change and donor agencies. While many 
critics are of the opinion that the quality of Nepali drama 
has deteriorated because of this nexus, Thapa argues persua-
sively that it has had a positive impact on two major fronts: 
social transformation and the preservation of Nepali theatre 
in general. Discussing both the street plays of Sarwanam 
and Kachahari Natak of Aarohan Gurukul influenced by 
Augusto Boal’s Forum Theatre, he shows how the produc-
tions of these two major theatre groups have addressed social 
problems at the grassroots level. In addition, he also discusses 
how other theatre groups such as Bageena Samuha (Surkhet), 
SEED Nepal (Parbat), Kalika (Kapilvastu), Anaam  (Dharan), 
Narayani Kalamandir (Chitwan), and DABALI, and M.Art 
Theatre, Shilpee, and Kusum (all based in Kathmandu) have 
partnered with donor agencies to produce plays addressing 
current social issues. According to Thapa, such a partner-
ship not only allows the theatre groups to contribute toward 
social transformation, but also helps them survive, especially 
because they are not supported by the state. 

Prakash Subedi has studied Nepali adaptations of foreign 
plays by analyzing Gurukul’s reproductions of Henrik Ibsen’s 
A Doll’s House and Albert Camus’s The Just (Assassins). Putaliko 
Ghar, the Nepali version of A Doll’s House, was performed at 
a time when the call for women’s rights and equality was 
being raised for the first time in Nepali society, while Nyaya 
Premi, the Nepali translation of The Just (Assassins), was 
enacted before the backdrop of the Maoists coming to the 
political mainstream after a decade-long guerilla war. While 
Sunil Pokhrel, the director of Arohan Gurukul, took liber-
ties in adapting A Doll’s House and turned it into a typical 
Nepali play, Nyaya Premi, on the other hand, was presented 
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as a completely foreign play. Subedi concludes that while it 
is better to adapt foreign plays as much as possible to local 
contexts, the political backdrop against which Nyaya Premi 
was staged must have made it difficult to give a Nepali 
coloring to Camus’s play about Russian revolutionaries 
trying to kill the czar’s uncle.

Other interesting questions were raised during IMAP’s 
workshops, discussion forums, and artist interviews. These 
included questions concerning not only modernity in the arts 
and humanities, but also the definition of modernity itself in 
relation to art. While art critics like Mukesh Malla insist upon 
the need to categorize art into groups such as “modern art,” 
“traditional art,” and “postmodern art,” artists like Shankar 
Raj Suwal and Sashi Bikram Shah reject the validity of such 
neat divisions. Suwal argued during an IMAP interview that 
all forms of art that are being produced now—including 
traditional Poubha, modernist painting, performance art, 
and installation art—should be considered under the rubric 
of “contemporary art.” Well-known Poubha artist Udaya 
Charan Shrestha similarly questioned the borders sepa-
rating contemporary and traditional art. While Poubha, like 
Punjyan, is considered traditional, it is important to note that 
artists like Udaya Charan and Deepak Kumar Joshi often 
create Poubha with a modern flavor. Is it possible, then, to 
describe Poubha artists like Charan and Joshi as “contempo-
rary” Poubha painters? How are they different from tradi-
tional Poubha painters like Lok Chitrakar? Does the field of 
contemporary Nepali art include all current forms of aesthetic 
production, whether traditional or modern in nature?

While the essays included in this volume do not answer 
all these questions, they try to illuminate specific aspects of 
various contemporary art forms. Archana Thapa, for example, 
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has analyzed a performance by artisit Ashmina Ranjit to 
show how art can function as a tool of cultural intervention, 
and how aesthetic forms—such as performance art and instal-
lations—can raise important questions regarding the female 
body and the cultural ideologies that construct femininity. 

In her essay, Thapa studies Ranjit’s solo performance 
“Search Inter-definite: No result found” held at Siddhartha 
Art Gallery in the last week of August 2008.  She argues that 
Ranjit’s two-hour-long silent performance not only centered 
on the themes of social gendering and sexuality but also 
sought to “reclaim woman’s personal experience in between 
the frames of socially defined roles and rules.” She contends 
further that the performance proposed a strategy of cultural 
resistance “by showing that one is not born a woman, but 
becomes one through a reiteration of rituals—like putting 
bindi on the forehead daily—associated with femininity.”

Promina Shrestha’s essay similarly discusses the technical 
changes that have occurred in the field of Poubha painting. 
Traditionally, Poubha required artists to perform a certain 
ritual before commencing work. As this form of painting was 
considered a means of meditation, artists needed to clean 
themselves—physically and mentally—before they could 
begin. Brushes were mostly made from bamboo, with sheep, 
goat, or calf hair fixed to them, and an artist’s line drawing 
needed to be proportionate and follow the conventions of 
iconographic and symbolic representation. Such conventions 
were passed from scholarly masters to pious pupils, and the 
knowledge was kept within a closed circle. 

Shrestha argues that a number of changes have occurred 
over the last few decades. These days, artists use readily 
available brushes from the market rather than making them 
from bamboo and animal hair; the ritual practices of mantra 
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and worship do not accompany the painting process; teach-
ings and techniques are openly passed to the students; and 
most Poubha have become aesthetic and lost their religious 
function. While Shrestha laments the decline of traditional 
materials and techniques, she concludes her essay by saying 
that for the survival of Poubha it is essential that it adapts—
changes should be welcomed, but the customs should not be 
forgotten.

A number of artists also spoke during the interviews about 
how misdirected modernization has lead to an uneven devel-
opment in Kathmandu, unleashing chronic inequality and 
poverty. Similar sentiments were also expressed by urban 
planners, architects, and engineers like Sudarshan Tiwari and 
Biresh Shah, who were invited to the IMAP workshops. 

The rapidly expanding metropolitan limits of Kathmandu, 
Lalitpur, Bhaktapur, and Kirtipur are merging these histori-
cally autonomous areas into a multicentered metropolitan 
region. Problems of over-urbanization are prevalent in many 
concentrated areas of the city. Overcrowding has strained 
local resources, depleting them in many cases. A massive 
supply of labor from peripheral areas has led to a rarity of  
regular, full-time jobs, a high unemployment rate, a depres-
sion of wages, underemployment, and an under-utilized 
labor force. The rapidly expanding city has no provision for 
urban infrastructure and collective-consumption commodi-
ties like public housing, education, and healthcare.

A number of questions were raised during the discus-
sions between fine artists, theatre artists, urban planners, and 
architects: 

• What is the historical relationship between Kathmandu 
(city) and the periphery (country)? 

• How did Kathmandu emerge as a dominant space of 
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political, economic, and cultural activity in the nation-
state of Nepal? 

• How have dominant forces within the city and outside it 
created complex nexuses that connect the two spaces? 

• How have progressive elements in Kathmandu been 
able to compensate or cope with the demands from 
the countryside (since it would be impossible to 
even conceive of a city like Kathmandu without the 
countryside)? 

• What is the meaning of urbanization in the context of 
Kathmandu? 

• What are the important factors changing the visible 
landscape (built environment) of the city? 

• How are these changes brought about in terms of policy? 
• Who are the stakeholders and what are their individual 

interests?

The last two essays in the volume try to answer some of these 
questions by focusing on two different urban spaces: Thamel 
and Kirtipur. Shiva Rijal’s essay on Vikramshil Mahavihāra 
in Thamel studies not only the spatiocultural location of the 
vihara but argues that city planners should emulate similar 
structures in other spaces in order to create architecturally 
healthy cities. He concludes by saying that this vihara is not 
only representative of the strong socio-architectural forces of 
the past, but that it functions as a source of inspiration for the 
cities and its artists. In addition, the vihara—which refuses to 
be hired, rented, or transformed into yet another utilitarian 
piece of urban architecture—stands as a morally unconquer-
able space that remains “unconsumed,” unlike other spaces 
located in the midst of the tourist hub of Thamel. 

Ramesh Rai’s study of Kirtipur shows how the processes 
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Nepali theatre has evolved over the last sixty years in the 
decades since it gained independence from the 104-

year-old Rana oligarchy in 1950. After 1950, it was natural 
for theatre to grow as a form of entertainment, as for many 
years the only other means was Radio Nepal, which was 
established in 1951. At the time, plays from Darjeeling and 
neighboring India were being staged in Nepal. Man Bahadur 
Mukhiya from Darjeeling staged Ani Deurali Runcha during 
the mid seventies. (Subedi 2006, 139) The staging of plays in 
Kathmandu from neighboring cities indicated the movement 
of people into the valley, and, indeed, the 1960s saw a rapid 
increase in migration from across Nepal into Kathmandu 
Valley. The influx of people belonging to diverse cultures 
and ethnicities from varied geographical locations led to the 
creation of a hybrid society. Today Kathmandu and its arts 
and culture can be seen as a microcosm of the whole nation as 

The Changing Ethos of Women in 
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people from across the country have carved a niche for them-
selves, thus expanding the expression of individual art forms 
within the Valley's own Newari tradition.

The movement of people also meant the movement of 
genders. Women, like men, searched for their identity. The 
theatre garnered men and women alike into the field. However, 
Nepali theatre was born with the absence of women artists. 
For many years Nepali theatre was conducted without female 
performers for two main reasons. Firstly, it involved glamour, 
a vice not meant for women, and secondly, being an orthodox 
country, Nepal did not approve of women in the public arts 
or theatre. The involvement of women in songs and dances 
was limited to the mansions of the rulers. On the public stage, 
men played the part of women; they wore women’s clothes, 
applied makeup, and readily slipped into female characters. 
Today Nepali theatre has come a long way, and the roles of 
women in Nepali theatre are changing.

Background
It was only in 1950 that a young theatre actor, Shyam Das 

Vaishnav, directed and translated the Hindi play Ratan, intro-
ducing for the first time two women, Chunu Devi and Buddhi 
Devi, to the stage. (IMAP interview with Vaishnav.) Vaishnav 
had to get the consent of Buddhi Devi's family before she 
could perform, and he was only given permission under one 
condition: someone had to take charge of her.  A man named 
Mitra Bahadur (a theatre actor) declared Buddhi Devi to be his 
wife, therefore giving people involved in theatre the license 
to cast women in a play for the first time. (Vaishnav.) What 
started as a fresh beginning for women in theatre, however, 
ended on a rather disappointing note. There is an assumption 
that Buddhi Devi was stigmatized by society because she was 
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involved in the play. The last thing Vaishnav heard about her 
was her untimely death, which was linked to an overdose of 
deworming medication. (Vaishnav.) It is not known whether 
she committed suicide or whether it was just an accident.

Others, however, contest this story of the introduc-
tion of women into Nepali theatre. Living Nepali theatre 
legend Prachanda Malla writes in his latest book, Kantipurko 
Rangamanch, that in 2004 BS (1947 AD) a theatre troupe from 
Dillibazar asked permission from then prime minister Padma 
Shumsher to bring women into Nepali theatre for the first 
time. In 2005 BS (1948 AD) the troupe found a woman named 
Buddhi Devi Dangol from Naxal, but she would not act until 
she got married to her boyfriend, Kute. Kute, though, did not 
have enough money to marry Buddhi Devi, so the troupe 
collected the funds for their marriage. (Malla 2009, 156) In her 
late teens Buddhi Devi got the main role in the play Swargiya 
Milan opposite the actor Hari Prasad Rimal. (Malla 2009, 
156) Malla writes that just after this Buddhi Devi did a play 
called Ratan, which was translated from Hindi. In addition 
to Buddhi Devi, the play featured actor Shyam Das Vaishnav 
and the writer Chittaranjan Nepali. 

Still another account of the first woman actor is told: 
according to Govind Bahadur Malla, “Gothale,” Buddhi Devi 
was brought to the theatre only after a man, to whom she was 
already married, accepted her as his wife on paper. (Malla 
2009, 157) Unfortunately, not enough is known about Devi to 
determine which tale is correct, and her true story remains 
uncertain.

The tragic death of Buddhi Devi indicated that the entry of 
women into Nepali theatre was not sustainable, and women 
were ultimately not welcomed onstage by society. Fortu-
nately, the show did not stop there, and women artists like 
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Shanti Maskey (Pharkera Herda, 1976), Shakuntala Gurung 
Sharma (Pharkera Herda, 1976), and Shanti Adhikari (Prahlad, 
1965) took up theatre as a full-time profession. This opened 
the doors for newcomers and allowed more vibrancy and 
richness to Nepali theatre due to the participation of women. 
Today there are many women in the theatre with a determina-
tion to make it in the field. 

Since theatre was traditionally considered a source 
of entertainment rather than a profession, the taboos 
surrounding women involved in theatre were obvious, and 
in many cases female performers were not appreciated for 
their skill. In her teens, Shakuntala Gurung (Sharma) used 
to be beaten and threatened by her parents for her involve-
ment in plays. (Ghimire, 2009, 104) Meanwhile, Nisha 
Sharma recalls that her family was supportive enough. 
(Subedi 2006, 180) Sarita Giri (Miss Margarita), Aruna Karki 
(Tara Baji Lai Lai), Diya Maskey, and Pashupati Rai are a 
few of the current full-time actors at Aarohan Gurkul, a 
contemporary theatre group based in Kathmandu. About 
these actors who have made acting their profession, Subedi 
writes, “Their versatility and their ease, confidence make 
them capable of playing roles in plays from the classical to 
the postmodernist orders with the same degree of ease and 
expressionistic projections of moods.” (Subedi 2006, 180)
 
Scope and Structure of Research

My research attempts to highlight the changes in the 
portrayal of women in Nepali theatre by first studying two 
female characters from both old and new plays. Second, the 
paper will examine the two women protagonists closely and 
illustrate what makes them prominent women characters in 
Nepali theatre. For this purpose, I have specifically chosen 
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to look at Gopal Prasad Rimal’s magnum opus, Masan (The 
Graveyard, 1945), and Professor Abhi Subedi’s Agniko Katha 
(Fire in the Monastery, 2004). These two plays have been 
instrumental in changing the roles of women in Nepali 
theatre. 

Masan: The Changing Ethos of Women

Summary
Masan was written by Gopal Prasad Rimal (1918-1973) 

in the 1940s, but was not staged until several years after its 
publication. (Subedi 2006, 173) The play was directed and 
performed by renowned theatre personality of the time, Hari 
Prasad Rimal, at the Rastriya Nach Ghar in 1976. Staging the 
play was in itself a big affair since it introduced a new avatar 
of woman on stage: a rebellious role, uncharacteristic of plays 
from that period. The play is regarded as the most influen-
tial masterpiece of the time in that it not only defied social 
norms but proved to be the major breakthrough for subse-
quent women artists. The play brought a sort of revolution 
to the theatre scene, which for the very first time casted and 
portrayed a woman as a real hero. The two protagonists were 
portrayed as outspoken and headstrong people, indicating 
the changing ethos of women in Nepali theatre. The play 
reflected the changing mindsets of individuals and collective 
society in general. 

Masan is the story of a wife who has failed to give birth 
to a child. Frustrated and forlorn, one day she asks her 
husband to marry again so that she can have a child, if not 
biologically. Her husband, Krishna, marries for his wife’s 
sake, and he and his second wife have a baby. But is justice 
served to the second wife? The first wife finds out that she 
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has not able to get pregnant because her husband has secretly 
been giving her pills that have prevented her from getting 
pregnant. The play concludes with the first wife leaving 
her husband, and the second wife dying (Rimal, 2002).

Analysis
Masan is a social play. The story is developed within the 

periphery of a family’s desires. The story is about the desire to 
have a son, the desire to have a beautiful wife, and the desire 
to exercise one’s rights as a wife and a as mother. The three 
protagonists—the first wife, the husband, and the second 
wife—present the societal needs of humans. As a social 
critique, Masan digs into the social facades concerning the 
needs and wants of people in general to make it through their 
everyday lives. Several major incidents in the play, described 
below, support my claim that the roles of women in Nepali 
theatre are changing.

“Even if I marry again and have a son he would not be 
your son,” says the husband. “When I can’t give birth how 
can I have a son? It is sufficient that it is your blood and I 
will be very happy. He will be closer to us than our nephew,” 
replies the wife. “Yes, he will be close to us, and he will 
also be your step-son.” (Rimal 2002, 4-5) The conversation 
between the husband and the wife makes it clear that the situ-
ation of the wife is very desperate. In Nepali society, sons are 
given priority over daughters, as sons carry the legacy of a 
family and father new generations unlike daughters who are 
married off to other families. “Childless women are seen as 
frustrated mothers, as somehow incomplete, condemned to 
a marginal life. Having children is seen as women’s ultimate 
goal, irrespective of whatever else they may have achieved 
in life, so that the lack of children often has to be explained 
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by some problem—the woman’s psychological inadequacies 
or her lack of feminine qualities.” (Abbot and Wallace 1997, 
130) It is because of this belief that a woman must beget a 
child, and more importantly beget a son, that the first wife 
persuades her husband to marry again. And it is because of 
this that she is willing to mother a child that is not her own. 
The desperation of the woman to have a child points to the 
pressures women bear from family members and society.
It is her fear of and insecurity about what society will think if 
she cannot have a child that drives the wife. A man marrying 
for the second or third time is not a big issue in Nepali society, 
but a wife begging her husband to get married again is not 
just ridiculous but unthinkable. Her desperation and frustra-
tion only make her more determined. Sharpe says, “Young 
women tend to regard marriage as a main concern and to find 
their expectations shaped entirely by marriage, which for 
them is a career.” (Abbot and Wallace 1997, 112) When the 
wife says to her husband, “It is sufficient that it is your blood 
and I will be very happy,” it shows the dissatisfaction within 
her of not being able to bear a child, which according to her 
will only vanish if she gets the blood of her husband. As one 
reads the lines, one cannot help but feel sorry for the woman; 
what looks like ridicule in the first few lines gradually forms 
into an inevitable self-obsession to be the mother of the blood 
that is not her own. 

The role of the woman is manipulated, twisted, and turned 
to suit the story. The woman is headstrong one minute, then 
weak and self-pitying the next. The changing role of women 
can surely be traced in the numerous acts the woman takes 
up—from getting her husband remarry to tolerating a new 
woman in the house; the first wife has been decisive and has 
suffered, too. Dr. Keshab Prasad Upadhaya writes, “Masan 
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marks the third stage of the development of Nepali theatre. 
The play also brings reality and the rise of the feminist 
perspective in the theater.” (Upadhaya 2004, 22-3)

There is another incident where the second wife is fed up 
with the way she is treated with sympathy by the first. She is 
also fed up with the husband who only maintains a physical 
relationship with her. She is the mere puppet of a man who 
lied to her (that his first wife was sick) and made her bear 
a son only to take him away. Unable to fight for her rights 
as the second wife of the house, she simply gives in. In one 
of the arguments with the first wife she protests, “I’m not a 
child that I can’t take care of myself. I too respect myself. But 
please stop looking at me with sympathy.” She adds, “You 
don’t give me sympathy. I’m the mother of my son. I too have 
some rights in this house. I want my rights, I want justice, not 
sympathy.” The new bride's strong protest to the ways she is 
looked down upon in her own house suggests the change in 
the typical roles one can find in Nepali plays. If she had truly 
given in to the way she was treated she would not have dared 
to speak her mind; she would not have summoned enough 
courage to point out their mistakes. That this character knew 
and felt she was looked down upon and that she protested 
against the whole family shows that the role of women in 
Nepali plays was (and is) gradually changing.

On the other hand, when the first wife finds out that she 
was being cheated by her husband, devastated and full of 
pity for herself, she asks for the new bride’s forgiveness. “I 
thought I was being loved, but in reality it was suffering. 
More than you it was me who had the injustice.” (Rimal 
2002, 59) After this we realize that both the women protago-
nists are the victims of domestic violence. They have similar 
stories and sufferings. “Patriarchal ideologies have the effect 
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of disguising the actuality of male-power. Males define them-
selves as powerful because of their ability to master nature—
to be dominant. Women because of their biological role in 
reproduction are defined as being closer to nature than men, 
thus justifying their domination by men.” (Abbot and Wallace 
1997, 10) It is the husband’s attempt at domination over his 
two wives to demonstrate his masculinity that has led to their 
suffering. To put it crudely, they both are no more than sex 
objects to him. The husband wanted his wife to be forever an 
object of pleasure. “Women’s domestic and caring roles mean 
that they cannot be ill because they have to care for their fami-
lies,” say Abbot and Wallace. Nowhere is this truer than in the 
case of these two female protagonists.  It was the husband’s 
expectation that a wife should always care for him that led 
him to murder his second bride. It was because the husband 
wanted his first wife to give him pleasure forever that he gave 
her pills to stop her from becoming pregnant, as he feared 
that giving birth would lessen her beauty and he would no 
longer be able to get satisfaction from a worn-out woman. 
“Ageing itself is a problematic process for women in a society 
which values physical attractiveness as the defining feature 
of women,” state Arber and Ginn (Abbot and Wallace 1997, 
129) It is because it is socially accepted that ageing decreases 
physical attractiveness that the husband feels he is entitled to 
prolong his wife’s ageing as long as possible.

But what we see in the main female protagonist of this 
play that supports the claim that the roles of women in Nepali 
theatre are changing occurs toward the end of the play. The 
first wife decides to leave her home and everything she owns 
behind and live on her own. Where is the wife going without 
her husband? “I’m not going to elope. I’m going alone. 
Women can stand on their own feet,” says the woman. “Yes, 
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I’m leaving. I cannot for a second live in this graveyard where 
women are dead while they are still alive.” (Rimal 2002, 61)

 
Agniko Katha: Empowering Women

Summary
Agniko Katha (Fire in the Monastery) written by Professor 

Abhi Subedi was published in 2004. It is based on the lives of 
monks and nuns who take separate paths in life after a fire 
destroys their library. Its protagonists are women who fall 
and rise, but ultimately  realize their potential. The realization 
of the two nuns to do something in their lives makes this play 
powerful. There are mainly three characters in this play. A 
nun named Purnima and a singing nun talk about their lives 
as nuns, their lives as women, and their past. Through their 
conversations on various topics relating to life and destiny, 
the play tells thepersonal stories of each character in the play.  
In 2003, the play was brought to the Aarohan Gurukul theatre 
by director Sunil Pokharel.  It cast Nisha Pokharel as the main 
female character, Purnima, and Sarita Giri as the singing nun.
 
Analysis 

Agniko Katha is the answer to the question it attempts in the 
dialogical setting of its characters presented by the nuns and 
monks of a monastery. Highly influenced by the doctrines of 
Buddhism, the play seeks to find answers to the questions 
that arise from the need of its female characters to under-
stand themselves. A take on the life of its central protagonist, 
Agniko Katha is intrinsically an interactive play that churns the 
varying moods and levels of the character and her needs. In 
all its dramaturgy, the play is seemingly a casual narrative 
that nonetheless brings out the issues of the present times 
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through the lens of a woman, one that elevates women to 
greater potentialities.

The nuns and monks are horrified by the commotion that 
arises after a library is destroyed by a fire in the monastery. 
Although it is often expected that they do not know the value 
of the books that have turned into ashes, it is evident that 
the members of the monastery are saddened by the knowl-
edge that the words of Buddha have been lost. It is in this 
environment that the fears of the nuns are reflected. “What 
would others say if we stay as if nothing has happened?” 
asks Purnima. “So you want to worry because you’re afraid 
what others might think of you,” replies another nun. (Subedi 
2004, 46) What Purnima says is the fear not just of her own 
but of women in general. What her line presents is the long-
standing expectations of women’s submissive role in society, 
which can become a threat if a woman does not behave as 
she is expected to. The latter line, meanwhile, can be said to 
present another dimension of women that is changing as it 
expects women to be who they are and not what simply is 
expected by other people. The portrayal of these two dimen-
sions reflects the changing roles of women in Nepali theatre.

In yet another instance Purnima says that she feels like she 
wants to vanish from the place where she is praying. Her nun 
friend replies, “You should not feel like that. You know you’re 
a nun. Otherwise you go and get married and have a family.” 
Where will she go? “There is no place for me to go,” asks 
Purnima. “How unusual this is! Buddha is everywhere, but if 
we leave this place and go outside then even he will have diffi-
culty in looking after us. They say if we leave the monastery 
there won’t even be God to look after us. Women therefore 
can’t leave the monastery like men can easily.” (Subedi 2004, 
47) The dialogue makes the boundary between the public and 
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private sphere clear. “Masculinity (man) is equated with the 
public sphere; to be a man is to be a person who does important 
things outside the domestic sphere—who does man’s work.” 
(Abbot and Wallace 1997, 10) The manifestation of masculinity 
is present everywhere and the monastery is no exception. Nuns 
are expected to play the traditional roles of women, marrying 
and having children after they leave the monastery, while men 
can choose to live their lives as they like. Such divisions show 
the gaping inequality between men and women. 

But Agniko Katha separates from the traditional role of 
women. When Purnima decides to leave the monastery in 
search of Gyan (her friend), she says, “I’m leaving to prove 
what a female nun can do in her life.” (Subedi 2004, 79) It 
should be noted that Gyan, who is represented as a person, is 
metaphorically presented as wisdom.  Documentary maker 
Shekhar Kharel writes in Nepal Magazine (2002) that the nuns 
and monks find themselves with the interpretation more than 
the meaning of the word gyan (wisdom) in the play. The nuns 
who set out on the journey in search of Gyan the person come 
back with “gyan” the wisdom. They return with the answers 
to the questions they sought to find, with the realizations of 
the translation of the words of Buddha that they saw burned 
in front of their eyes.

Purnima’s leaving the monastery and willingness to face 
the real world tells a lot about the changing roles of women 
in Nepali theatre. “When the nun Purnima left the stage, she 
was asserting the power of a woman. This first journey of a 
woman inside Sama Thetare to search and prove the meaning 
of a woman’s existence and her power heralds a new time 
for women,” states Dr. Sangita Rayamajhi. (Risal 2004 in 
Subedi 2004) Purnima, who represents women in general, 
rises above the traditional norms and ethos as she takes 
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up the challenge to live up to the capabilities of a woman.  
Shiva Risal argues that the decision she takes in the play is a 
protest and demand of the time. (Risal 2004 in Subedi 2004) 
Purnima’s character is important as it empowers women 
with a much-needed protest that highlights the issues of the 
present.

Comparison of Masan and Agniko Katha
The comparison between Masan and Agniko Katha leads to 

the conviction that the roles of women in Nepali theatre are 
changing. Although set in different time periods, they are both 
written in favor of women's rights, and they have women as 
their central protagonists. But there are differences, too, that 
must not be left out. First, Masan is a social play while Agniko 
Katha is based on the more personal plight of its characters. 
Second, Masan deals with the issues found and treated inside 
a home, within a family, whereas Agniko Katha deals with the 
individual issues of each character.

Masan tells a story about the members of a family where 
the happiness of each character is dependent on the other 
character. The first wife’s happiness is dependent upon a 
child who is not hers; the husband’s happiness is dependent 
on her youth and vigor; and the second wife’s happiness is 
dependent on the cost of her own son. The husband’s attitude 
toward the first and second wife is only concerned with plea-
sure, and this attitude reveals that he is objectifying his two 
wives. Agniko Katha on the other hand presents the needs of 
women that are much bigger than what Nepali society has 
presented them with. It reflects the challenges of women in 
modern times. In Masan, women struggle within the periphery 
of a household while in Agniko Katha, Purnima struggles with 
the outside world. 
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Masan conveys the story of husband and wife. It is a broken 
family when a wife has to share her husband with another, 
but it is even worse when two wives share not just a husband 
but a child, too. In this unspoken awkwardness, made diffi-
cult by a battle of claiming and owning the love and respect 
of family and society, Masan brings out the perverseness 
and vulgarity of Nepali society. It continues to challenge the 
people’s conduct of yesterday and today.

Purnima, like many nuns, is suffering because she, like 
any other monk, lives in a monastery where she is cut off 
from the outside world. But nuns are usually deprived of the 
freedom that monks enjoy. Perhaps many of the nuns know 
about this indifference, that, although they lead a similar 
life in the monastery, they are curtailed from the freedom of 
monks. This is why Purnima, in her consolation, says to Gyan: 
“For me this is the world. This is the place where my father 
brought me after my mother died, this is my world. My world 
is not as free as yours. I’m a woman. A nun is a woman too. 
I’ve friends here. Here my sun rises and sets. For me this is the 
world not a prison.” (Subedi 2004, 45) For women everything 
is set; there is no other option than for Purnima to accept what 
she has in her hands. This is the reason she says her life is not 
as free as Gyan’s: because, as a woman, there is no choice but 
to accept her life the way it is. 

One of the common problems women suffer from is a loss 
of identity, since most things are decided for women by men in 
a male-dominated society like Nepal. This is what is reflected 
in Masan and Agniko Katha. In Masan the husband decides for 
the two wives, while in Agniko Katha the patriarchal norms of 
society decide for Purnima.  It is only through rebellion that 
these women find their place and recognition in society. In the 
end, their decision is to leave their homes to take up the chal-
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lenge to do better, to prove to society that a woman can rise 
above the traditional facades of gender. 

Conclusion
Since 1960 the role of women in Nepali theatre has 

changed for the better. Quite an impressive number of 
women appeared in theatre but soon disappeared due to the 
lack of viability of the profession. The subject of women in 
the theatre has been discursive and changes have taken place, 
although clumsily.  Whether we look to Masan’s first wife or 
second wife or to Agniko Katha’s Purnima, these plays clearly 
show how women have suffered and risen above the patriar-
chal society.  The changing times and changing perceptions 
of the old and new generations of actors and plays suggest 
that the ethos of women in Nepali theatre has been changing, 
albeit amid the disapproval Nepal’s conservative society.
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For the last few years, a number of art shows and perform-
ances have been challenging the essentialist constructions 

of femininity in Nepal. Some of the art workshops by Sutra, 
Lasana, and Kastamandap should be taken into consideration. 
In this paper, I will analyze one piece of performance art by 
Ashmina Ranjit to show how she has tried to resist the tradi-
tional concepts of femininity through a silent performance.

For a long time the art of performance was associated with 
the notion of mimesis. Ancient philosophers looked at it as 
maya, or illusion. Plato defined performance as an imitation 
or mirror reflection of society. He regarded performance as 
an act of mimicry and a way to imitate reality.1 Aristotle also 

1 See Plato, Great Dialogues of Plato, trans. W.H.D. Rouse, ed. Eric H. 
Warmington and Philip Rouse (New York: John Clive Grave House, 
1956). Also see Jostein Gaarder, Sophie’s World: A Novel About the History 
of Philosophy (Oslo: H. Aschehoug and Company, 1994) 81-93.
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maintained that the purpose of stage drama was to imitate 
the actions of real life. In a way, performance, thus, has 
always been associated with falsehood, faking, or copying.2 
However, contrary to such mimetic acts, the feelings, atti-
tudes, and emotions aroused in the audience during and after 
a performance have always been acknowledged as real, and 
it has been believed that such emotional effects always lead 
spectators to real, emotional consequences. 

The terms performance and performance art sound similar, 
but there are significant differences between them. The defi-
nition of performance has been highly contested and slip-
pery; it has always slid across a range of meanings from 
one to another, resisting any stable definition. Nevertheless, 
the term performance is applied to theatre, rituals, parades, 
protests, and performance art. This very term suggests both 
process and product at the same time. Unlike traditional 
theatrical performances, modern performance art pieces 
are conceptual and often reflect different cultural contexts. 
However, theatrical (stage) performance and performance 
art (conceptual art) both illustrate the existence of social 
agents and challenge the constituted social reality through 
language, gestures, signs, and content. Performance art has 
enabled artists to question the assumptions of traditional 
art and culture with respect to contemporary issues that are 
often considered subversive and controversial. In Performing 

2 Aristotle referred to paintings and visual arts in order to make a point 
about poetry. He believed both paintings and poetry are forms of 
mimesis. His contention was that human beings are by nature prone 
to engage in the creation of likenesses and to respond to likeness with 
pleasure. He explained this instinct by reference to the human desire for 
knowledge. See Gaarder, Sophie’s World, 104-120. Also see Richard Tarnas, 
The Passion of the Western Mind: Understanding the Ideas That Have Shaped 
Our World View (New York: Ballantine Books, 1991) 211-219.
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Pedagogy: Towards an Art of Politics, Charles R. Garoian defines 
performance art as, “A method of exploration and expres-
sion grounded in postmodern thought, performance art has 
enabled artists to critique traditional aesthetics, to challenge 
and blur the boundaries that exist between the arts and other 
disciplines and those that separate art and life. With regard to 
cultural identity, it has provided artists with a position from 
which to engage historical ideologies, to question the politics 
of art, and to challenge the complexities and contradictions of 
cultural domination in the modern and postmodern worlds.” 
(Garoian 1999, 19)

The term performance art usually refers to a form of avant-
garde or conceptual art that grew out of the visual arts by 
resisting commodification.3 Performance art became popular 
in 1960 in Europe and the United States as a challenge to 
commodity art objects like painting or sculpture, where the 
objects constitute the work. In their works, artists such as 
Yves Klein, Yoko Ono, Barbara Kruger, and Allan Kaprow 
used various types of performances that were sometimes 
termed “happenings.” The earlier happenings were much 
discussed, often criticized, and mostly pondered over because 
the conceptual underpinnings of such works were often very 
abstract.4 Challenging the notion of art as an object that could 
be preserved, bought, or sold, performance art, which is basi-
cally conceptual art, redrew art’s conventional borders. It 
simply ignored the rules and boundaries of the art world. 

3 Amelia Jones, “Art History/Art Criticism: Performing Meaning,” 
Performing The Body/Performing the Text, ed. Amelia Jones and Andrew 
Stephenson (London: Routledge, 1999) 36-52. 

4 See Roselee Goldberg, “Performance Art from Futurism to the Present,” 
The Twentieth-Century Performance Reader Vol. 2, ed. Michael Huxley 
and Noel Witts (London: Routledge, 1996). Also see Daniel Marzona, 
Conceptual Art (London: Taschen, 2004) 212-216.  
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Performance art can happen anywhere, at any time, for any 
length of time. It can take place in any situation, requiring only 
four basic elements: time, space, the performer’s body, and 
a relationship between performer and audience. Although 
some performance artists consider theatre, music, circus acts, 
gymnastics, and other relatively mainstream activities to be 
performing arts, the dividing lines between performing and 
performance arts are very thin and blurred. 

In the initial phase, (Western) performance arts sounded 
radical because such conceptual works challenged the 
nexus between art and the market—including the galleries 
where artworks were displayed, the media institutions that 
promoted art shows, and the collectors who bought art like 
any other commodity—and forced audiences to think in a 
new, unconventional way about art that resisted the processes 
of commodification. Similarly, they challenged the notion of 
theatre and performance by breaking conventions of tradi-
tional performance arts and questioned the very nature of art 
itself. For example, even though in most cases performances 
are conducted in front of audiences, often audience members 
also become performers by participating in them. A perform-
ance may be scripted, unscripted, or improvisational. It may 
incorporate music, dance, song, or complete silence. The audi-
ence may buy tickets for the performance, the performance 
may be free, or the performer may pay the audience to watch. 

With the advent of the civil rights movement in the West, 
the fields of art, music, and literature dramatically affected 
the intellectual climate of the seventies. The art centers of the 
United States and France, in particular, saw many changes. 
As they did in the fields of education, medicine, and poli-
tics, marginalized groups, including women, sought equality 
and economic parity in the field of art. With the seventies’ 
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feminists’ credo “the personal is political,” women artists 
also celebrated their sexual otherness and sought to reclaim 
history. Consciously uniting the agendas of social politics 
with art, feminist artists generated new subjects, introduced 
different art techniques, and embarked on new areas of 
aesthetic investigation while questioning and challenging the 
male-dominated art world. 

Performance art proved to be an ideal medium for the 
feminist agenda of the seventies: it was personal, immediate, 
and highly effective in communicating an alternative vision 
of women and their power in the art world. The feminist 
performance art of that time served diverse purposes while 
refusing to organize itself under any single philosophical 
system. Feminist artists and women artists who were looking 
for new aesthetic expressions explored autobiographies, 
female bodies, myths, and politics, playing a crucial role in 
developing and expanding the very nature of performance 
art. The performances of one of the major feminist artists of the 
time, Paula Treichler, were an example of art revolving around 
the idea that women are people and that feminism can mani-
fest as aesthetic intervention to prove this point. “Unlike the 
traditional disciplines of visual art, dance, music, and theatre, 
the advantage of performance art has been its free associative 
and improvisational strategies, a postmodern means by which 
to explore new and dynamic relationships among the body, 
technology, society, and art.” (Garoian 1999, 23)

There is a mismatch between the chronologies of moder-
nism and postmodernism when we compare the history of 
art in the West with what unfolded in Nepal. While the sixties 
signified the beginning of postmodern art in America—
including pop art, conceptual art, installations, and perform-
ance art—this period saw the flowering of Nepali aesthetic 
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modernism with painters like Lain Singh Bangdel, Uttam 
Nepali, and Urmila Garg Upadhyaya experimenting with 
varieties of expressionism, cubism, and other modernist 
forms. The modernist vein in Nepali art of the seventies and 
eighties continued with painters such as Sashi Bikram Shah, 
Manoj Babu Mishra, and Durga Baral experimenting with 
surrealism, while others like Kiran Manandhar and Krishna 
Manandhar produced works ranging from expressionism to 
abstract expressionism to abstraction proper.5 Artists began 
to work with postmodern forms in Nepal only in the nine-
ties, with Ashmina Ranjit, Sujan Chitrakar, Sudarshan Rana, 
Sunita Rana, and Subina Shrestha staging public displays of 
installation and performance art in different parts of Patan, 
Kathmandu, and Bhaktapur. In this paper, I have included one 
of Ashmina Ranjit’s performance art pieces because it created 
a site of transformation and proposed a paradigm for cultural 
resistance in the context of the post-Maoist  –Government War 
era in Nepal. 

Understood generally, terms like to perform or performance 
tend to evoke some event or process, whether in the form of 
a narrative or a lyrical expression. Ashmina Ranjit’s perform-
ance titled, “Search Inter-definite: No results were found” 
served both as process and product to identify and unmask 
the ambiguities and inequalities that operate beneath cultural 
appearances. By using performance as an expression of dissi-
dence and as a form of alternate knowledge, she addressed 
the issue of subjugated knowledge stored in the feminine 
space and located cultural representations of power, identity, 
and sexuality while challenging and unmasking stereotypes 

5 Mukesh Malla, Modern Art: Essence and Manifestations (Kathmandu: 
fineartsnepal.com, 2004). Also see Mukesh Malla, Aadhunik Nepali Kalaka 
Samakaleen Sandarbha (Kathmandu: Lalita Malla, 2003).
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and pervasive gender clichés. By no account do I intend to 
claim that this work was guided by the political upheaval in 
the country or that it was motivated by the armed conflict. 
The fact remains, however, that her performance was staged 
at a time when the nation was still struggling to regain its 
sanity, a time when not only older political structures but also 
older ideologies—like those concerning femininity—were 
undergoing revision.

In the last week of August 2008, Ranjit staged her solo 
performance, “Search Inter-definite: No Results were found” 
at Siddhartha Art Gallery in Babar Mahal Revisited in 
Kathmandu. Ranjit is considered one of Nepal’s most promi-
nent performance artists. Her installations and performances 
have provoked audiences to think about art in non-conven-
tional ways. In this particular performance, she made 
the theme of resistance evident through the silence of the 
performer. The act wordlessly challenged the established and 
accepted concepts of homogeneous femininity. 

Ashmina Ranjit
Photo from the author’s personal collection
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Ranjit’s nearly two-hour-long performance centered upon 
women’s ambiguous liminal spaces, cultural roles imposed 
upon women, social gendering, and sexuality. Her perform-
ance pointed out the manifestations of culturally imposed 
femininity while simultaneously seeking to reclaim woman’s 
personal experience in between the frames of socially defined 
roles and rules. The performance started with Ranjit entering 
the stage with dance-like movements, swirling and humming 
in front of a tall mirror that was balanced on the center of the 
stage. Repeatedly looking at herself in the mirror, she started 
to apply cosmetics to her face and eyes, and then she placed 
a bindi, or tika, on her forehead with a cheerful expression. As 
she looked at her image in the mirror, gradually her cheerful 
mood shifted to a somber one. She picked up an earthenware 
pot from the stage and started to decorate it with bindis similar 
to the ones she had put on her forehead. She continued to 
simultaneously stick bindis all over her face and the earthen 
pot. For almost two hours, she silently repeated this move-
ment with a sad expression while the audience could occa-
sionally hear faint sobbing. Approaching the end of the show, 
she raised the pot, which was now nearly covered with bindis, 
balanced it close to her face, and stared at the mirror with a 
sad look. The hushed audience in the room could clearly see 
the reflection of an uncommon expression on Ranjit’s face, 
which had come to resemble the decorative earthenware pot.

The culture of performance art in Kathmandu has not 
yet gained wider currency. Therefore, at the time that Ranjit 
conducted her performance, for some in the audience, her 
concept was abstract. However, as a viewer, I found that her 
performance created a site of transformation and proposed 
a paradigm for cultural resistance by showing that one is 
not born a woman, but becomes one through a reiteration of 
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rituals—like putting bindi on the forehead daily—associated 
with femininity. 

Performance arts (in the modern context) have a dual 
purpose: first, the act of performance in front of the audience 
itself becomes the process; and second, the complete perform-
ance delivers the product. In a very general sense, to perform 
has always meant to carry something into effect, whether it is 
a story, an identity, an artistic artifact or a specific memory, 
or an ethnography. Like Victor Turner’s provocative concept 
concerning liminal spaces, Ranjit also used the term liminal 
to signify a state of consciousness, a space for the female 
protagonist to cope with ambiguous space (Ranjit’s leaflet 
borrowed the term from Turner). Turner believed that liminal 
spaces resist domination and attempt to reconnect with the 
individal’s non-constructive self.6 Ranjit’s performance also 
showed that the act of resistance may not always be in direct 
confrontation, but its forms can be traced in silence, starva-
tion, or illness. Her performance silently resisted the cultural 
codes that are inscribed on a woman’s body and simultane-
ously evoked the two most significant concerns of women in 
Nepal today: first, the cultural belongings or cultural reitera-
tions of women; and second, the cultural constraint imposed 
on the female body in a patriarchal society. The performance 
started with “consent” to cultural constraint and ended with 
a projection of a female’s object-like status. 

Her performance unmasked the invisible space of women 
and the anxieties of feminine performativity that position 
6 Victor Turner formulated the theory of liminality in the late sixties. In his 

essay “Liminality and Communitas,” Turner defined liminal individ-
uals or entities as neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between 
the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention and cere-
mony. See Turner, “Liminality and Communitas,” The Ritual Process: The 
Structure and Anti-structure (Chicago: Aldine Publishing, 1969) 94-113. 
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them between gender and cultural appropriations. Through 
her performance, she explored and questioned her female self 
as a cultural idea, promulgated by patriarchal norms. Her 
mechanical repetitive act of putting tika first on her forehead 
and later all over her face projected her boredom and anxie-
ties about gender fixity.

In The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir analyzes ways in 
which the female body is disciplined and constrained. At 
times she even seems to conclude that, unlike the male body—
which she sees as unproblematic—the female body constitutes 
an intrinsic handicap for women in the attempt to achieve 
perfection. Beauvoir questions and argues, what is woman? 
How is she constructed differently from man? Sexual oppres-
sion continues because, according to Beauvoir, gender roles 
are learned from the very earliest age and reinforced perpetu-
ally. The famous phrase that opens the second volume of The 
Second Sex, “One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman,” 
means that there is no pre-established feminine nature or 
essence. Here, Beauvoir adapts the existentialist’s notion that 
“existence precedes essence” to the ways in which gender 
identity is experienced.7 In the same manner, Ranjit’s work, I 
believe, tried to address this issue by implying that within the 
patriarchal structure, femininity is sexually objectified like the 
earthenware pot. At the end of her performance, Ranjit’s face 
looked like a lifeless decorative object, similar to the decora-
tive pot that she was holding. Ranjit demystified the feminine 
mystique through her performance, and her mimesis took 
a form of cultural intervention that unmasked female body 
politics. The silent performance was enacted to dislocate the 
social frame within which femininity is still staged, a frame 

7 Quoted in Ursula Tidd, Simone de Beauvoir: Routledge Critical Thinkers 
(London: Routledge, 2004) 51.
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within which women are still described as objects of beauty to 
be appreciated and appropriated by the masculine gaze. As a 
rebellious artist, Ranjit has struggled to seek an identity that 
has been denied to her by the patriarchal law that creates this 
social frame for the masculine gaze and its object—the body 
of the woman that assents to the cultural logic of that gaze. 

French psychoanalysts like Jacques Lacan believed that 
since subjectivity is ruled by signs and images, the “lack” 
tracing feminine subjectivity can never become equal to 
that very phallic symbol representing the law of the father. 
According to Lacan, a human subject passes through the 
“mirror phase” before entering the symbolic world of 
language. It is in the mirror phase that a subject develops a 
sense of a personal identity or “I” for the first time, an experi-
ence of plentitude or fulfillment that is disrupted forever as a 
subject enters the symbolic order.8 Ranjit’s cheerful beginning 
of the performance assured the artist to identify with the ideal 
“I” in the mirror reflection, but at the same time the artist’s 
body remained detached from the ideal image in the mirror. 
It is within that split between reflection and real, between 
the ideal and its imperfect bodily rendition, that the artist 
exemplified the social constraint that one experiences after 
entering the symbolic order. Inspired by the Lacanian theory 
of the mirror stage, I am led to look at the split between the 
artist’s anticipation of the ideal and her actual experience of 
her own alienated image in the mirror. As a woman, she real-
ized that her desire to look beautiful was a cultural reality, 
constructed by shared cultural codes. Her existence can be 

8 See Jacques Lacan, “The Mirror Stage as formation of the function of 
the I,” Jacques Lacan Ecrites: A Selection, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: 
W.W. Norton and Company, 1977) 1-7. Also see Elizabeth Grosz, Jacques 
Lacan: A feminist introduction (London: Routledge, 1991) 24-47.
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understood in relation to the image of the ideal “I”, which is 
without an autonomous identity. As a human subject enters 
the symbolic order, with the father the sign of law and the 
mother the sign of lack, the gender hierarchy is constructed, 
therefore inducing vulnerability in all subjects failing to iden-
tify with the law of the father. 

This interesting mirror reference also points out the 
narcissistic element that is often attributed to women in 
most Western and Eastern cultural texts. Gayatri Spivak, 
in her essay “Echo,” for example, outlined the formation of 
ethics through the ethical relation in the myth of Echo and 
Narcissus. Spivak described how, after turning to Freud, she 
located the “richest example of narcissism among women.”9 
After rereading Ovid’s and Freud’s narratives of Narcissus 
and Echo, she wondered how it was that Freud and others, 
like Christopher Lasch, had attributed narcissism primarily 
to women even though Narcissus was a man. Spivak raised 
the question of the disappearance of Echo, the woman in the 
mythical story. Her feminist reading of the mythical narrative 
is “an attempt to ‘give voice’ to Echo, to deconstruct her out 
of traditional and deconstructive representation and (non) 
representation, however imperfectly.” (Spivak 1996, 176) It 
seems to me that Ranjit’s performance attempts to fulfill a 
similar goal. 

After the completion of the performance, spectators got 
no chance to communicate or question Ranjit about her work 
because she refused to say anything about it. Ranjit later 

9 Following her works with Bimal Krishna Matilan, Distinguished Fellow 
of Oxford in Indic ethic and epics, Gayatri Spivak admits in her essay 
that she feels very uneasy using psychoanalysis in cultural critiques 
since it is very cultural specific in its provenance. See Spivak, “Echo,” 
The Spivak Reader, ed. Donna Landry and Gerald Maclean (New York: 
Routledge, 1996) 175-202.
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explained that she prefers a silent performance in order to 
resist the discourse that for many feminists is considered to 
be a regulatory mechanism of the phallocentric system. It is 
instructive to remember once again that feminists like Luce 
Irigaray, Hélène Cixous, and Monique Wittig had argued that 
language is not a neutral medium and that it functions as an 
instrument of the patriarchal system. In Desire in Language, 
Julia Kristeva also talks about a substitute language, a 
mother-centered realm of expression, as the semiotic that 
is opposed to symbolic order organized around the law of 
the father.10 While elaborating the Freudian theory, Lacan 
extended the notion of the imaginary, a pre-Oedipal state in 
which the child is not in the world of language. According to 
Lacan’s psychoanalytical theory, a world of symbolic order 
(language) is ruled by the “law of the father.” Therefore, 
when a child enters the symbolic stage, he or she is intro-
duced to a language that is a mixture of socially fixed mean-
ings and metaphors instilled by that law. This is a law that 
works both at the grammatical level, as well as at the level 
of social codes and conventions—the “grammar” of society. 
Since the social meanings attributed to gender manifest at 
the level of both language and social conventions, the law 
of the father intervenes to impose fixed meanings and meta-
phors on gender.11 The French feminists used the concept of 
ecriture feminine in the seventies, an antithesis of masculine 
writing, as a medium by which women could escape from the 
tyranny of the symbolic order into a realm of the unthinkable 

10 Julia Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and 
Art, ed. Leon Roudiez, trans. Thomas Gora, Alice Jardine, and Leon 
Roudiez (New York: Columbia University Press, 1941).

11 Grosz, Jacques Lacan: A feminist introduction, 147-183. Also see Lacan, 
Jacques Lacan Ecrites, 1-7.
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or what remains unthought. This concept was tied to the idea 
of inventing new words to disrupt the discourse of symbolic 
language, or adopting silence as a form of resistance.12 Hélène 
Cixous first used the term in her essay “The Laugh of the 
Medusa,” which literally meant gendered women’s writing 
placed experience before language.13

Likewise, Ranjit’s silent performance exploded the sign 
rather than interpreted the concept through language. 
For this reason, her performance can be interpreted as an 
act of resistance to phallocentric language. Her perform-
ance started with her consent to traditional feminine norms 
when she cheerfully applied cosmetics to her face. Later, 
however, her silent actions resisted Nepal’s prevalent patri-
archal culture by showing that traditional femininity itself is 
a matter of performance and that one becomes a woman only 
by repeating the rituals of femininity. The performance was 
accompanied by the sounds of her sobbing. It showed that 
she was unhappy with the traditional role of a woman she 
was expected to perform; it did not consist of a joyous affir-
mation of the image of ideal femininity. Rather, the perform-
ance showed how women experience a sense of alienation 
even when performing their role according to social expec-
tations. As de Beauvoir suggested, one is not born woman 
but becomes one, implying that a society or the culture of a 
society constructs gender. Ranjit’s monotonous act of putting 
bindis on her forehead symbolized the monotonous reitera-
tion of femininity that is carried out through cultural appro-

12 See Helene Cixous, “Sorties,” Modern Criticism and Theory: A Reader, ed. 
David Lodge (London: Longman, 1988) 286-293. 

13 See Helen Cixous, “The Laugh of Medusa,” Feminisms: An Anthology 
of Literary Theory and Criticism, ed. Robyn R. Warhol and Diane Price 
Heradl (New Jersey: Rutgers University, 1997) 347-362.
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priation of feminine roles. Like the decorative earthenware, 
Ranjit’s body transformed into a passive medium onto which 
cultural meanings were inscribed; her body became an instru-
ment through which an appropriative and interpretive will 
determined cultural meanings. Our society is consequently 
structured to perpetuate patriarchal ideology, and women 
willingly maintain an inferior position in the society. This 
persistence of patriarchal ideology throughout history has 
led both men and women to assume that men have a right to 
maintain women in a subordinate state. Women also inter-
nalize and adapt to this oppressed state. 

In Gender Trouble, Judith Butler discusses the performa-
tivity of gender that consolidates and freezes both “mascu-
line” and “feminine” in socially and culturally appropriate 
traits. She states that, “gender is what causes gender.” (Butler 
1997, xii) Likewise in Ranjit’s performance, the violence of 
rigid gender normativity—that women should look pretty—
was assumed as a natural manifestation of femininity. Using 
her own body as a conceptual frame, Ranjit first questioned 
the meaning ascribed to bindis and the notion of the femi-
nine body as a decorative object. Secondly, she challenged 
the prevalent tendency of framing and reading the signi-
fiers of genders in terms of their fixed meanings. Her silent 
performance directed the audience’s attention toward undic-
tated thoughts and undemarcated spaces, and explored the 
undescribed experiences of a woman. In the leaflet that she 
handed to the audience, she raised a concern for the “quest 
of an ephemeral self,” the experience of the ephemeral being 
of her feminine self in between “Her” desire and “Other’s” 
expectations (leaflet). In other words, there was a gap or a split 
between the desire of the woman and her socially expected 
role that she is supposed to perform repeatedly. It is within 
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the space of that gap that the ephemeral self is constructed. 
Through her performance, Ranjit successfully subverted the 
notion of performance as mimesis; instead, she unmasked 
mimetic feminine roles that are culturally assigned to women 
in a patriarchal society. 

In her introductory speech, Sangeeta Thapa, the curator 
of the gallery, elaborated that Ranjit’s performance was an 
attempt to explore the liminal space located between vanity 
and modesty, Kali and Sita, aggression and submission, volun-
tary and compulsory, existence and nonexistence. By pointing 
out the dominant epistemologies that not only link knowing 
with seeing but also construct rigid gender significations, 
Ranjit’s silent performance attempted an alternate meaning 
and sought an autonomous identity. It showed that mean-
ings are often masked, camouflaged, indirect, embedded, or 
hidden in culture. In addition to her rejection of the mean-
ings ascribed to traditional femininity, Ranjit’s performance 
was also an effort to reject traditional bourgeois art forms. For 
nearly two hours, the hushed room of Babar Mahal Revisited 
was transformed into a spectacular theatrical space. After 
the show, the artist stepped down from the dais without 
saying anything about her performance, and the audience 
dispersed with varied emotions and questions. Though the 
purpose of the performance was to break traditional perform-
ance barriers and vicious gender roles, the raised dais and 
absence of dialogue turned the aesthetic act into a one-way 
form of communication, and the artist somehow constructed 
an unseen boundary between herself and the audience. 

Contrary to Aristotle’s belief that performance is merely 
an effort to imitate the reality of the world and is thus twice 
removed from reality, Ranjit’s performance was not simply 
a cultural imitation; rather, it was a cultural intervention. 
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Victor Turner suggests that we should conceive of perform-
ance not solely as mimesis but as poiesis, which he views as 
making, not faking. In his essay, “Are There Universals of 
Performance in Myth, Rituals and Drama?”14 Turner strongly 
argues that within societies there are different classes, ethnici-
ties, regions, neighborhoods, and people of different ages, 
and they each produce versions of reality and each perform-
ance they produce becomes a record, a means of explana-
tion. For Turner, performance is never an act of mimesis but 
poiesis because it is germinated in its redressive and reflexive 
phases. Therefore, each performance constructs new meaning 
for different audiences from different cultural backgrounds. 
In a similar vein, ethnographer Dwight Conquergood took a 
radical step to define performance from “faking to breaking 
and remaking.” He introduced the concept of performance 
as a strategy for staging interventions. He elaborated that 
performance is an art that possesses the power to trans-
gress boundaries, and which breaks oppressive structures 
and remakes social and political rules. Conquergood defines 
performance as kinesis, believing that it not only sustains 
but subverts tradition, culture, and dominant values. Thus, 
one could argue that Conquergood has rightly claimed that 
performance has moved beyond faking to breaking and 
remaking. (Bell 2008, 13) Ranjit’s performance also faked a 
feminine role; broke with tradition by making art without 
any codified, conventional object; and remade the cultural 
identity of the self. Jean-François Lyotard called it “novatio.”15 

14 Victor Turner, “Are There Universals of Performance in Myth, Rituals 
and Drama?” On the Edge of the Bush: Anthropology as Experience, ed. E. 
Turner (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1985) 291-301.

15 See Jean-Francois Lyotard, “Answer to the Question, What is the 
Postmodern?” Literary Theories: A Reader and Guide, ed. Julian Wolfreys 
(New York: New York University Press, 1999) 378.
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The attempts of novatio performative discourses are used to 
reach beyond the surface of the real and to subvert previous 
modes of meaning-making strategies. In Western art centers, 
feminist performance artists rightly saw performance as the 
work of imagination, as a pragmatics of inquiry—both as 
model, as method, and as simultaneous tactics of interven-
tion in a struggle for alternate meaning. It seems reason-
able to conclude that Ranjit’s performance was imbibed by 
a similar aim—that of opening a new cultural and aesthetic 
space within which alternative meanings of Nepali feminini-
ties could be staged. 
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This paper deals with the dynamics resulting from the 
nexus between Nepali theatre groups and donor agen-

cies. This nexus has led theatre groups to perform for educa-
tional purposes or social change, like community theatre and 
Kachahari Natak. Of course proscenium theatre, too, trans-
forms society; however, its impact is not as direct as street 
theatre in terms of disseminating awareness. Therefore, thea-
tre for social change in the present paper refers to various 
forms of street theatre. 

Professor Abhi Subedi does not deny the social re- 
forms brought about by theatre for social development. 
Commenting on the Kachahari plays in his text Nepali Theatre 
as I See It, Subedi, however, says that he is not ready “to give 
them the adjective of good plays.” (Subedi 2006, 210) Many 
scholars and critics, following the line of Subedi, argue that 
the quality of Nepali drama has deteriorated because of 
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this nexus. According to these critics, this nexus has driven 
theatre groups toward money-generating projects in such a 
way that they have forgotten serious theatre performances. 
Subedi, in his write-up “Nepal” for the tenth edition of The 
World of Theatre published by ITI Centre Bangladesh, claims 
that theatre groups “use funds to perform propaganda for 
the native and foreign organizations.” (Subedi 2008, 218) 
Subedi finds the problem in the very approach of theatre for 
social change: “A trend to mix Boal’s Forum Theatre with 
propaganda theatre is a problem. . . .” (Subedi 2008, 218) 
Likewise, in his research on Nepali theatre, Rupantarankalagi 
Rangamanch (Theatre for Change), Yubaraj quotes Birendra 
Hamal, who claims, “Propaganda has crushed street theatre. 
If so, why call it street theatre rather than propaganda thea-
tre!” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 211) Hamal does not find the aesthetics 
of theatre in street theatre. Subedi argues that “mediocrity has 
become a very serious problem with Nepali theatre. Several 
theatre groups do not seem to bother about the seriousness 
of the serious art of theatre that requires skills, knowledge 
and training.” (Subedi 2008, 218) Anup Baral, too, has reser-
vations about street theatre. He argues, “Street theatre has its 
own significance, but its task is propaganda.” (Yubaraj 2066 
BS, 224) He also points out the transitory nature of street thea-
tre: “I believe that a play performed on a particular issue does 
not become universal.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 224) 

Likewise, some critics are worried about the commodi-
fication of theatre while others fear the corruption involved 
in development theatre or theatre for education. Monica 
Mottin, in her article “Drama for Social Change: Theatre for 
Development or the Development of Theatre?” points out 
the “commercialization of theatrical performances as a result 
of external funding.” (Mottin 2007, 332) “Street drama,” she 
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adds, “risks being turned into a cultural commodity reinforc-
ing a reflection upon reality mediated through the ‘develop-
ment’ lenses.” (Mottin 2007, 332) Furthermore, there is an 
issue of exploitation of the artists involved in theatre groups. 
Many critics believe that the theatre of the oppressed has 
changed into the theatre of the oppressors. They believe that 
the theatre has reduced itself to a propaganda-disseminating 
machine. Ramendu Majumdar and Mofidul Hoque, in their 
editorial for the tenth edition of The World of Theatre, caution 
theatre artists in this way: “[The only] concern of theatre 
makers should be to keep in mind the aesthetic aspect of thea-
tre so that it doesn’t become a blunt propaganda theatre and 
lose public interest.” (Majumdar and Hoque 2008, xiii) Despite 
all these problems, doubts, and anxieties surrounding street 
theatre, this paper argues that the stigma of street theatre does 
not arise out of the nexus between donor agencies and thea-
tre groups. Instead, our theatre has been stigmatized due to 
megalomania, greed, insincerity, laziness, inefficiency, and a 
lack of solidarity, commitment, and democratic culture on the 
part of the artists and directors involved. In fact, this nexus 
has proved quite fruitful on both fronts: social transforma-
tion and the preservation and promotion of theatre in general. 
Moreover, this nexus has led theatre groups to experiment 
with the new poetics of theatre: the poetics of the oppressed. 

Discussing the history of Nepali theatre, Yubaraj argues, 
“We must pay attention to cultural-religious tradition and text 
while exploring the history of Nepali theatre. If we consider 
the cultural basis, Nepal’s first theatre, as per the facts found 
till date, is the 2,400-year-old Harisiddhi dance.” (Yubaraj 
2066 BS, 20) The concrete theatre culture of Nepal, however, 
dates back to the Lichhavi dynasty. Prachanda Malla, in his 
Nepali Rangamanch (Nepali Theatre), claims, “Nepali artists 
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are found to have had the skills to render lively form to the 
stone. The dance gestures and postures depicted below the 
statues of Uma-Maheshwor sculpted during the same period 
illustrate that acting had reached its peak.” (Malla 2037 BS, 
27) However, the emergence of street theatre took place in 
Nepal during the 1980s. Vsevolod Emilevich Meyerhold, a 
world-renowned Russian director, is supposed to have first 
introduced street theatre in 1917 to mark the first anniversary 
of the October Revolution. He staged Vladimir Mayakovsky’s 
poems in different parts of Saint Petersburg. 

Every political change tends to have its impact on art. In 
Nepal, too, the student movement of 1979 that erupted against 
the Panchayat system brought street theatre via street poetry 
revolution. According to Ashesh Malla, director of Sarwanam 
Theatre, “The street poetry revolution of 1979 has a close rela-
tion to street or political theatre. This street poetry revolution 
was the climactic mode of the effort to bring theatre out of 
the closed room.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 179) Raman Ghimire, 
discussing the political bent of street theatre in his Ek Darjan 
Ek (One Dozen One), argues, “It won’t be an exaggeration 
to say that street theatre was born out of the consciousness 
against the Panchayat system.” (Ghimire 2009, 122) Ghimire 
adds, “Street theatre was an artistic, awareness-oriented, and 
expressive weapon born against the climactic suffocation of 
restriction imposed on political and civil rights by the system 
of the time.” (Ghimire 2009, 122) Ashesh Malla claims, “Street 
theatre commenced formally with the performance of Hami 
Basanta Khojirahechhau [We Are Looking for Spring] at the 
premises of Tribhuvan University on September 5, 1982.” 
(Yubaraj 2066 BS, 180) He claims, “The play takes place in 
the theatre but the street theatre creates theatre on its own.” 
(Ghimire 2009, 120) Malla adds, “The street theatre is a strong 
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theatrical technology engendered by want.” (Ghimire 2009, 
120) Therefore, it emerged at the moment when the Nepali 
theatre was undergoing a crisis. 

In the context of Nepal, street theatre is just a continuation 
of Greek open theatre via Dabali theatre. Yubaraj explains, “In 
the early years of twentieth century, theatre came out of the 
closed room. So it was named street theatre. But street theatre, 
in modern theatre, was initiated with the objective of political 
transformation.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 88) From the very begin-
ning, Sarwanaam has been performing street plays replete 
with sociopolitical messages. Street theatre, as per Ashesh 
Malla, came to end traditional theatre: “The street theatre was 
born to end this tradition. This is the result of the desire to get 
rid of traditional theatre and presentation.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 
179) In a way, street theatre came as an alternative to tradi-
tional theatre. Obviously, it has been working with various 
national and international donors to educate people through 
street plays. 

Time and again, however, Sarwanam attempts prosceni-
um theatre. Likewise, Aarohan has been doing both kinds 
of plays: proscenium theatre and street theatre. Because of 
Sunil Pokharel’s exposure to Augusto Boal’s Forum Theatre, 
Aarohan Gurukul performs Kachahari Natak, a Nepali version 
of Forum theatre. In Kachahari Natak, the viewers turn into 
actors. In the beginning, the actors present the intended 
problem. As the problem is highlighted, the actors ask the 
audience how the latter would solve the problem. Then the 
viewers are supposed to either take the stage or come up with 
the solution, which will instantly be enacted by the actors. 
This approach is quite effective in exploring the grassroots of 
society’s issues and problems. Clarifying the impact of street 
theatre performed by Aarohan, Pokharel says, “Our expe-
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rience says—wherever there is monitoring of the message 
disseminated by theatre, the street theatre is good over there.” 
(Yubaraj 2066 BS, 204) Regarding the involvement of INGOs 
and NGOs in theatre, Pokharel says, “The artists have become 
self-dependent because of I/NGOs. A lot of works have been 
done. The effort of theatre workers only is not sufficient to get 
the work done.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 204) 

Yubaraj sheds light on the impact of Kachahari Natak on 
the alleviation of negative social practices like the Kamalari 
system: “The Kachahari performed by ex-Kamalaris have 
initiated discussions on the Kamalari system in Kathmandu 
and other cities across the country. Kachahari theatre has 
launched an initiative against the Kamalari system.” (Yubaraj 
2066 BS, 137) Besides this, Aarohan has staged plays like 
Oedipus Rex, Fire in the Monastery, Putaliko Ghar (a Nepali 
adaptation of Ibsen’s A Doll’s House), Mahan Shilpi (a Nepali 
adaptation of Ibsen’s The Master Builder), and Ghanachakkar 
(Labyrinth) among many others. With its two theatre houses, 
Rimal Theatre and Sama Theatre, and its in-house profession-
al artists, Aarohan is currently the most significant theatre 
group in Nepal. 

Aarohan is an embodiment of the beautiful blend be- 
tween theatre for social change and proscenium theatre. 
Trailing the achievement made by Sunil Pokharel’s Aarohan 
Gurukul, Raman Ghimire reveals, “Now his [Pokharel’s] 
dream is to extend the branch of Aarohan Gurukul all over 
the country.” (Ghimire 2009, 135) Obviously, Aarohan, in 
the absence of the state’s support, has been working with 
donors like the B.P. Koirala India-Nepal Foundation, the 
Embassy of Norway, the European Union, MS Nepal, the 
Asia Foundation, and Alborg National Theatre. One, there-
fore, must not forget that Aarohan has achieved this success 
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because of its partnership with different donor agencies. 
Likewise, DABALI, spearheaded by Puskar Gurung, 

performs Community Theatre, yet another version of street 
theatre. In this kind of theatre, in addition to the profes-
sional actors of DABALI, actors from target communities are 
selected. All the actors are trained together. The play is made 
during a training-cum-workshop incorporating the stories, 
culture, and other relevant pieces of information of the artists 
involved in the making of the Community Theatre. Finally, 
the artists are deployed to the concerned communities with 
the intended messages. DABALI, however, is not confined to 
street theatre. It has produced plays like Journey into Thamel, 
Medea, and Jalpari, a Nepali adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s Lady 
from the Sea. 

There are several other theatre groups like Baageena, 
Surkhet; SEED Nepal, Parbat; Kalika, Kapilvastu; Anaam, 
Dharan; Narayani Kalamandir, Chitwan; M.Art Theatre, 
Kathmandu; Shilpee, Kathmandu; Kusum, Kathmandu, and 
more, each performing their own version of street theatre. 
Interestingly, these groups also assay proscenium theatre. 
Shiva Rijal, in his “Rangamanchama Loktantra” (Democracy 
in Theatre), sums it up in the following passage: “In Nepal, 
a number of theatre groups, with the support of NGOs and 
INGOs, perform plays on contemporary social and political 
subjects. Most of such theatre artists want to be assimilated 
into the Nepali mainstream theatre. Though they, with a 
proposal bearing an issue forwarded by a silent NGO, want 
to do something new by getting themselves assimilated into 
mainstream theatre.” (Rijal 2008, 180) Furthermore, apart from 
their theatre for education, these groups attempt proscenium 
theatre and take part in regional, national, and international 
theatre festivals. These theatre groups are also creating new 
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theatre audiences by disseminating awareness and informa-
tion about the significance of theatre. 

Because of the creation of these new audiences, theatre 
in Nepal has been protected from the crisis it is facing in 
other poor parts of the world as pointed out by Ramendu 
Majumdar and Mofidul Hoque: “Some countries witness a 
happy growth of theatre going public, but a vast majority 
are finding it difficult to bring in audiences to the theatre.” 
(Majumdar and Hoque 2008, xiii) Street theatre has played a 
vital role in sustaining theatre culture in a country like Nepal 
since it can be performed without a hall and the other tech-
nologies of the traditional theatre. Presenting Sarwanam as 
an example, Raman Ghimire argues, “The economic prob-
lem of the private organizations loomed large like a naked 
sword hanging over the head. They failed to perform the play 
because of expensive hall rent. Sarwanam’s street theatre was 
born to get rid of this very problem. For this, Sarwanam did 
away with all the traditional technologies like light, sound, 
decoration, etc. used in the theatre performance and came up 
with an idea to perform the play in an open place. Another 
purpose was theatre the fee. The audience could not watch 
the play by paying an expensive fee.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 9) 
In such a context, “Sarwanam,” according to Ghimire, “took 
an objective of directly reaching the audience by changing all 
these concepts.” This is how street theatre has played a key 
role in preserving and promoting theatre culture in Nepal.

Here the bone of contention is the nexus between thea-
tre groups and donor agencies. In Nepal, INGOs and NGOs 
have been stigmatized in such a way that people often forget 
the good things they have contributed to the development 
of different sectors. Organizations are frequently portrayed 
as money-churning machines. And because of this, it is very 
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natural that when theatre groups receive funding they, too, 
are stigmatized in the same manner. As cited in Heaton 
Shrestha’s PhD dissertation, Mottin argues, “The stigma goes 
beyond a wider crisis affecting the development industry: 
NGOs are often suspected and accused of self-interest, lack 
of concern for the poor, corruption, opportunism and nepo-
tism.” (Mottin 2007, 325) That is why critics see theatre groups 
as NGOs and their street plays as NGO plays. The activities 
of the theatre groups are perceived in the way that the activi-
ties of donor agencies, INGOs, and NGOs are. But this is an 
example of a sheer over-generalization. We must not forget 
to look into the activities of theatre groups even when they 
work with donor agencies. Most of their activities, no matter 
what their plays’ intended messages are, are all about the 
production of the plays. We should not forget that, regard-
less of which donors they work for, these groups care for the 
production of plays first. 

Theatre groups involve theatre artists, who want to create 
something new. However, the theatre so far has not been 
supported by the state. Therefore, our theatre faces a severe 
crisis in dealing with the survival of artists. Thus, partnering 
with donor agencies is one strategy for survival in this context. 
Artists get opportunities for training and workshops on 
acting, direction, and the theatre-making process because of 
the projects these theatre groups undertake. Without a doubt, 
trainings and workshops on theatre making are an inaliena-
ble part of the package; without them, no Kachahari Natak or 
Community Theatre is possible. Every street theatre perform-
ance involves a theatre-making process: direction, blocking, 
costumes, props, scripting (though sometimes improvisa-
tion), acting, etc. Unlike proscenium theatre, street theatre 
demands more wit and more improvisation from the artists. 
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Without proper training, an artist cannot be a good street 
theatre artist. More often than not, collaboration with donor 
agencies provides theatre artists this opportunity. In spite of 
his reservation over the seriousness and quality of theatre for 
social development, Subedi confesses that such theatre, in the 
context of a poor country like Nepal, has contributed a lot 
to the development of Nepali theatre: “Many groups around 
the country have become active; they have found ways to 
support themselves and created small theatre halls; they have 
found ways of interacting with each other across the coun-
try.” (Subedi 2006, 212) In addition, theatre for social change 
has made interaction and cultural exchange between Nepal 
and other countries possible. “‘Development’ theatre has 
also been a stepping-stone toward the “outside,” facilitating 
connections between Nepali and foreign artists and funding 
bodies as well as being a platform for diffusing Nepali artistic 
and cultural theatre abroad.” (Mottin 2007, 340) 

Now times have changed. We cannot cling to the past when 
theatre was all about the relationship between artists and 
feudal patronage. Many theatre artists and critics long for that 
past. They long for the aura theatre and theatre artists used 
to bear in the past. Now consumer culture backed by liberal 
capitalism has swept over the whole world. In such a context, 
everything, even human relationships, has been commodified. 
As Walter Benjamin argues, it is the age of mechanical repro-
duction that makes goods, services, and arts available even 
to the poor and marginalized people. Definitely the theatre 
cannot be an exception to this cultural change. “The modern 
theatre cannot escape the market-oriented culture.” (Rijal 
2008, 179-80) Had the theatre retained its aura, it would never 
have been accessible to the poor, oppressed, and marginal-
ized people. Do we still want the theatre limited to a handful 
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of elites? Certainly not. Thus, the commodification of theatre 
is not a big deal. Frederic Jameson argues that the “aesthetic 
production today has become integrated into commodity 
production. . . .” (Jameson 1991, 5) As a commodity, thea-
tre is now accessible even to marginalized people from the 
Karnali region. We must cope with the present. In the absence 
of feudal patronage and state support, it is not unwise on the 
part of theatre workers to collaborate with donor agencies. 

Many critics believe that theatre artists are ideologized. 
Previously, the styles of plays were influenced by the ideolo-
gies of the kings, who used to be patrons of playwrights and 
artists. Now the styles of plays are determined by the ideolo-
gies of the people who have authority over the theatre houses 
and artists. “The ideologies of the people who have control 
over the sources and means for the production of theatre, 
like theatre houses, technologies required to stage the play, 
and marketing, determine the styles of theatre of that soci-
ety.” (Rijal 2008, 179-80) Therefore, theatre groups are in the 
position to determine their own styles as long they work in 
alliance with INGOs and NGOs. If so, what is wrong about 
disseminating awareness about health, sanitation, democra-
cy, human rights, the Constituent Assembly, and ILO C.169? 
Is it wrong to empower people on these issues through street 
or proscenium theatre? Certainly not. Raman Ghimire sums 
up the role of street theatre in this way: “The street theatre 
plays the role of a watchdog against every kind of encroach-
ment and extremism prevailing in the society or nation. It 
makes citizens aware of their rights and gives them strength 
and [a] way to raise [their] voice against every kind of oppres-
sion.” (Ghimire 2009, 123)   

Minap, the only theatre group to perform Maithili theatre in 
Nepal, has been conducting both street theatre and prosceni-
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um theatre. Through its street theatre it has addressed issues 
concerning the Constitution Assembly election, AIDS, and 
sanitation, among others. These days it has concentrated itself 
on the dowry system. Ramesh Ranjan highlights the commit-
ment of the artists of Minap in this regard: “In the latest phase, 
Minap has launched a programme against dowry system. . . . 
Under this programme against the dowry system, every artist 
of Minap has decided not to give or receive dowry.” (Yubaraj 
2066 BS, 219) Minap has conducted hundreds of plays on the 
dowry system. Ranjan points out the impact of Kachahari 
Natak on society in this way: “Dozens of youths have prom-
ised to get married without receiving dowry while the play 
is going on. ‘We didn’t receive dowry in the marriage after 
watching your play,’ they have told us on the telephone. In 
this manner, we have realized that the initiative against social 
evils is slowly marching ahead.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 219-20) 

Anup Baral, too, is not against addressing sociopolitical 
issues in a play. He believes that a play can reflect the times 
only if it raises contemporary sociopolitical issues. “The 
current time appears in the theatre only if the theatre work-
ers are politically conscious. But many people think that poli-
tics is only direct speech. It is not. There are many ways of 
speaking. The lack of political consciousness is our problem.” 
(Yubaraj 2066 BS, 223) Asserting the use of theatre for social 
change, Mottin explains that “those development workers 
who are using theatre in their projects are enthusiastic of its 
potentialities in reaching marginalized communities . . . help-
ing to break the ‘culture of silence’ that characterizes Nepal 
where there is no habit of opening discussions and oppres-
sions are often accepted with fatalistic attitude.” (Mottin 
2007, 325-6) Despite his reservation about the quality of street 
theatre, Birendra Hamal does not deny the change it can 
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bring in the districts outside Kathmandu Valley. He argues, 
“Street theatre works for awareness in the district but it has 
been made very cheap. We can bring a radical change if we 
manage the street theatre performed in the district.” (Yubaraj 
2066 BS, 211) 

Augusto Boal believes that we need the Theatre of the 
Oppressed to foreground the issues of the oppressed and 
marginalized people. Citing George Ikishawa in his essay 
“The Theatre as a Discourse,” Boal argues “that the bourgeois 
theater is a finished theater.” (Boal 2002, 80) He adds, “The 
bourgeoisie already knows what the world is like, their world, 
and is able to present the images of this complete, finished 
world. The bourgeoisie present the spectacle. On the other 
hand, the proletariat and the oppressed classes do not know 
yet know what their world will be like; consequently their 
theater will be rehearsal, not the finished spectacle.” (Boal 
2002, 80) Furthermore, this rehearsal of “a resistance to oppres-
sion will prepare him [or her] to resist effectively in a future 
reality, when the occasion presents once more.” (Boal 2002, 86) 
This is how the oppressed person is able to think and act for 
himself or herself. Therefore, such “poetics of the oppressed is 
essentially the poetics of liberation. . . .” (Boal 2002, 86) 

Indeed, in conflict-ridden countries like Nepal and Sudan 
theatre can be quite a useful tool for peace building and recon-
ciliation. According to Shams Eldin Younis, “[The] Sudanese 
theatre movement now is taking its place to play a significant 
role in the promotion of peace and capacity building and draw 
attention to theatre as a tool for sustainable development. 
In Sudan, theatrical activities are ‘more directed towards 
applied theatre.’” (Younis 2008, 275) The Sudan ITI Centre, 
in collaboration with the German ITI Centre, has been train-
ing artists on Forum Theatre so that artists can use theatre for 
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peace building in conflict-ridden areas. As per the needs of 
the times, Sudanese theatre has “moved gradually towards 
the developments community theatre.” (Younis 2008, 275) 

In Kuwait, the National Council for Culture, Arts and 
Letters (NCCAL) supports theatre for education in order to 
expose children to “the Arab and Moslem cultural values.” 
(Obeid 2008, 203) Even Majumdar and Hoque, the editors of 
the tenth issue of The World of Theatre, acknowledge the contri-
bution of theatre for social change in the following words: “In 
many countries, particularly in the developing world, thea-
tre has taken a new role. . . . Development theatre or theatre 
of social intervention is the new trend where theatre is being 
used as medium of behavior change communication. This 
educative role of theatre can’t be ignored. . . .” (Majumdar 
and Hoque 2008, xiii) 

Therefore, the problem is not about the nexus between 
theatre groups and donor agencies, nor is it about the theatre 
groups bent toward theatre for social change. The problems, 
real as well as fabricated, arise from egotism, greed, insincer-
ity, laziness, and a lack of solidarity, commitment, and demo-
cratic culture on the part of the artists as well as their groups. 
In grabbing for financial opportunities, many theatre groups 
have reduced street theatre to propaganda theatre. The estab-
lished theatre artists, according to Yubaraj, say, “The quality 
of theatre is deteriorating in the name of propaganda theatre.” 
(Yubaraj 2066 BS, 110) Yubaraj clarifies this problem: “Many 
established theatre workers are not happy with the groups 
born to do the propaganda theatre. On the one hand, the I/
NGO’s attraction toward it is increasing and, on the other 
hand, the trend of doing the I/NGO’s theatre without training 
or knowing anything about theatre is skyrocketing.” (Yubaraj 
2066 BS, 109) Here, it is obvious that the problem lies with the 
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theatre workers, who ironically do not seek to learn theatre. 
Therefore, “it is another dilemma that the artists do not have 
the will power to ‘learn’ theatre. Since the main objective of 
many organizations like this is their ‘financial budget’, they 
put major effort in making the I/NGO happy. Consequently, 
the presentation becomes tiresome as only the slogan and 
message are kept in the play.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 110) Mottin, 
too, argues along a similar line: “In general, the artistic quality 
of street plays decreased, as actors could not balance donors’ 
thematic requirements with their need for theatrical coher-
ence.” (Mottin 2007, 328-29) Here, Mottin points out the inef-
ficiency of theatre artists. Theatre workers are busy flattering 
the I/NGOs to earn funding rather than sharpening their 
skills. Because of this tendency among theatre workers, even 
veteran artists like Anup Baral are apprehensive about doing 
street theatre. “I don’t want to do issue based street theatre. 
There are no aesthetics and art in the street theatre running at 
present. I don’t have a problem regarding the street theatre 
but the quality of style and subject are quite important for me. 
I have not done it out of fear as I have not found the artists 
and group required for street theatre.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 224) 

Minap started doing street theatre with the performance of 
Ghurik Gonu Ayela Gam in 1994. Ramesh Ranjan claims, “The 
group received money by doing theatre for the first time. If 
we explore the reality, the problem started in the group after 
receiving money.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 218) Here, the problem 
does not lie with Minap’s alliance with the NGO. Instead, it 
lies in the greed of the artists and their lack of organization-
al management. In this regard, Rijal, in his article “Modern 
Theatre in Nepal: A Need for Aesthetic Acculturation” 
argues, “Theatre practitioners too do not seem to have real-
ized the need of creating and managing such resources need-
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ed to create theatre democratically so that their fellow artists 
(both professional as well as amateur) could explore, invent 
and develop skills and talents.” (Rijal 2007, 47)

Regarding the involvement of donors, even the proscenium 
theatre is not an exception. Monica Mottin, too, agrees in this 
regard: “Proscenium theatre is reliant on foreign funding.” 
(Mottin 2007, 341) Moreover, theatre groups use the money 
saved from street theatre to produce proscenium theatre. “At 
present, Nepali independent proscenium theatre is linked to 
street theatre. . . .” (Mottin 2007, 340) Our theatre groups have 
approached various embassies and donor agencies for finan-
cial support for the production of their plays. This nexus has 
brought many brilliant results in the form of brilliant plays. 
For example, Anup Baral’s Pratibimba, in association with the 
Embassy of India, presented Baanki Ujyalo, a Nepali transla-
tion of Girish Karnad’s Kannad play Anjumalligya (Frightened 
Flower). Aarohan, too, has been producing many plays like 
Putaliko Ghar, Mahan Shilpi, and others in association with 
Alborg National Theatre, the Embassy of Norway, and other 
local partners. Likewise, DABALI produced Jalpari, a Nepali 
adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s Lady from the Sea with the 
support of the Embassy of Norway and the Nepal Norwegian 
Alumni Association (NNAA). Therefore, it is not the nexus 
that is a problem. The theatre groups, in the case of prosceni-
um theatre, leave no stone unturned to make their produc-
tion a great success. Why do the artists not put as much effort 
and perseverance in the production of street plays as they do 
in proscenium theatre? Indeed, they have undermined their 
very task. Theatre artists do not work hard to make street 
theatre artistic and serious. They consider it as a potboiler 
only, and, consequently, it has been stigmatized. 

Despite its stigmas, street theatre bears immense potential-
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ity for aesthetics, innovation, and experimentation. Birendra 
Hamal believes that “street theatre should be as artistic as 
proscenium theatre. To say it should be in language that can 
be understood by common people does not mean that a play 
done in simple language cannot be artistic at all.” (Yubaraj 
2066 BS, 211) Therefore, it is high time theatre artists thought 
of blending theatrical aesthetics with the intended message in 
their street theatre. In her article, Mottin claims, “The street 
play’s aesthetic quality is the parameter through which artists 
distinguish street theatre from ‘NGO’ theatre.” (Mottin 2007, 
338) If the artists manage to maintain aesthetic quality, street 
theatre does have its own integrity as a variant of theatre. 
However, since theater artists focus themselves on a message 
at the cost of aesthetic quality to make donors happy, street 
theatre gets stigmatized as “NGO” theatre. 

Discussing the improvisation and innovation he under-
took in the street theatre he did after receiving the Ashoka 
Fellowship in 1988, Pokharel says, “I wove local folk songs 
and tales. We performed theatre by turning the real balco-
ny, house, etc. into a stage. I didn’t want to perform like the 
Nukkad theatre I had seen in India or our usual street thea-
tre while working in the village. I worked as per the circum-
stance.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 204) Pokharel makes it clear that 
the Nepali theatre workers, by deriving rituals, folk tales, folk 
dance, and folk music from the concerned community, can 
raise street theatre to a new height. It can be innovative, artis-
tic, and appropriate to the target community at the same time.  

Moreover, its educative role has allowed theatre groups to 
appropriate projects to develop the artistic theatre further. “So 
far donors’ funding has indirectly, as an accidental by- prod-
uct, supported artistic theatre via street theatre in the absence 
of government support and a theatre culture. But it would be a 
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mistake to assume there is an ideological dependence of thea-
tre on project work. Donors had their own agendas in relation 
to theatrical performances but theatre groups have also appro-
priated projects and sometimes social theatre has been used as 
a tool to develop artistic theatre.” (Mottin 2007, 340) 

Regarding the appropriation of projects, Sarwanam serves 
as a significant example. Ashesh Malla unflinchingly claims, 
“With the money received from that [the donor agencies], 
the organization ran. That money was used to run organiza-
tion, publish newspaper, offer the Sarwanam Puraskar etc. 
Redbarna’s support made it easier to do many other works.” 
(Yubaraj 2066 BS, 182) Malla adds, “The director must find 
alternatives to make theatre active. Theatre cannot survive in 
a vacuum. Financial source is indispensable. Our desire is to 
perform theatre and if somebody helps for theatre, that’s a 
good thing.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 182)

Actually, the present appropriation of funds received from 
NGOs and INGOs for the sustainability of theatre culture is 
just a tentative strategy to protect and promote theatre culture 
in the present transitional context. Regarding the involve-
ment of I/NGOs in theatre, Ranjan says: 

“We have been working on such social issues with 
the support of NGOs and INGOs. But they terminate the 
programme midway. It is necessary to work on such grave 
problems for a long time. Minap has taken the initiative on 
such subjects. But the theatre groups cannot give continuity 
to such initiative due to their financial limitation. I/NGOs 
need to provide regular support to an issue for a long time if 
we want to change society.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 220) Ranjan’s 
answer proves that there—as the state is silent on this issue—
is a dire need for sustainable alliances between theatre groups 
and donors for bringing about change in society. Perhaps 
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the theatre groups should pay attention to organizational 
management and the artists should strive to win donor confi-
dence for a sustainable alliance to succeed. 

Regarding the involvement of INGOs and NGOs in thea-
tre, Sarubhakta thinks that theatre artists are compelled to 
take help from donor. “I consider it as a compulsion. The 
condition is such that the country has to depend on foreign-
ers. If possible, we should be self-dependent. If not, we are 
compelled to take support. This condition would come to an 
end if the government paid attention to it.” (Yubaraj 2066 
BS, 195) Sooner or later, the state has got to support thea-
tre groups and artists for the sustainable development of 
theatre in Nepal. Theatre groups, therefore, must create a 
synergy to put pressure on the state to come forth for the 
sustainable development of theatre culture in Nepal. To 
help establish sustainable infrastructures and “to train thea-
tre workers fully, we need a full-fledged strong institution 
that receives endowments and recognition from the cultur-
al organizations of the government.” (Subedi 2006, 212) 
Pokharel, too, lays emphasis on the need for government 
support for the sustainable development of theatre: “The 
government should create ambience. Like in other sectors, 
sports, agriculture, education, the government should 
invest in culture and theatre. It can organize festivals, build 
small theatre houses all over the country, train artists and 
organize discussions on theatre.” (Yubaraj 2066 BS, 205) 
This, however, demands synergy among all theatre work-
ers. And the conflict, whether real or fabricated, among or 
between theatre groups must come to an end. “The theatre,” 
argues Rijal, “becomes successful when artists start speak-
ing and understanding the language of their time and work-
ing with democratic ideas and manners at the professional 
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level.” (Rijal 2008, 181) Even though artists work for money, 
they must not forget that they are working for the develop-
ment of their country. For “their emotional involvement and 
attachment ma[kes] ‘the difference’“ (Mottin 2007, 340)

Most of the problems in Nepali theatre have arisen because 
of the unhealthy competition between and among a handful 
of theatre groups based in Kathmandu. The theatre groups, 
in order to bag projects, are engaged in petty squabbling 
and tarnishing the image of each other. Frankly, there are so 
many projects that they, if they work together, do not have 
to risk their reputation and integrity for the sake of work. 
Because there is a lack of communication and unity among 
the theatre groups, they let critics portray them as packs of 
hungry wolves. If they were united, they would be able to 
bring substantial change in the country and thereby in the 
condition of theatre as well. Mottin articulates this problem 
in these words: “Groups are not pooling energies or shar-
ing experiences but trying to secure their individual projects, 
contacts and spaces. This also affects artistic competition. No 
collective effort to grab public support through art advocacy 
actions could be documented during the period of my field-
work either.” (Mottin 2007, 342) While there is ITI Centre 
Nepal, theatre groups have failed to make it their umbrella 
organization. This is just an example of the disintegration 
rampant among the Nepali theatre groups. 

In conclusion, stigma does not arise out of the nexus 
between donor agencies and theatre groups the way many 
critics believe. As illustrated above, we see that this nexus 
has proved quite fruitful on both fronts: social transforma-
tion and preservation and promotion of the theatre in gener-
al. Moreover, this nexus has also led our theatre groups to 
experiment with the new poetics of theatre: the poetics of the 
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oppressed. Nevertheless, our theatre has been suffering from 
several problems brought about by megalomania, greed, 
insincerity, laziness, and a lack of solidarity, commitment, 
efficiency and democratic culture on the part of the artists 
as well as their respective groups. These problems are more 
about the individuals involved in theater groups than the 
concerned nexus, which has been the whipping boy of critics. 
All the same, this nexus is just a tentative strategy. At present, 
theatre groups do not have any option other than appropriat-
ing the opportunities provided by the nexus. Ultimately, the 
state must support artists and their groups for the sustainable 
development of Nepali theatre. It is high time theatre artists 
and their groups worked together in collaboration to get rid 
of these problems so that they can lobby for the state’s sustain-
able support. If theatre groups received concrete support 
from the state, they would work independently. Even if they 
worked with INGOs and NGOs, the latter would come forth 
with their proposals rather than the other way round, and 
artists would be in a better position to aestheticize theatre for 
social change. In all, drama for social change in the Nepali 
context serves two purposes: theatre for development and the 
development of theatre. 
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In 2003, Aarohan Gurukul Theatre performed the Nepali 
adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s play A Doll’s House as Putaliko 

Ghar, and it was an instant success. It almost became a 
phenomenon for the voice of women and the feminist cause at 
a time when Nepal was undergoing a sweeping sociopolitical 
transformation. The play has seen more than two hundred 
performances so far in Nepal and abroad, and Gurukul’s 
Rimal Theatre is crammed with enthusiastic audiences even 
today. A few years later, in 2007, Gurukul adapted Albert 
Camus’s play The Just (Assassins) into the Nepali Nyaya Premi 
and performed it at the same venue. It also remained popular 
among audiences, though it did not create the kind of waves 
that Putaliko Ghar had. The similarity in the translation and 
adaptation of these two plays, both directed by the eminent 
Nepali director Sunil Pokharel, was that they belonged to 
language and culture very different from the target language 
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and culture, or, as Anuradha Dingwaney puts it, in both cases 
the translation and adaptation of the texts were between 
cultures that were not “civilizationally linked.” (Dingwaney 
1996, 1) Similarly, in both cases there was an attempt to match 
the sociopolitical context of the country with that of the play. 
Putaliko Ghar was performed when the call for women’s rights 
and equality was being vocalized in Nepali society for truly 
the first time, while Nyaya Premi was enacted against the back-
drop of the Maoists coming into the political mainstream after 
a decade-long guerilla war. The difference between these two 
performances, however, was huge, and it is this difference 
that this essay specifically attempts to observe.

Though Nyaya Premi was performed in the Nepali 
language, the play’s original character names were retained, 
and the director attempted to have the play resemble the 
original setting of The Just (Assassins) as closely as possible. 
Moreover, Nyaya Premi strictly followed the story and plot of 
the original without any significant changes except for dele-
tions made in an attempt to cut the running time. Putaliko Ghar, 
on the other hand, took an entirely different approach. All the 
characters were given Nepali names, the play took place in a 
typical Nepali home, and every possible change was made to 
make the play appear entirely Nepali. Though the story and 
the plot largely matched the original, the director took liber-
ties to introduce his interpretation, especially in the ending of 
the play. Anyone watching it without prior knowledge would 
have hardly guessed that Putaliko Ghar was a translation of 
a Norwegian play written nearly a century and half ago in 
a completely different society and culture for an entirely 
different audience. The obvious questions that arise at this 
point are: What was the reason behind these two approaches 
in adaptation? Did each of these adaptations do justice to the 
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original texts? And, what are the possible consequences of 
these two approaches on the original texts as well as on the 
audience? This essay tries to discuss these questions in light 
of the theories of translation, and, for that purpose, it dwells 
upon the major contemporary issues in translation and adap-
tion, discussing these two significantly different perform-
ances with those theoretical insights.

Translation has been a necessity in human transfer and 
sharing of knowledge and experience since time immemo-
rial. With the rise of information-communication technology, 
translation has become an even more inalienable and inevi-
table aspect of communication in the modern world. Though 
it has been used in innumerable areas, the translation of 
literary texts has remained the most common practice and 
most discussed area of translation. It is an extremely complex 
process entangled not only by linguistic threads but also by 
social, cultural, historical, and political ones. As we move 
ahead from the translation of everyday language to the trans-
lation of literary texts, the task turns more arduous. Even 
within the realm of literary texts, the process becomes more 
demanding as we move from the translation of essays and 
fiction to the translation of poetry and plays. Furthermore, if 
the translation takes place between two completely different 
languages and cultures, the intricacies are even greater. 

Elucidating this difficulty in translation, Anuradha 
Dingwaney quotes Frantz Fanon in her essay “Introduction: 
Translating ‘Third World’ Cultures.” Fanon says, “To speak a 
language is to take on a world, a culture.” (Dingwaney 1996, 
3) Fanon’s idea is that language cannot be isolated from the 
world or culture within which it is embedded. Therefore, says 
Dingwaney, “The translator cannot merely search for equiva-
lent words in the ‘target’ language to render the meaning of 
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the ‘source’” while seeking to convey words and sentences 
from one language to another. Her point is that “the trans-
lator must attend to the contexts (a ‘world, a culture’) from 
which these words arise and which they, necessarily, evoke 
and express.”(Dingwaney 1996, 3) Exploring the potential 
pitfalls in the process of translation, Dingwaney points to the 
possibility of “violence” when the culture being translated is 
constituted as “other.” (Dingwaney 1996, 4)

Translation of every literary genre has its own complexi-
ties and nuances, but the translation of dramatic works is a 
comparatively challenging area. The simple reason is that 
translation of dramatic works involves not only the inter-
lingual transfer of a given text between two linguistic sign 
systems, but also other extralingustic elements. Astri Ghosh 
speaks to this issue: “The translation of theatrical texts is 
never easy. How do you translate the untranslatable when 
you work on a drama intended for recipients in one language 
and culture and translate it into another language? It is no easy 
task when the cultures are as far apart as the Norwegian and 
South Asian, when the source language is Norwegian and the 
target languages are Hindi, Urdu or Bengali.” (Ghosh 2006, 
195) Ghosh compares and contrasts the shades of translating a 
play with those of translating other texts and says, “When one 
is translating a novel, short story or poem, one has to solve 
the problem of dealing with phenomena that do not exist in 
another culture by writing footnotes or explaining things in a 
text.” (Ghosh 2006, 195) But the case is different with a play 
because such provisions do not exist. That, however, does not 
limit the possibilities of translation because “drama gives one 
more freedom with a text, since you have more tools than just 
the written word.” (Ghosh 2006, 195) Some issues to be taken 
into account while translating a play include the nature of 
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the play, the aim of the translation, the attributes of the trans-
lated text, the transfer of cultural content, and the position the 
translator assumes while translating the play.

Let us begin the discussion of the Nepali adaptation of 
these plays with Putaliko Ghar. As mentioned earlier, though 
this Nepali adaptation follows the original play’s story and 
plot, a number of other elements have been changed. The 
most important change Pokharel has made is in the way 
he uses the theatre’s physical space. As Kamaluddin Nilu 
perceptively observes in his essay “A Doll’s House in Asia: 
Juxtaposition of Tradition and Modernity” this production is 
most importantly characterized by the fact that the concept of 
space is completely different from the original. Nilu explains, 
“In contrast to the closed door situation of the original where 
all actions take place in a drawing room, Pokharel makes 
use of the common open space concept of traditional Asian 
theatrical forms where the audience is seated on all sides of 
the performance space and observes the performance from 
close. The play is adapted to suit the Nepalese socio-cultural 
setting.” (Nilu 2008, 117)

All the names of the characters, except that of Nora, (which 
was left unchanged for the simple reason that it does not sound 
too strange in Nepali) have been changed to Nepali names. 
Helmer, for instance, becomes Hemanta, Krogstad becomes 
Kedar, Dr. Rank is replaced by Dr. Rana, and Mrs. Linday by 
Leena. As in the original, the story takes place in a middle-
class family, but in a different decade than the one chosen 
by Ibsen. The references to modern domestic devices like a 
washing machine, microwave oven, and flat-screen television 
hint that the play takes place in contemporary times.

Instead of Christmas, Putaliko Ghar takes place during 
Tihar, the Hindu festival of lights, in worship of the Goddess 
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Laxmi, the Goddess of wealth, with the music of deusi and 
bhailo in the background. As the story flashes back, we come 
to know that Hemanta and Nora had to travel to the madhesh, 
the hot plains, when Hemanta became sick. This was a change 
made to the original in which the couple traveled to Italy so 
that Torvald could recover. In several cases, the scenes are 
more humorous or more tear jerking than those in the orig-
inal, and many more minute changes have been made as well. 
Pokharel even makes some changes to the original ending. 
After leaving the stage, Nora is found sitting outside in a 
contemplative mood under a placard that reads “Have you 
seen Nora somewhere?” Unlike Ibsen’s ending, the ending 
of the play here is thus completely open. (Nilu 2008, 118) In 
this way, Pokharel uses every device, makes every possible 
change, and takes every liberty in domesticating the play and 
in turning it into a typical Nepali production.

Nyaya Premi, on the other hand, appears to be a completely 
foreign play. This play was actually first performed by 
Aarohan in 1990 with a different cast, but with a similar 
adaptation. Bearded, rugged men in long, heavy overcoats 
dominate the stage filled with unfamiliar props that look 
very foreign to the Nepali audience. A samovar stands on 
the stage and a large cross in the background bears the colors 
of the Russian Federation flag. Time and again, Russian folk 
and patriotic music flood the stage, which is dictated by other 
unfamiliar sounds for a Nepali audience, such as the sounds 
of bugles and horse-driven chariots. The design of the prison, 
the uniforms of the prison officers, and the costume worn by 
the princess are typically Russian. Moreover, light filters are 
used to create the impression of a cold atmosphere. The story 
line, plot, and dialogues very closely match the original, and, 
as mentioned earlier, the only reductions made are to shorten 
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the play for the Nepali stage and to cut the dialogues based 
on Christian philosophy, which would have been too alien for 
a Nepali audience. How, then, should these two approaches 
be interpreted? 

Though every translation is an attempt to familiarize 
the foreign, a major issue here is maintaining the foreign-
ness of the source text in the target text. According to Walter 
Benjamin, “All translation is only a somewhat provisional 
way of coming to terms with the foreignness of languages.” 
(Quoted in Ghosh 2006, 196) But by translating a text, by 
showing how universal it is, in a way “one is denying that it is 
foreign.” (Ghosh 2006, 197) Many theorists see such denial of 
foreignness as violence to the text and injustice to the readers 
or audience. Therefore, Astri Ghosh, in her essay “When 
Nora Wears a Sari” claims: “[A]s a translator, one must also 
communicate the foreignness that one’s translations deny 
in their claim to universality. One must render the foreign 
familiar and still preserve its foreignness at the same time. 
This balance is very hard to achieve.” (Ghosh 2006, 197)

As an answer to this problem, Ghosh cites Walter Benjamin 
who feels that one way of accomplishing this balance is by 
the use of language. Benjamin claims that “the language of 
a translation can—in fact, must—let itself go, so that it gives 
voice to the intention of the original, not as reproduction, but 
as harmony, as a supplement to the language in which it                
expresses itself, as its own kind of intentio.” (Ghosh 2006, 197) 
The same is true even in the case of translating the elements 
of culture. Mary N. Layon, while discussing the translation of 
Homer’s Odyssey in the modern context, also acknowledges 
that the more appropriate translation of Homer’s master-
piece seemed an insistence on distance and unfamiliarity. She 
elaborates:
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This notion of translation is not a violation of the “task of 
the translator.” For the grittiness of a cultural text made 
strange rather than neatly “ours” is also translation’s 
“bearing a cross.” Rather than translation as the rendition 
of the “foreign” into the “familiar,” it is translation as a 
multivalent configuration of the attempt to make familiar, 
of the strange and silent, of the inapprehensible, and of 
the drawn-near. And such a configuration—the task of 
the translator, her translation, and the audience(s) for it—
is virtually unintelligible without a consideration of the 
context of and reasons for, the same narrative of, the act 
and product of translation. (Layon 1996, 49)

If we consider the above-mentioned performances with 
these theoretical insights, we come to the conclusion that 
the Nepali adaptation of A Doll’s House has not been able to 
maintain that foreignness, whereas in The Just (Assassins) we 
find a number of those qualities. Lawrence Venuti distin-
guishes between the translator who chooses a “domesticating 
method, an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target-
language cultural values, bringing the author back home” and 
the translator who chooses a “foreignizing method, an ethn-
odeviant pressure on those values to register the linguistic 
and cultural difference of the foreign text, sending the reader 
abroad,” and recommends the latter. (Quoted in Dingwaney 
1996, 5) From this perspective, the Nepali version of A Doll’s 
House can be seen as employing the domesticating method 
and The Just (Assassins) the foreignizing.

The same director, mostly the same cast, and the same 
theatre: what could have prompted Pokharel to take these 
two approaches? In a recent interview with this essayist, 
Pokharel put forth his explanations for this choice and said 
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that this was done more for political reasons than anything 
else. Pokharel explained that while performing Nyaya Premi 
in 1990, the thirty-year Panchayat system had just ended and 
the communist parties in Nepal had come to the forefront of 
Nepali politics. Similarly in 2007 the play was performed just 
after the Maoists had entered the political mainstream after 
a ten-year subversive guerilla war. Adapting the play in the 
Nepali context at such times, according to Pokharel, would 
have been too obvious. Pokharel confessed that it is difficult 
to say which method is better, but his personal opinion was 
that that it is good to adapt a play to the local context as mush 
as possible. For him, it is not an act of violence or injustice to 
the original in any way, and the director is free to interpret the 
play in the way he or she wants. 

Pokharel says the choice depends also on the extent to 
which the “untranslatables” exist in a play. The linguistically 
untranslatable primarily include “metaphorical and idiomatic 
expressions, proverbs and puns, and the concepts that do not 
have their corresponding referents in the target language.” 
(Subedi 2007, 75) The same often happens with pragmatic and 
cultural aspects as well. The more untranslatable linguistic 
and cultural concepts present in a play, the less effective the 
adaptation or translation is likely to be. (Subedi 2007, 75)

A play, or for that matter any text, can be adapted for 
various reasons, but the tendency, as John Milton puts forth 
in his essay “Translation Studies and Adaptation Studies,” is 
to adapt much more when we are translating from a language 
that is further away from the source language than a language 
that is grammatically closer. (Milton 2009, 54) A number of 
processes such as “recontextualization, tradaptation, spinoff, 
reduction, simplification, condensation, abridgement, special 
version, reworking, offshoot, transformation, remediation, 
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and re-vision” can be brought into practice for adaptation. 
(Milton 2009, 51) One important discussion Milton raises in 
his essay is that of a distinction between adaptation and appro-
priation. An adaptation, Milton explains, will usually contain 
omissions, rewritings, and maybe additions, but will still be 
recognized as the work of the original author, where the orig-
inal point of enunciation remains. This is similar to Dryden’s 
classic definition of paraphrase. (Quoted in Milton 2009, 51) 
Appropriation, on the other hand, is similar to Dryden’s defi-
nition of imitation: the original point of enunciation may now 
have changed, and, although certain characteristics of the 
original may remain, the new text will be more that of the 
adapter or rewriter. (Milton 2009, 51)

What the aim of a performance is can answer what kind 
of adaptation should be made to perform it. For instance, if 
the purpose is to use the play for social, cultural, political, or 
other motives, or even some kind of experiment on rendering 
the unfamiliar familiar, adaptation to the point of appropria-
tion or absolute familiarity can be clearly more effective. But 
if the idea is to make audience members witness a timeless 
piece of art and then leave them free to individually craft 
any interpretation they like or any lesson they might learn, a 
closer adaptation, bordering on the original with a glimpse of 
its foreignness, would be more justified. As far as these two 
Nepali versions of the classic Western plays are concerned, 
Putaliko Ghar clearly falls into the first of Milton’s two catego-
ries and Nyaya Premi into the second.
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of urbanization have caused massive changes in the cultural 
spaces of this historical city.  His essay begins with a histor-
ical overview of Kirtipur and then studies the commercial 
and political pressures that have formed the city’s modern 
urban landscape. Rai also examines the complex relation-
ship between Tribhuvan University (its central campuses are 
located in Kirtipur) and the local inhabitants of Kirtipur, and 
discusses how this has affected the city’s changing cultural 
identity.

Concepts such as modernity, globalization, and urbani-
zation are plural and heterogeneous, rather than singular 
terms. Just as there are multiple modernities in different parts 
of the world, the way people experience those modernities, 
including their architectural and aesthetic forms like art and 
theatre, are necessarily plural. The artists interviewed by 
IMAP did not have any singular narrative about the cities in 
which they live. Their responses to modernity and the urban 
forms inspired by its technologies, were manifold and plural, 
both positive and negative. Similarly, the essays included in 
this volume do not propose any grand meta-narrative about 
the art, theatre, or city spaces that they examine. What they 
provide are a number of windows and perspectives from 
which to view these areas. It is hoped that such perspectives 
will inspire still newer points of view and motivate scholars 
to do further research on the urban landscape of Kathmandu, 
its architecture, theatre, arts, and performances.
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The aim of this research is to explore the history of Nepali 
theatre culture by examining the ways in which inclu-

sion of the disabled comes at a cost. Stigma in Nepali theatre 
offers a critical framework for understanding cross-stigma 
representations. However, theatrical representation of stig-
matized characters and their lives has a political dimen-
sion in which such representation binds some and excludes 
others. The major objective of this paper is, therefore, to map 
how stigma is currently being represented in Nepali theatre 
and to analyze the hidden politics behind the inclusion of 
stigmatized characters. This central issue will be discussed 
focusing on theatre groups like Aarohan Gurukul Theatre 
and Yaubanika and their adoption of these subject matters 
within Kathmandu Valley.

The first section of the paper begins with a short mapping 
of the history of Nepali theatre so as to understand the politics 
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of inclusion and exclusion in plays. The second section will 
include the definitions of stigma, its types, and its represen-
tation in Nepali theatre from 1960 to the present. In the final 
section, I will analyze some of the texts (plays) that have been 
staged within the last eighteen months by various theatre 
groups working in the field of disability and stigma.

The exclusion and inclusion of subject matters and char-
acters on stage is highly political. It has been seen that any 
form of representation in a play and the staging of such plays 
reflects a power relation. Sunil Pokharel, a director of Aarohan 
Theatre says, “Nothing exists out of politics. Even our dress 
codes reflect our political attitude. If any artist says that he or 
she is out of politics, that very statement can be regarded as a 
highly political statement. That’s why theatre, too, is not free 
from politics. The politics of the theatre is to stay in opposi-
tion to the ruling government.”1 This indicates that the selec-
tion of subject matter for performances can also be a political 
act. In other words, the politics of the exclusion and inclusion 
of different subject matters at different times is itself dramatic 
and reflects the exercise of power in the theatrical cosmos. 
Such exercising of power in theatre helps to create discourses2 
related to those subject matters. 

Theatre provides a platform to the people who are devoid 
of a voice. Monica Mottin, in her research article “Dramas for 
Social Change: Theatre for Development or the Development 
of Theatre?” writes that dramas can have a decontextual-
izing and transformative power. They create a different social 

1 Sunil Pokharel, in an interview with the author September 15, 2009.
2 Michel Foucault, in his book Truth and Power (1980), talks about 

discourses, which are more than simple statements as they bear a truth. 
Those who create such discourses are empowered and represent the 
other. 
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space where anything can happen, even magic. People who 
don’t usually have voice can express their opinion because 
a willing suspension of disbelief allows for the acceptance of 
atypical events. (Mottin 2007, 323) Theatre can be the best tool 
for the representation of those voices that remain unheard in 
society. In Nepali theatre, too, marginalized voices are being 
represented in different periods of time. Thus, theatre helps 
to create discourses and empowers those voices that are in 
the margin.

Professor Abhi Subedi argues in Nepali Theatre as I See It 
that “Nepali theatre is a mirror of Nepali cultural and political 
history, the focus of which are the ordinary human beings. . . . 
The power relations that subsist among the various groups in 
this country are mirrored in the theatrical practices.”(Subedi 
2006, 13-14) Here, Subedi makes it clear that theatre in Nepal 
helps to reflect the politics of the time. Thus, the drama of 
politics affects the inclusion and exclusion of issues in Nepali 
theatre, which in turn dramatizes politics. 

The History of Nepali Theatre
Nepali theatre has undergone various theatrical and 

cultural changes since its development. Though theatre was 
basically meant for entertaining elites in its early days, after 
the restoration of democracy in Nepal, it gained momentum 
and diversified its subject matter, becoming a mode of expres-
sion. Though entertainment seemed to be the primary objec-
tive of theatre, politics was in its womb since the beginning. 

Abhi Subedi maps the development of Nepali theatre 
by arguing that it has undergone changes in terms of its 
subject matter, audience, and various theatrical practices. The 
subject of Nepali theatre has ranged from the religious to the 
historical, further evolving into the real, natural, and surreal. 
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Prachanda Malla claims, “The eastern philosophy regarding 
the performance art asserts that if human life is full of sorrows 
then why perform tragic plays? So religious plays and come-
dies were performed in Nepali theatre in its early phase.”3 
Malla’s statements reflect the fact that the existing discourse 
in the past influenced the selection of the subject matter to 
be staged in the theatre. The history of the content of Nepali 
plays, therefore, reflects the politics of the inclusion of various 
issues in different epochs, which valorized one over the other.

Subedi says that theatre in Nepal in its early days was 
reflected in the form of Jatras and festivals. Thus Nepali theatre 
at its inception adopted religious issues as its main theme, 
excluding all other realities of the time. The real protagonists 
used to be the monarchs, as performances got their validity 
only when members of the monarchy graced them with their 
presence. Newari Jatras and festivals, which were even sanc-
tioned by the monarchs, became so dominant that they over-
shadowed all other social and cultural events. Subedi claims 
that even Prithvi Narayan Shah sanctioned such perform-
ances: “He used the performances and the dance rituals 
of the people of the valley as the most important forms of 
power that could be used to resist the colonial intrusion then 
being experienced in this cultural zone. Such intrusions came 
through ‘foreign’ cultural forms and the activities of proselyt-
izers.” (Subedi 2006, 16) 

However when theatre in Nepal began to be more precise 
and theoretically charged, it was restricted to the palace, 
turning it into merely a means of entertainment for the 
elites. Though the performers came from the general public, 
common citizens could not view the performances. These 

3 Prachanda Malla, in an interview with the author July 21, 2009.
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early theater artists staged plays that had religious signifi-
cance. They also brought in historical subjects that essentially 
valorized the warriors of the courts. Theatre, thus, was taken 
from the “mass to class.” (Subedi 2006, 32) Though a new 
form of theatre called Parsi Theatre arrived in Nepal in the 
early decades of the twentieth century, it was again restricted 
to the palaces. Subedi claims, “When Parsi theatre came in 
Nepal it acquired a status of power and prestige as it was the 
exclusive means of entertainment for the ruling families of 
Nepal” though it was introduced by citizens like Keshab Man 
Tuladhar, Ratna Das Prakash, Hari Prasad Rimal, and Bekha 
Narayan Maharjan. (Subedi 2006, 76)

The interesting fact of these performances is that women 
were always excluded and never played any roles other than 
those of audience members. Satya Mohan Joshi remarks, 
“There were only males on the stage performing as women 
through cross-dressing.” Whether the performances were 
about goddesses or historical events involving women, female 
roles would always be played by men, excluding female 
artists from the theatrical arena. Prachanda Malla in an inter-
view explained, “It was only in 2004 BS [1947 AD] that female 
artists started performing in Nepali theatre.” Similarly, Satya 
Mohan Joshi describes how “Buddi Devi Dangol was the first 
woman actor from the general public to perform in the Nepali 
theatre.”4  

The control of Nepal’s rulers over the theatre slowly 
started to lessen with the change in Nepali politics during 
1960s. Sanjeev Uprety, in his article “Nepali Modernities 
and Postmodernities,” mentions that with the arrival of 
Bal Krishna Sama and Gopal Prasad Rimal the dawn of 

4 Satya Mohan Joshi, in an interview with the author August 12, 2009.
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modernism began in Nepal. He says, “The writers of plays, 
fiction and poetry began to use the lives of ordinary, common 
folk as the subject of their texts thereby displacing the stories 
of Gods and Goddesses, and kings and courtiers that were 
the main source of inspiration for the earlier generation of 
writers.” (Uprety 2007, 235) Thus the marginalized issues of 
ordinary people and their lives made inroads into theatre. 
Theatre, in a way, became a means to exercise the power to 
challenge the existing “truth,”5sometimes even helping to 
assert the truth. 

In such representations, some subject matters get promi-
nent space in theatre and some are simply sidelined. This 
selection of subject matters is historical and culture bound. 
Satya Mohan Joshi says, “The play Bagh Bhairav, which bore 
religious subject matter, was in fact a political play that 
resisted the anarchy of the time.” Thus, the selection of reli-
gious subject matter and latent politics in Bagh Bhairav reflect 
its historical and cultural nature.

With the introduction of street theatre in 2038 BS (1981 AD), 
theatre stepped into a new dawn as the excluded realities of 
everyday life began to make inroads in the theatrical arena. As 
a result, theatre slowly became much more inclusive. These 
street theatre performances even explored issues related to 
human health, civil rights, women’s education, etc. More 
importantly, street theatre began with a political agenda. The 
treatment of the subject matter in these street performances 
had its roots in the time of its emergence. Street theatre began 
during the Panchayat system, which banned all other activi-
ties that spoke against it. The first prominent street theatre 

5 In Truth and Power (1980), Michel Foucault argues, “Truth is linked in a 
circular relation with systems of power which produce and sustain it, 
and to effects of its power which it induces and which extend it.”
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group, Sarwanam, staged a drama with a political message 
that called for freedom from the anarchy of the Panchayat 
system. That play was Hami Basanta Khojirahechhaun (2040 BS, 
1983 AD), which symbolically meant the desire or dream for 
change or freedom in life. The dramas of that period basically 
bore the same political message, in a way sidelining other 
issues of the time. 

However, after the People’s Movement of 2046 BS (1990 
AD), Nepali theatre has been affected by the politics of the 
margin, which has widened the scope of the subject matter, 
performers, and audience as well. Moreover, the People’s 
Movement II in 2062-3 BS (2005-6 AD) broadened the horizon 
of Nepali theatre. Now a wide range of issues that affect 
marginalized groups and performers from these marginal-
ized groups are challenging the discourses of the time. The 
size of the audience has also increased, and the impact of such 
performances challenges the existing notion of theatre.   

   
Stigma in Nepali Theatre

In any society there are different people who are catego-
rized into normal and stigmatized. The criteria for normalcy6 
and stigma are sociocultural constructs, so they vary 
according to the sociocultural values of the respective society. 
It seems, though, that in all societies people with disabilities 

6 Lennard J. Davis, in his work “Constructing Normalcy,” has defined 
the concept of norms in relation to disability. He says, “The concept of a 
norm, unlike that of an ideal, implies that the majority of the population 
must or should somehow be part of the norm. The norm pins down that 
majority of the population that falls under the arch of the standard bell 
shaped curve. . . . Any bell curve will always have at its extremities those 
characteristics that deviate from the norm. So, with the concept of the 
norm comes the concept of deviations or extremes.” Here the deviants 
refer to people with disabilities, or in other words, those who don’t fall 
under the norms are the abnormal or disabled. 
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have a high chance of being stigmatized. Stigma, as Erving 
Goffman says, simply refers to “an attribute that is deeply 
discrediting” and is sometimes also called “a failing, a short-
coming, a handicap.” (Goffman 1997, 204)  However, “the 
sense of being stigmatized or having a stigma is inextricably 
tied to social context.” (Goffman 1997, 218) So what may 
be stigmatized in one sociocultural setting may not have a 
similar regard in another society. Nepali society has its own 
sociocultural norms and values, where the category of women, 
for instance, is stigmatized in specific contexts. Widows, 
from this perspective, often become the recipients of “triple 
discriminations” and are highly stigmatized. (Hans 2006, 19) 
Though the situation has changed to some extent, when we 
make an evolutionary study of Nepali society, we understand 
their subjugated position. Such variations in social perception 
bring variations in the representation of these categories in art 
and literature as well. 

My major thrust in this paper is to analyze the represen-
tation of some of the categories of  stigmatized people such 
as women, widows, women with disabilities, the mentally 
ill, the physically disabled, the third gendered, etc. in Nepali 
theatre. I will try to focus on the politics of the exclusion and 
inclusion of such subjects and the effects of their representa-
tion in the theatrical arena.

The sociocultural construction of Nepal has led to the subju-
gation of women. Though Nepali society has been worship-
ping woman as a “living goddess,”7 the actual treatment of 
women is something different. From the beginning, women 
are treated as “the second sex”8 and their secondary position 

7 The Kumari, a virgin girl, is worshipped as a living goddess in Nepal.
8 Simone de Beauvoir, in her book The Second Sex (1949), talks about the 

otherness that has been conferred upon women. Woman is always 
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in society has resulted in their marginalization in the theat-
rical arena as well. As mentioned above, before 2004 BS [1947 
AD], the roles of women were played by males in women’s 
clothing. Prachanda Malla highlights the social perception of 
women in society at the time, “When Shyam Das Vaisnav and 
his colleagues asked for the permission of Chandra Samser 
to let women perform in a play, Samser first hesitated.”9 This 
reflects that the category of women was stigmatized, and any 
activity women did that went against social norms and values 
stigmatized the whole family. As a result, women were not 
given space in the theatrical arena before 2004 BS. However, 
issues related to women did get some space in the theatrical 
world before that. 

Today, issues related to women with stigma are staged in 
Nepali theatre. Masan, a play by Gopal Prasad Rimal, deals 
with a woman who is forbidden from enjoying motherhood 
due to her husband’s concern for its effects on her beauty. As a 
result, the woman suffers as females who are not blessed with 
motherhood are stigmatized in Nepali society. Prachanda 
Malla says, “Masan does have some influence from A Doll’s 
House, which advocated the right to happiness of women.”10 
Similarly, many plays dealing with widows have also been 
staged in both proscenium and street theatre. Putaliko Ghar, 
which has been staged many times by Gurukul,11 presents 
a character who is a widow. Though the widow under-
goes various problems, the whole drama actually revolves 
around another woman who is living a well-settled married 

“othered” in society. In her text, Beauvoir has tried to clarify that even 
men are other to women, thus this secondary category prescribed to 
women is simply a patriarchal construct.

9 Malla, interview.
10 Ibid.
11 A school of theatre.
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life blessed with marital bliss. Nepali society dehumanizes 
widows, so they are doubly discriminated against. Though 
Putaliko Ghar brings in the character of widow, the role has 
again been relegated to a secondary position.

 Similarly, Maya Deviko Sapana by Abhi Subedi, presents 
a widow character named Maya Devi who not only holds a 
respectable position in society but also works toward estab-
lishing peace even when her own son is a guerilla fighter. 
However, if compared to actual widows living in Nepali 
society, the representation of Maya Devi seems to be highly 
political as it tries to challenge the existing truth about the 
condition of widows condition in Nepal. Birendra Hamal12 
has also raised issues related to widows in his plays. Similarly, 
many plays like Bahula Kajiko Sapana, Talak Jung Bharses Tulke, 
Psychosis, Miss Margarida, Ugly Duckling, Oedipus Rex, etc. 
have been staged in proscenium theatre, portraying stig-
matized characters like the mentally ill, the third gendered, 
lesbians, the physically disabled, the visually impaired, etc.

Though these different forms of stigma have been repre-
sented in theatre for some time, people with actual disabili-
ties rarely received an opportunity to perform on stage in the 
early days. Only a few directors broke with tradition. In an 
interview with the author Suman Rayamajhi, he comments 
that in 2046 BS (1990 AD), “Director Sunil Pokahrel worked 
with the characters who were themselves deaf.” Similarly 
Ghimire Yubaraj, in his book Rupantarankalagi Rangamanch, 
writes, “In 2046 BS [1990 AD], Aarohan staged a play enti-
tled Aawaz that included the deaf and people with disabilities, 

12 Ghimire Yubaraj, in coversation with the author. Yubaraj asserted that 
he has forgotten the name of the plays, however he remembers several 
in which there were many widow characters. The plays were mostly 
street plays.
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which was performed again only in 2058 BS [2003 AD]. In the 
play Manchhemanchheharu, which was written and directed by 
Krishna Sahayatri and staged at the National Theatre Festival 
by Jyoti Punj Shine Theatre, deaf people acted on the stage. 
The characters used sign language in the play while a narrator 
explained in Nepali.”13 (Yubaraj 2066, 125) Similarly, in 2058 
BS (2003 AD), the actors from Gurukul School of Theatre 
and other actors with disabilities staged a play directed by 
Sunil Pokharel. Speaking about the play, one of the actors, 
Tika Dahal, who herself has a disability and who works with 
the Nepal Disabled Women Association (NDWA), said, “[T]
he play was about disability. It was staged to inform people 
that within disability, too, there are different types. Also, the 
play reflected the professional, familial, and other problems 
that the people with disability and their families undergo. 
The play mirrored the different problems of women with 
disability.”14

Despite the limited presence of the disabled on stage in 
the early days of Nepali theatre, at present there are some 
directors and institutions that work with people who are 
stigmatized. The Blue Diamond Society (BDS) staged a play 
Aba Pariwartan Hunuparchha in 2008 in which the actors were 
third gendered. The Disability Human Rights project also 
staged a drama in different parts of Nepal bringing charac-
ters with different forms of physical disability, like blind-
ness, hearing impairment, etc., onto the open stage of street 
theatre. Similarly, Suman Rayamajhi has directed plays 
such as Green Finger and Inside the Brain, in 2009, in which 
visually impaired actors as well as prisoners’ children 
acted in the proscenium theatre. Also, under the campaign 

13 Translation by author.
14 Tika Dahal, in conversation with the author December 12, 2009.
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“Kritika” and with the leadership of the Nepal Disabled 
Women Association, the play Doshi Ko Ho?, written and 
directed by Bishnu Bhakta Phuyal, was staged on March 8, 
2009. The play was related to the issues of the doubly-stig-
matized and triply-stigmatized women with multiple forms 
of disabilities. The actors, too, were stigmatized women. 

Representation within Performance
In this section, I will be scrutinizing some theatre groups 

and institutions and the plays they have staged within the last 
eighteen months, especially those that represent stigmatized 
subjects. Their representation in Nepali theatre reflects the 
politics within and outside plays, especially when we consider 
some of these organizations that claim to have worked on the 
issues of stigma and disability. 

 Nisha Sharma, in an interview with the author, shares 
her experience: “After playing the role in Psychosis, I felt like 
a patient of psychosis.”15 The play 4.48 Psychosis, written in 
the form of a suicide note from the character Sarah Kane, is 
the story of an intersexed woman who is in an asylum. The 
confession of the character’s self-stigmatization reflects her 
confusion and fragmentation, i.e. the different voices of the 
self. Her social identity is affected through the “occupation” 
which turns into stigma. (Goffman 1997, 203) Her social iden-
tity is discredited by the power of a single attribute: that 
of being intersexed. Sanjeev Uprety in his article “Swastha 
Manasiktako Manchitra” writes, “Psychosis is about a woman 
who is mentally fragmented. . . . She calls herself ‘poor half 
woman.’ Because of her homosexuality, she condemns society 
for her self humiliation. . . . However, she is not ready to accept 

15 Translation by author.
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the biased social norms that control her sexual behavior.”16 
(Uprety 2009, 6) Though the play reflects a western sociocul-
tural setting, its inclusion in Nepali theatre has widened its 
theatrical boundary. Uprety, highlighting the significance of 
the play in the Nepali context, questions, “Do homosexuals 
have to survive tolerating the traditional ideologies of society, 
searching the ultimate suicidal choice and the fear of daily 
life in New Nepal?” Despite its address of this taboo subject, 
the play could still be seen as exclusive as the actor who 
performed on stage was not herself intersexed. 

Maya Deviko Sapana, which was again staged by Aarohan, 
presents a character who is mentally ill as well as physically 
handicapped as his arm was amputated. Instead of passively 
accepting the experience of stigma, this character, who in 
a way is the mouthpiece of the playwright, challenges the 
existing truth and wants to replace it with his own truth that 
empowers him. He says, “People call me mad, but it’s people 
who are mad.”17 (Subedi 2065 BS, 22) In a society like Nepal 
such statements are simply seen as the babble of the insane. 
The inclusion of such a stigmatized character, who even tries 
to challenge the discourse of his time—the play takes place 
during the Maoist-Government War18—reflects the writer’s 
politics. These politics challenge the existing reality of stigma 
in Nepali society. It presents a stigmatized character who 
is challenging the existing truth of the time. Thus, the play 
reflects the writer’s politics of inclusion, but at the same time 
is exclusive as the person who plays this character is not actu-
ally mentally ill. 

16 Ibid.
17 Ibid.
18 The Maoist-Government War in Nepal lasted for ten10 years; it began in 

2052 BS and officially ended in 2062 BS.
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Ghanchakar, a novel by Sanjeev Uprety, was dramatized 
by Sunil Pokharel and staged by Aarohan Theatre at Old 
Baneshwor. The protagonist of the play is a lecturer at Tribhuvan 
University and is a columnist for the fictional paper Shantipur. The 
troubled politics of the country create a sense of unease, or even 
abnormal state of mind, in him. The play represents the psyche of 
a psychologically unstable but not necessarily mentally ill human 
being. It tempts us to rethink the notions of “madness” as Michel 
Foucault discussed. The protagonist of the novel is chained by 
norms but cannot follow them and thus becomes “abnormal.” 

 Ghanchakar’s protagonist is explicitly turned into a 
lunatic. But the implicit sanity that his actions and thoughts 
carry should convince most readers otherwise.  Nevertheless, 
it doesn’t overshadow the portrayal of important charac-
ters like student Ranganath and an ascetic Dilbarnath. The 
protagonist grieves, “I am helpless, Ranganath. The doctors 
here are even refusing to re-examine me. They have already 
put me on the ‘mad’ list.”19 (Uprety 2007, 183-4) He murmurs 
and talks to himself between his lectures and often moves to 
places that are less frequented by the so-called sane. Even 
his wife and colleagues are skeptical of his nature and are 
thinking of sending him to a lunatic asylum. In the mean-
while, the protagonist visits the ascetic Dilbarnath and 
spiritualist Freinz Reiner, who each have their own set of 
predictions for him. Surprisingly, as their predictions start 
turning into reality, his madness intensifies. This phenom-
enon is described by Lerita M. Coleman: “[Those] who are 
stigmatized or acquire stigma lose their place in the social hier-
archy”; power is always enjoyed by the majority. (Coleman 
2007, 218) The main character’s suicide attempt is taken as 

19 Translation by author. 
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proof of his complete insanity as a doctor’s comments reveal, 
“The insane had already planned for his suicide.”20 (Uprety 
2007, 54) In the hospital, the man is under disciplinary power 
to be observed, as Foucault calls “panopticism.”21 The play 
reflects not only the madness of an individual but also that 
of our society and way of thinking. It looks back on the 
sequence of political developments from Khoj to Jana Andolan 
and the present political circumstances. Bishnu Sapkota, in 
his review of Ghanchakar, writes, “This allegorical episode is 
a powerful satire against a society which is accustomed to 
interpreting individuals on the basis of a rigid set of rules: 
those whose characteristics do not fall within a set of prede-
termined categories are doomed to be labeled ‘abnormal.’” 
(Sapkota 2007, 389)

Ultimately, the central character in Ghanchakar is neither 
completely sane nor insane; he is just different from the 
“normal” people around him. The “problem” is thus not with 
the protagonist, or minority, but with “the way normalcy 
is constructed” by the majority. (Davis 1997, 9) In a similar 
manner, the way Lati22 sings a song and the dialogues deliv-
ered by Riksa Wala create humor in the play. What makes 
them funny, or different, however, is defined by the majority. 

20 Ibid.
21 Michel Foucault, “Panopticism” (1977), clarifies how panoptic modality 

helps to maintain discipline and thus to exercise power. The disciplines 
provide, at the base, a guarantee of the submission of forces and bodies, 
and punishment against the violation of disciplines finally helps to 
make effective mechanisms of power. Thus panoptic modality puts 
bodies and forces under the regular observation of power through disci-
pline and punishment.

22 Lati in Ghanchakkar is one of the play’s two female characters. Her name 
suggests stupidity in the Nepali language. She is given no identification 
except this. Also, the character is mentally ill and is sexually abused by 
Riksa Wala.
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Audiences laugh at Lati and Riksa Wala the way the Armies 
laugh at Riksa Wala in the play. The majority of people in 
society find them foolish and treat them simply as a source of 
laughter. Just as stigma reflects the production and consump-
tion of popular culture, the manner in which these stigma-
tized characters—Riksa Wala, the madheshi laborer, and Lati, 
the woman—are included in the play reflects their exclusion 
in Nepali society. However, as seen in so many other plays, 
such inclusion of stigma in the theatre becomes the victim of 
political exclusion. The performance of stigmatized roles by 
“normal” actors is itself indicative of the politics of the exclu-
sion of the disabled and can therefore never be an authentic 
representation. 

The Green Finger, directed by Suman Rayamaji, is a play 
involving a visually impaired person (VIP), which has 
brought change to the theatrical arena in the sense that visu-
ally impaired actors acted on the stage. The plot revolves 
around the emotions and feelings of a VIP and tells us the 
story of five friends setting out to make a documentary and 
the obstacles they face. It is an attempt to do something new 
and to bring together those who see and those who see things 
a bit differently. The visually impaired actors were able to 
portray expressions of anger, confusion, happiness, sadness, 
love, pain, and many emotions in between in a very effec-
tive manner. Using disabled actors to perform on stage like 
so-called normals actors is a new experiment in proscenium 
theatre in Nepal. The writer’s naming of the visually impaired 
character Drishya counters the established definition of visu-
ally impaired people. Drishya is visually impaired in the play 
and in real life as well. Yet the playwright has empowered 
this actor by making him the most dominant character in the 
play; he can “see” and understand the situation much better 
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than the other characters. Drishya, when he says, “The blind 
man was playing the music but the music was not blind,” is 
trying to assert his identity while at the same time articulating 
that though he cannot see with his eyes, he can understand 
better.  

 The inclusion of VIPs in the theatre is a mere political, 
institutional power. Once the actors leave the stage, they are 
excluded again. Nevertheless, their inclusion and participa-
tion in the theatrical arena opens the gate for their empow-
erment. Kunta Shrestha, who is physically disabled and has 
performed in a play staged by DHRP, shares her experiences: 
“After performing on the stage, the fear that was ruling me 
due to my disability has been wiped away, and I feel like I can 
also do something in my life.”23 The inclusion of stigmatized 
characters and actors in Nepali theatre excludes the other 
similarly stigmatized people from the mainstream. It shows 
that the inclusion of some stigmatized people in theatre 
empowers them among other stigmatized people. These 
few actors simply try to represent the rest of the stigmatized 
groups.

The Disability Human Rights Project (DHRP), which was 
established in 2009, has provided a platform to people with 
disabilities to act on stage. They staged a drama24 in the open 
theatre in which stigmatized subjects such as the hearing 
impaired, physically disabled, and visually impaired, etc. 
acted to advocate their rights for a dignified and better life. The 
play was based on the experiences of people who bear a mark 

23 Kunta Shrestha, in an interview November 27, 2009.
24 Suresh Chand, in an interview November 27, 2009. As the director of 

the play, Suresh Chand said that they did not give a name to the play 
because it was focused more on social awareness as it included the 
actors’ experiences with disabilities. 
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of disgrace due to their physical disability. In such plays, the 
actors are not just working for the theatre, rather, they believe 
that theatre can be the best means for advocating their rights. 
Suresh Chand, the director of the street play and the founder 
of DHRP, argues, “Disability is not a different subject. It is a 
reality that every person stands the risk of being disabled in 
the course of life.”25 In other words, imposing stigma upon 
people with disabilities is a malpractice. Chand believes “[p]
lays help some of the groups to represent themselves for the 
social debate. So, theatre can be the best means for advocating 
the rights of the people with disability.” He cited the example 
of Brazil where more than twenty laws concerning the disa-
bled were drafted due to advocation through theatre. He 
believes that such advocation conducted by his organization 
is a maiden step in the theatrical space of Nepal. Similarly, 
Maheshwor Ghimire of the same organization believes that 
such an approach in theatre by his organization is an experi-
ment and “can be the most effective tool for making people 
realize such malpractice of social discrimination towards the 
stigmatized people.”26 

The Blue Diamond Society (BDS) staged a play Aba 
Pariwartan Hunuparchha (2008), which was written and 
directed by Badri Pandey, advocating the rights of third 
gendered people. It was staged in 2007 in the proscenium 
theatre at Gurukul though the script demanded the spaces 
of the street. All the actors in the play belonged to the third 
gender. Pandey comments on his play: “It includes the expe-
riences of third-gender people. The play staged the problems 
faced by these people like problems concerning citizenship 
and their family’s and society’s attitudes towards them. It 

25 Ibid.
26 Interview.
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shows how one person who is stigmatized in such a socio-
cultural context starts earning the livelihood for his family 
members who have treated him badly most of his life.”27 The 
message espoused through such performance threatens the 
existing view of the public towards third-gender people. As 
a result, it demands society to correct its perception of them 
them and advocates for their civil rights. The inclusion of 
third-gender people in theatre helps them to be empowered. 

Speaking about the play Doshi Ko Ho?, Tika Dahal says: 
“The play was an effort to show the diversities within disa-
bility. People with physical disabilities, the third gendered, 
dalits, and women who give birth to only daughter have 
different experiences. So these differences should be valued 
equally, and their rights should be assured. However, there is 
discrimination in the implementation of the government poli-
cies.” Doshi Ko Ho? “raises questions on our value systems, 
social organizations and systems of governance.” (Hans 2006, 
27) The play is highly political as it advocates for the rights of 
women with disabilities and thus provides the foundation for 
“essential shifts.” (Hans 2006, 27)

These institutions that have staged plays related to the 
issues of stigma reflect different facets. Groups like Aarohan 
have staged such plays, however, they have tended to exclude 
real stigmatized actors from the proscenium. Meanwhile, 
institutions like DHRP, NDWA, and BDS have mostly 
staged plays for awareness building rather than aesthetic 
effects. Such awareness is supposed to dismantle the earlier 
discourses about the existing notion of disability and people 
with disability so as to rid society of stigma.

27 In conversation with the author.
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Conclusion
This research highlights the representation of stigma in 

Nepali theatre throughout various historical phases. People 
with different forms of disability seem to have been stigma-
tized in Nepal. Their inclusion and exclusion in different 
stages of history mirrors the politics of the time, which in 
turn is highly political. The representation of the disabled 
in earlier phases reflects how they were “othered” in Nepali 
society. However, after the 1960s, the change in Nepali poli-
tics changed the theatre as well. Earlier cultural forms were 
dismantled and paved the way for stigmatized bodies to be 
represented in Nepali theatre. As a result, stigma also became 
a dominant issue in performance. Today the inclusion of the 
stigmatized is still not free from politics. 

The representation of stigma after the 1960s did not bring 
many changes in Nepali theatre. Sometimes “normal” people 
represented the stigmatized, and other times the stigmatized 
represented themselves. The inclusion of real stigmatized 
actors in theatre has helped them reflect upon their “different” 
ability. Though theatre became an effective tool for raising 
awareness and advocating the rights of the stigmatized, such 
inclusion reflects the politics of exclusion. 

The institutions working for stigmatized groups are more 
like the propagandists for whom theatre merely becomes a 
means of establishing “institutional power”28 rather than 

28 The staging of plays by different groups formed specifically to work for 
people with disabilities has been creating a discourse that the members 
of such groups are the only people working for marginalized people. 
Such discourses have helped these groups grab the attention of the 
general public and donor agencies as well. As a result, the plays they 
have staged have become the source for generating income to regu-
late their organization and thus establish their organizational power 
in society. Also, the directors of such plays are empowered to explore 
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empowering the people they claim to help. Though some 
people with disabilities get the opportunity to explore them-
selves and reestablish their identities on stage, many of them 
are simply left to relive the same lives they had before the 
performance. Such institutions function more as NGOs rather 
than groups promoting theatrical art. Hence the inclusion and 
exclusion of stigma in Nepali theatre mirrors the inclusion 
and exclusion of stigma in Nepali society. On the one hand, 
it reflects the power relation between the “normal” and the 
so-called “disabled,” and, on the other, it becomes an effec-
tive to tool for boosting institutional power. 
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Poubha in the 21st Century
A Comparative Study of the Stylistics 
and Iconography of the Traditional Art of 
Kathmandu Valley

 PROMINA SHRESTHA

92

No generation is interested in art in quite the same ways 
as any other; each generation, like each individual, 
brings to the contemplation of art its own categories of 
appreciation, makes its own demands upon art, and has 
its own uses for art. 

— T. S. Elliot

Preface
The Newars (Newa) have generally been acknowledged 

as one of the original habitants of the Kathmandu Valley, 
descending from various ethnic and racial groups that settled 
and ruled the Valley during its two-millennia history. They 
have been credited with the religious architecture throughout 
the region, and their art and religious practices have given the 
area its culture. 

There are many similarities between the Newar culture 
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and that of ethnic and civilized groups from the Sino-Tibetan 
Plateau and Indian Subcontinent. This leads to the theory 
that there was a significant amount of human movement 
through the Valley over many centuries, and with this move-
ment came the steady acceptance, adoption, and diffusion of 
diverse ideas and cultures. The Newar community has been 
described as a “pre-dominantly Mongoloid people practicing 
an Indo-Aryan culture.” They are culturally unique, being 
that their practices and beliefs revolve around their composite 
Hindu-Buddhist-Tantric religious core. 

Introduction
Art in Kathmandu Valley has always been deeply rooted 

in religion, religious philosophy, and myth. Poubha is a tradi-
tional style of art belonging to the Newar community of 
Kathmandu Valley. It is a sacred art form that translates reli-
gious texts from Hindu, Buddhist and Tantric philosophies 
into visual interpretations. This art form has a sophisticated 
use of symbols, colors, and iconography. An early example of 
Poubha art from Nepal is the Ratna Sambhav, dating from the 
thirteenth century, now on display at the Los Angeles County 
Museum in the United States. 

Historically, this art was used in the spiritual pursuits of 
enlightenment and served as a narrative, depicting myths, 
folklore, religious philosophies and more, with a deep-rooted 
tantric affinity. Today Poubha is displayed for people to see 
and celebrate during auspicious events such as the festivals of 
Buddha Jayanti in Swayambhu and Bisket Jatra in Bhaktapur. 

Traditonally, Poubha was also part of a family’s personal 
celebration of an elder’s advent to seventy-seven years, seven 
months, and seven days, known as janku. The family commis-
sioned a Chitrakar (artist) to write a Poubha for this occasion. 
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The Poubha was part of the ritual and tradition releasing the 
person from all worldly responsibilities. 

Nepali art has frequently been a topic of study for cultural, 
social, and political purposes. Poubha is specifically studied 
in the religious context of Nepal as a whole, that is, in regard 
to its intricate relation to Buddhism (Vajrayana and Mahayana), 
Hinduism, and Tantricism. However, very few have delved 
into the question of the modern transformation of traditional 
art forms. The social dynamics of the Newar community have 
transformed immensely with globalization and the era of 
mass information. Today, this traditional art form survives 
with elements of modernization. Artists maintain the basic 
rules of iconography and line drawing but introduce their 
own style, motifs, and interpretations of the religious philos-
ophy. The question is, then, can a traditional art form, such 
as Poubha, face the challenges of an influx of external influ-
ences and still maintain its core elements? And if so, how? 
Furthermore, what are the stylistic and iconographic influ-
ences that its practitioners have incorporated, and how are 
they shaping twenty-first century Poubha?

In an attempt to answer these questions, interviews were 
conducted with museum curators, art historians, professors 
of art, and researchers. Museum paintings were viewed and 
analyzed along with readings of published research and 
historical books. Interviews mainly focused on artists and each 
provided a set questionnaire from which parametric parallels 
were drawn. This research is an attempt to analyze whether 
the traditions of Poubha—its original methods and materials 
of practice and its artistic spiritual ritual—still survive. 

This research was conducted to analyze the stylistic and 
iconographic variations that appear from the mid twentieth 
century to the beginning of the twenty-first in Poubha art. The 
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research analyzes historical influences and compares them to 
the works of three prominent twenty-first century Poubha 
artists: Deepak Kumar Joshi, Lok Chittrakar, and Udaya 
Charan Shrestha.

A qualitative benchmark was established to act as a com-
parative in terms of the basic mathematics of the painting 
(iconometry), iconography, and presentation. The ritualistic, 
methodological, and spiritual parts of the tradition were based 
on readings and interviews. The study was conducted with 
reference to previous studies and research publications, inter-
views and consultations with artists, arts and culture profes-
sors, museum curators, and art historians. Paintings from 
museums of various centuries were analyzed and compared 
to those of artists in the twenty-first century. The research 
was conducted in reference to published books, articles and 
reports by both national and international authors, in the 
context of Newa art and Nepali history in general. Paintings 
from museums were analysed and compared to those of the 
artists today, comparing the following parameters: iconom-
etry, geometry, proportion, color use, iconography, decora-
tion, and symbolic elements. An opinion poll was conducted 
during a group discussion amongst artists, historians, profes-
sors, and curators.

Findings
Nepal has historically been a center for trade and cultural 

exchange between its neighbors, particularly India and China. 
Depending on the time period, Poubha art had varied influ-
ences from neighboring countries in regard to its style and 
motifs, as well as iconography. According to A. W. Macdonald 
and Anne Stahl, “Two periods can be distinguished in 
Newar painting. The first lies between the fourteenth and the 
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sixteenth centuries and the second end of eighteenth century. 
In the early fourteenth and fifteenth centuries Indian influ-
ence is very strong. If in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
Newar painters left their mark on Tibetan paintings, at the 
end of the eleventh century and above all during the eight-
eenth century, one notes influence at work in the opposite 
direction; Tibetan painters impose their style and Newar 
painters begin to copy Tibetan thang-ka.”1

In the twenty-first century, globalization and access to 
information has broadened the artistic pallet, including that 
of the contemporary Poubha artists of Nepal. For instance, 
Lok Chittrakar has stated that he has taken some aspects of 
Japanese traditional art and incorporated them into his own 
Poubha paintings. Throughout its history Poubha has been 
continually influenced by various factors contributing to its 
evolution. This fact has been largely overlooked and needs 
to be taken into consideration. During this research, it was 
found that some quarters of the traditional art community 
do not accept the changes to the present Poubha art. A few 
propose that the new art forms and trends appearing within 
the traditional Poubha realm should be subcategorized as 
“Neo-Poubha.” 

Poubha has long been considered not just a painting but 
also a ritual integrated into the tradition and specific method-
ology of its practice. Today, a rise in the demand for Poubha 
art has transformed it from a religious practice to aesthetic art 
pieces. For a majority of artists it is not feasible to practice the 
Poubha rituals, as there is no demand for them. One could 
argue that in the present context, owing to changes brought 
about by modernization, Poubha as an art form is losing its 

1 A.W. Macdonald and Anne Vergati Stahl, Newari Art: Nepalese Art during 
the Malla Period (Warminster: Aris and Phillips Ltd., 1979), 127.
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spiritual value. A few argue that there are no new revised 
rules or specific guidelines to the Poubha tradition, hence 
the present day artistic works cannot be subcategorized or 
labelled as proper Poubha.

Poubha : Then and Now
Poubha is a painting executed (written) in mineral- and 

plant-based colors on a specially prepared, rectangular-
shaped cotton canvas, depicting images of religion. The 
word Poubha comes from the Sanskrit word pata or the 
Newa word patibahara, which translate to “religious scroll.” 
Poubha involves precise line drawing, which is proportional, 
balanced, and iconometric. 

According to dedicated practitioners of Poubha, the quan-
tization of colors used in writing a Poubha is, in essence, 
functions of different energy states depicting the state and 
condition of the subject. Iconography and symbolism are 
highly developed in Poubha art. In the words of Pratapaditya 
Pal, “Here multiple forms of artistic and philosophical 
symbols conjoin in a richly esoteric representation.”2  

The Creation of Poubha

The Artist
The artist was not merely an artist, but rather a medium 

for creating visual philosophy; he was a devotee of the 
divine, meditating in the process of painting. The artist had 
a deep understanding of iconological principles and expan-
sive knowledge of the philosophical themes relevant to the 
subject. For purity, only male artist were allowed to practice.  

2 Pratapaditya Pal, Nepal: Old Images, New Insights (Mumbai: Marg 
Publications, 2004), 21.
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The artist’s identity was anonymous. Therefore, he would not 
sign his masterpiece, but might portray himself at the bottom 
of his work along with the patrons and worshippers.

According to a Buddhist text, “The painter must be a good 
man, no sluggard, not given to anger, holy, learned, who is 
a master of his senses, pious, benevolent, free from avarice, 
such should be his character.”3 Pal states in his book, “After 
manifesting the painting or sculpture the artist ‘dissolves’ 
into the art, denying his separate identity. There is no artist’s 
signature, nothing identifying a particular maker. He does 
no intend to be the ‘creator’ of the ‘object’ created ‘outside’ 
his mind”3 and “he accepts himself as an instrument for its 
manifestation.”4

Poubha artists were mainly from a working-class caste of 
artisans known as the Pun or the Chitrakars. Today anyone 
who has an interest can pursue the training and the teachings 
of Poubha; one need not be a Chitrakar, nor even a Newar. 
Not all contemporary artists are well versed in the religious 
philosophies as they were in the past. And today a Poubha can 
be recognized to be the work of a specific artist by his or her 
signature or mark. Poubha is no longer a purely male-domi-
nated tradition, though only a few women have pursued it.

The Theme
Poubha art was interrelated and unified, reflecting 

the country’s domestic philosophy, which was based on 
Buddhism, Hinduism and Tantricism. It is no coincidence that 
the themes of these paintings were religion and beliefs. The 
inspiration for the subject of the work varied according to its 
period in time. Macdonald and Stahl quote Pal, “It is certain 

3 Pal, Nepal: Old Images, 22.
4 Ibid.
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that the majority of the pata and the illuminated manuscripts 
are Buddhist creations. It is very seldom that one finds brah-
manical pata before the end of the 15th century.”5 

Buddhist philosophies, the life of Buddha, and the cosmic 
relations were the central themes of Poubha art. According 
to some Poubha practitioners, the image itself is considered 
to represent the elevated subconscious state of the mind, 
something beyond reality—a relation to the cosmos and 
the surreal. Stella Kramish explains, “It is in this last phase 
of Newari creativeness, that tantric way of knowledge, that 
the utilitarian real was given support by images of frenzied 
grandeur.”6

Amita Ray states, “This is evident not only in its thematic 
content but also in its spirit and atmosphere, irrespective of 
whether the religion is Buddhist or brahmanical. Buddhism 
in its Vajrayana and Tantrayana versions is holding sway in 
the main.”7 Pratapaditya Pal concurs: “Nepalese tantric art, 
on one hand, is singular in its aesthetic vision, while on the 
other, it is an extension of the widespread tantric heritage that 
stretched from Bengal in the east to Kashmir in the west, and 
from the Himalaya in the north to the ocean in the south.”8

The themes of Poubha have not changed. All of the artists 
interviewed in this research are well versed in religious 
philosophy and consider it to be significant in their working 
knowledge. They adhere to the strict rules their predecessors 
laid down. One artist stated that changing the subject of a 
traditional Poubha or attitude of an icon and what is depicted 

5 Macdonald and Stahl, Newari Art, 127.
6 Milan Ratna Shakya, Ganesha in Medieval Nepal (New Delhi: Rupa Co., 

2006), 105.
7 Amita Ray, Art of Nepal (New Delhi: Indian Council for Cultural Relations, 

1973), 47.
8 Pal, Nepal: Old Images, 21.
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in the image borders on blasphemy. But all artists have exper-
imented with presentation and with integrating new influ-
ences that have impressed them.

The Ritual
Traditions have rituals, especially those intrinsic to reli-

gious philosophy. The rituals of Poubha were created for a 
spiritual purpose, in which the process of creating the Poubha 
itself was considered to be a form of meditation. Min Bahadur 
Shakya describes these rituals as detailed in the tantric text, 
Manjushrimulakalpa, dating from the third century AD:

“An officiant (Acharya/Bajracharya) who may either 
do the work himself, or employ a painter who works 
under his directions, conducts the whole painting ritual. 
Pure colours are to be used. The painter, beginning his 
work on an auspicious day, should work from sunrise 
to midday seated on a cushion or kusha grass, facing the 
east, his intelligence awake, his mind directed towards 
the Buddhas and bodhisattvas; he takes in his hand a 
delicate brush (vartika) and with his mind at ease, begins 
to paint. After the prescribed divinities, etc. have been 
figured, he should depict the officiant himself, in a corner 
of the canvas, according to his actual appearance and 
custom, kneeling with bowed hand, holding an incense 
burner.”9 

In his writing, Shakya also quotes a text extracted and trans-
lated by Farrow and Menon in 1992 from the Hevajra Tantra. 
“Bhagvan said: A fierce looking portrait must be painted 

9 Min Bahadur Shakya, Sacred Art of Nepal; Nepalese Poubha Painting: Past 
and Present (Kathmandu: Handicraft Association of Nepal, 2000), 14.
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using the five colours, which are placed in a skull by a painter 
who follows the observance of the vow or else by practitioner 
who follows the vow. The large portrait must be painted with 
a brush made of hair from a corpse. The one who spins the 
thread and the one who weaves the canvas for the picture 
should both be maidens, who, by practicing the empower-
ment of the observance of the vow, are keepers of the vow.”10

As a type of scroll intended to hang on the wall, the pata 
or Poubha required a certain ritual to be performed by the 
artists before commencing work. The canvas was kept in an 
isolated, quiet room, covered with a cloth. Both the artist and 
Bajracharya observed a brata, or fast. Before beginning, the 
artist had to be cleansed. It was also necessary that he be in 
a pure disciplinary and meditative state. Before the painting 
was commenced, it was initiated with a prayer to invoke 
the deity to be produced. When the artist entered the room, 
the Bajracharya would do a puja on the artist’s hand, known 
as hasta puja. Then the same ritual would proceed onto the 
canvas, as well as the tools to be used by the artist, before 
removing its cover so the deity or demon could be invoked 
into entering the canvas. Then the Bajracharya would read 
a text to describe the deity, and the artist would sketch it. 
This marked the first day’s ritual. At the end of the day the 
painting would be covered, and the same process would be 
repeated every day until completion. On the last day, the 
eyes of the image would be drawn in a process known as 
Akha Kholne. The artist would look sideways at the painting, 
as looking straight at the deity was considered ill fated and 
would prevent the it from being invoked into the image. It 
is believed that a mantra was then inscribed on the back of 

10  Shakya, Sacred Art of Nepal, 14.
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the Poubha. This process was confirmed by Chaunni National 
Museum officials, and most Poubha artefacts in the museum 
collection do have inscriptions on the back.

Today, however, these ritualistic practices of puja and 
mantra are not pursued, as most commissioned or written 
Poubhas have become aesthetic and have lost their religious 
significance.

The Canvas
According to historians and artists alike, the Poubha 

canvas was woven by the artist, or, in some cases, by virgin 
girls. As Min Bahadur Shakya’s quotation of the ancient 
description of Poubha says, “The cloth is to be woven by a 
pure virgin (kumari girl), and its preparation is accompanied 
by an elaborate ritual.”11 

Once the canvas had been made and cut to an appropriate 
size, it was then be stretched on a wooden frame and coated 
with a mixture of evenly applied saresh and sapeta. It would 
then be placed in the shade to dry. Once dry, it was wetted 
and repeatedly burnished (ghotne) with a smooth stone, 
which absorbed the moisture. Some applied this gothne 
process with a conch shell. The process was necessary to give 
the canvas surface a slippery, flawless finish, making it ready 
for the application of colors and smooth brush strokes.

Today, the artists interviewed do not weave the canvas 
material themselves, as it is available in the market. The 
method for preparing a canvas is not followed thoroughly; 
some artists even use paper instead of canvas. The purity 
factor also does not play a major role in today’s context as 
most Poubha are no longer written for religious purposes.

11  Shakya, Sacred Art of Nepal, 14.
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Colors
Poubha colors are mineral and plant based. Each color 

that is used on the canvas has a specific meaning, and each 
deity has a representative color that translates a meaning 
and purpose according to the philosophical texts. Each color 
needs to follow specific rituals and must be addressed with 
knowledge and faith. The ink lining of the painting is either 
real ink or made from stone colors.12 In traditional Poubha, 
red tones and dark colors were applied mostly in the early 
centuries; therefore resulting in paintings that resemble the 
manuscripts of that period. Later, lighter tones appeared 
in the background, maintaining the color application of the 
deities accordingly. Decoration was initially minimal and 
became more elaborate with time. 

Lok Chitrakar and Deepak Kumar Joshi use mineral stone 
colors for their Poubhas. According to them it is their part 
in preserving a tradition whose purpose is longevity. (Lok 
Chitrakar explained that stone colors are available in ready-
to-use forms imported from Japan.) Udaya Charan Shrestha 
uses stone colors as well as acrylics, oils, poster colors or 
gauche, and powder colors. 

Brushes
According to Sabitri Mainali, a professor at Tribhuvan 

University, and artist Lok Chitrakar, Poubha brushes were 
originally made from bamboo with calf, goat, or sheep hair 
fixed with wax. Such brushes were known as tulika. According 
to art writer and Kathmandu University professor, Madan 
Chitrakar, there were special brushes prepared from goose 

12 Cinnabar (red); indigo (dark blue); orpiment (yellow); shell powder 
(white); pine soot, mixed with herbs (black); malachite (green); lapis 
lazuli (light blue); crimson lacs (dark red); pure gold and silver.
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feathers during festivals. The feathers were meticulously 
sorted to use only the finest pieces.

Today the market supplies artists with readily avail-
able animal-hair brushes, such as those made from sable or 
mongoose hair, and artificial brushes in various sizes.

Process and Technique
The traditional process of drawing and painting the Poubha 

followed the principles passed down for centuries. The line 
drawing or sketching needed to be proportionate (icono-
metric or a finger’s breadth in measurement, called Angul) 
and follow the codes of iconographic and symbolic represen-
tation. The main deity was, and is, always placed centrally, 
with other deities or decorative borders surrounding it. Single 
or double borders were also added.

Presently, the sketch is either freehand or iconometric 
depending on the artist, but the process remains unchanged. 
Today’s Poubhas may be replicas of the work of previous 
masters or self-created and envisioned.  (See Annex I)

Framing
There were either two or three borders of a single color tone 

applied to the Poubha. It would then have been placed within 
a cloth border or frame with a cover. According to Udesh Lal 
Shrestha at the Chaunni National Museum, the borders and 
cloth were not just for decorative purposes, but protected the 
central image from disintegration since the applied colors 
were bonded with saresh, causing flaking with age. The cover 
was also used to protect the Poubha from impurities, or jhuto, 
and fading from exposure to light. 

Today, the cloth cover and frame is mainly substituted by 
either a simple wooden frame or a frame with glass.
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Teaching Methods
Like most traditions, the Poubha tradition was typically 

passed from father to son or to a member of the same family 
or caste. It was passed from a scholarly and well-read master 
to pious pupils. The techniques were kept secret within a 
tight circle. 

Today, different artists choose different methods of edu-
cating novice practitioners who can be of either gender and 
any caste. The teachings are passed on openly to students. Lok 
Chitrakar prefers to apply a teaching method where his pupils 
are initially given the meticulous task of material preparation 
where he observes their dedication and patience. He follows 
this with the selection of promising pupils to then learn the 
methods of sketching and painting. Udaya Charan Shrestha 
rarely takes on an apprentice, while Deepak Kumar Joshi 
teaches the theology and philosophical meaning of Poubha 
in places like the Nepal Handicraft Association. Others take 
on students, allowing them to learn from copying, observing, 
and experimenting.

The Influence of Poubha
In his book Nepal: Old Images, New Insights, Pratapaditya 

Pal states that “The Himalayan kingdom of Nepal preserved 
a unique tantric practice that was extinguished elsewhere, 
because the Malla kings who founded the unique fusion of 
the Hindu Vedic system with Shakta tantric traditions, for 
about a millennium. The Newar community, under the rule 
of Malla kings, developed a unique style of art and architec-
ture that is vibrant in its artistic nature.”13

Nepali Poubha in the past has had links to not just its South 

13  Pal, Nepal: Old Images, 21.
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Asian neighbors but also the Middle East. Through the centu-
ries, it has adapted to and adopted various inspirations and 
emerged as a unique and sophisticated art form of the indig-
enous Newa culture. Like the metal and stone art of Nepal, it, 
too, has been suggested to have later traveled to Tibet where 
it was developed into a monastic practice known as Thangka.

According to Mary Shepherd Slusser, “[W]hile the Valley’s 
cultural debt to India is unquestionably immense, it must be 
recognized that the Nepalis have always exercised choice and 
fashioned new combinations that formed the unique Valley 
culture, one by no means ‘provincial Indian,’ but distinc-
tively Nepali.”14 She also states, “Nepal was a gateway to the 
great monastic centers of the south, through which constantly 
passed by way of Lhasa, Buddhist monks and teachers 
traveling the route between India and China.”15  

Macdonald and Stahl in their book Newari Art: Nepalese 
Art during the Malla Period, express that Poubha can be distin-
guished into two distinct periods, namely one from around 
the fourteenth to the sixteenth century, which indicated 
strong Indian influence, and the other from the eighteenth 
century onwards, indicating a Sino-Tibetan influence.

According to Michael Hutt, “Nepali style quickly became 
livelier and more expressive than its Pala prototype, employing 
bright masses of primary colours. The sophistication of Nepali 
Buddhist paintings was reinforced by the arrival of refugee 
artists from the great Buddhist centers of north India after the 
Muslim invasion in the 12th and 13th centuries. . . . Mughal 
and Rajput influences appeared during the 17th century, 
particularly in portraiture, which had a strong emphasis on 

14 Mary Shepherd Slusser, Nepal Mandala, A cultural Study of Kathmandu 
Valley (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), 12-13.

15 Slusser, Nepal Mandala, 35.
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profiles. With the adoption of secular themes, there also came 
a different format, more like a Western book-page. Mountains 
and curly Chinese clouds entered the repertoire of decorative 
motifs after the 18th century. New spatial perspectives were 
borrowed from Persian schools via Rajasthan, especially in 
narrative scrolls.”16 

Previous research in the advancement of Poubha practices 
suggests that Poubha has undergone a subtle yet continual 
transformation over time. Michael Hutt describes this change: 
“The earliest examples are quite simple two-dimensional 
representations of three-dimensional images. Later, however, 
painters did not limit themselves to the depiction of icons, but 
produced pictorial representations of narratives and myths, 
and incorporated a wide variety of stylistic influences.”17 
Subsequently, it is accurate to suggest that Poubha as an art 
form matured and morphed over time into its current form 
and is still on an evolutionary curve. In comparing works of 
respected artists in this field today, such as Lok Chitrakar, 
Deepak Kumar Joshi, and Udaya Charan Shrestha, the simi-
larities and idiosyncrasies noted in their respective styles may 
provide clues to the changing traditions within the Poubha 
art form.

Conclusion
As a rule, art is not confined to conformities; it is flexible 

and it grows with time. Modernization in terms of art is a 
means of progress in the morphology of a cultural perspec-
tive. The changes that occur within its traditional genre bear 
direct and indirect connotations with the variations and atti-

16 Michael Hutt, Nepal, A Guide to the Art and Architecture of Kathmandu 
Valley (Edinbrugh: Kiscadale, 1994

17  Hutt, Nepal, 64. 
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tudinal evolution of its artists and practitioners.
Poubha, as with most traditional arts, has its restrictions 

in terms of iconography, philosophy, and matter of technique 
and method. Nonetheless, twenty-first century Poubha in 
form and practice is in a process of continual evolution, and 
in its wake can be seen the erosion of its core elements. Artists 
no longer practice the rituals that were an imperative part of 
Poubha. The use of traditional materials and the practice of 
traditional preparation techniques are in decline. Many have 
abandoned the rituals and traditional techniques, citing the 
redundancy of traditional practices like fasting or performing 
ceremonies. The traditional methods of practice have been 
replaced by more commercial aspects and viability. The art 
of Nepal has become more of a tourist event rather than a 
cultural upkeep, claims the museum curator of Bhaktapur. 

From this research it can be theorized that over time and 
in accordance with the demand, purpose, integration, and 
variation of influence in style and iconography, the Poubha 
tradition has transformed. It can be assumed that in the 
present century, from the time of Tej Bahadur Chitrakar 
(1898-1971) and Siddhimuni Shakya (193 3-2001), with the 
opening of political borders and the rising admittance of 
artists into Indian and European art schools, changes have 
visibly occurred in the traditional arts. Paintings became 
more dynamic with an emphasis on bringing them to life via 
shading and three-dimensionalism.

Poubha art to this day continues to follow the basic patterns 
of geometry, proportion, composition, iconography and color 
use. From the images compared during this research (See 
Annex II, list of images) it is also clear that the main deity 
plays an important role and is placed in the center of the 
painting, surrounded by other deities in the form of a border 
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and protective pattern. The superstructure is continuous and 
similar. The early Poubha from the sixteenth to  nineteenth 
centuries was symmetrical, geometric, and proportionate 
compared to the Poubha of the twenty-first century. It has 
become an occupation no longer entwined with the religious 
aspects of the Newar culture.

Today artists have a broader pallet to choose from, and 
there is a wider exchange of information with the modern 
media and availability of information. Artists do reflect the 
teachings they have received, yet each artist has brought his 
or her own signature of change. Artists like Bijay “Sarga” 
Maharjan have experimented boldly with elements directly 
borrowed from Western art forms like surrealism.

All three artists interviewed in the study are well versed 
on matters of religion and iconography, eschewing prac-
ticing copy work and ensuring the continuity of iconographic 
principles.

To the layperson it would appear that there are minimal 
changes in the Neo-Poubhas of today, but a closer look 
reveals that factors such as color use, regional influences, and 
so forth vary, though the basic principles of the superstruc-
ture are still intact.

For the survival of Poubha it is essential that it adapts to 
environmental and social changes.  Misrepresentation and 
commercialization of traditional art seem to be important 
factors governing its future. For example, Newa Poubha is 
frequently confused with Tibetan Thangka due to commer-
cialization. There needs to be a distinction between these two 
similar yet unique art forms. Also, efforts to foster the prac-
tice and disseminate authentic information on the Poubha are 
severely needed.
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ANNEX

I. Procedure
1. First lining—done with ink, black.
2. First colors coat, from the outside to the central icon, 

followed in a specific colors code method. The initial color 
applied is red followed by blue and green then yellow and 
last white.

3. Second lining—after the first color coat is applied, a second 
fine lining is applied. Black for blue and green tones, red 
for red, yellow, and white.

4. Shading—done in gradations. This is done in a wet-on-dry 
method, with a single thin brush, from a dark tone to a 
light one.

5. Ornamentation—first with yellow ochre, then gold and 
silver are applied. These fine powders are applied to the 
ornaments “as act of completion to the deities.”18 For 
gemstones, different colors are applied depending on 
type, and shaded. The gold and silver are polished to give 
a shine.

6. Borders are painted and decorated depending on artist.
7. Eye opening—Akha Kholne—signifies that the painting is 

complete. This means that the art piece is finished and the 
deity has been invoked to enter the image. According to 
Pratapaditya Pal, “The painting then receives the ritual act 
of life installation, and transforms into the divinity itself.”19

  

18 Renuka Gurung Pradhan, Poubha Painting the Traditional Art of Nepal
19 Pal, Nepal: Old Images, 22.
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a. sketch of Ganesha, b. filling of colors, c. detailing, 
d. lining, e. shading, f. completion
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II. Paintings 
1. Maha Ganapati: The twelve-armed Maha Ganapati (Ganesh) 

is from the sixteenth century. In the National Museum.
2. Dancing Shiva: Poubha of the seventeenth century. In 

Bhaktapur Museum
3. Shakti sahit Ganesh: Ganesh with his consort, Shakti. From 

the eighteenth century. In Bhaktapur Museum.
4. Sahsrabhuja Lokesvara: A Visva Rupa Poubha from the nine-

teenth century. Located at the National Museum.
5. Lok Chitrakar: Chintamani Lokesvara, Shankata, 

Chakrasambara
6. Deepak Kumar Joshi:  Vajrayogini, Aryavalokieshwor, Bajra 

Pani, Shiva Nateshwor, Dharma Dhatu, White Jambala
7. Udaya Charan Shrestha: Mahalakshmi, Shakti, 

Ardhanarishvara, Ganesh

Glossary
Acarya/Acharya:  Preceptor, a teacher who may or may not 

have the function of a  guru or a spiritual 
guide

Akha Kholne:  “Opening of the eyes,” a tradition in Poubha 
painting: after completing the painting the 
deity’s or deities’ eyes are opened 

Angul:  Finger measurement, fingerbreadths
Bajracharya:  Learned master
Bisket Jatra:  Carrying of palanquin of deities across to the 

town square; a festival in Thimi, Bhaktapur
Brata:  Fasting (for religious purposes)
Brahman:  Overriding divine principle
Brahmin:  Learned person in the Vedic lore, tradition-

ally custodians of sacred knowledge
Brahmanical: Pertaining to Brahmanism, designating the 
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priestly culture of the late Vedic times
Buddha: Enlightened being, awakened one, wisdom, 

awakening 
Buddhism: Philosophy following teachings of Buddha, 

spiritual tradition founded by Gautama 
Buddha

Buddha Jayanti: Celebrating the day Buddha was born, 
attained enlightenment, and Nirvana

Caste: Elaborate and complex social system based 
on occupation, culture, ethnic or tribal affili-
ation, and so forth

Chitrakar:  Traditional Newar painters, specifically of 
Poubha, from Sanskrit chitr, meaning image, 
and akar, meaning shape

Ghotne:  Scrub, rub
Hasta Puja:  Hand puja, hand worship
Hinduism:  Ancient religious tradition of Indian subcon-

tinent, the dominant culture of the Indian 
sub-continent, theoretically based on the 
sacred beliefs and tradition of Brahmins 

Iconometry:  Iconic geometrical measurements, 
symmetry, and analysis

Iconography:  Imagery, symbolic, study of identification, 
description, and interpretation of content of 
images

Janku:  Celebration of 77, 87 and 97 years, relieving 
a person of worldly responsibilities

Jutho:  Impure, not pristine, unclean 
Kumari:  Virgin, pure (girl)
Mahayana: Great or large vehicle 
Malla:  1200 AD to 1769 AD rulers of Nepal Valley 

(Kathmandu), wrestler, athlete, victor.
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Mughal:  1526 AD to 1858 AD rulers in Indian 
subcontinent

Newa:  Newar signifies indigenous people of 
Kathmandu Valley, Tibeto-Burman 
language speaking ethnicity

Puja:  Religious worship
Pun:   Newar artisan
Rajput:  Landowning patrilineal clans of central and 

northern India; Kshatriyas
Sapeta:  White clay
Saresh:  Buffalo glue
Shah:  Rulers in Nepal from 1769 AD to 2007 AD
Shakta:  Doctrine of power or the goddess, focuses on 

worship of Shakti or Devi (Divine Mother), 
absolute or ultimate 

Shastra:  Teaching, textbook
Surrealism:  Style developed in 1924 with the publication 

of Andre Breton’s “Surrealist Manifesto.” 
Path for expressing irrational and uncon-
trollable ideas of psycho-analytical investi-
gation of the subconscious and dreams 

Tantra:   System of philosophical practices that 
embrace aspects of Hinduism, Buddhism, 
and Jain beliefs; used as a synonym for 
shastra, derived from the root tan, meaning 
to extend, expand. Indicates the pan-Indic 
religious system that was emulated in 
Buddhist, Hindu, and Jain circles. Often 
understood as having an erotic component.

Tantricism:  The religious philosophy and culture 
expounded in the scriptures known as 
tantra
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Thangka:  Tibetan scroll painting, contemporary to 
Newa Poubha

Tulika:  Paintbrush
Vajrayana:  Tantric Buddhism, incorporates tantric 

ideas and practices
 Vajra:  Thunderbolt or diamond, translates to “the 

way of the thunderbolt”
Veda:  Knowledge, refers to the oldest portion of 

the sacred canon of Hinduism: Rig-Veda, 
Atharva-Veda, Yajur-Veda, and Sama-Veda 

Vedic:  Adjective to Sanskrit word vaidica meaning 
pertaining to the Veda
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Visiting Vikramshil Mahavihāra: 
Redefining Urban Spaces in 
Kathmandu

 SHIVA RIJAL

117

I started to conduct this research about Than: Bahil also 
known as Vikramshil Mahavihāra, an architecturally and 

culturally important space that is located in Thamel, one of 
the busiest tourist zones of Kathmandu, in the first week of 
September 2010. I made over a dozen visits to the vihara, 
observed the space at different times and moods, inter-
viewed its custodians (the senior Pradhans from Thamel), 
visited libraries located in Kathmandu, helped a team from 
IMAP to prepare a video documentary about the space, 
and finally prepared a research article that is going to be 
published in an anthology. This research revealed to me 
that the location and historical importance of this space 
demands that the cultural policy makers and urban planners 
of the Valley manage and emulate similar structures in other 
spaces in order to create architecturally healthy cities. As a 
researcher of Kathmandu’s performance cultures, and also 
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its traditional architecture, I think that this vihāra is:

 a) representative of strong socio-architectural forces of the 
past

 b) an important memory of the cities of the Valley 
 c) an important source of inspiration for the cities in the 

Valley to carve out their new architectural and urban 
policies 

As an outsider, I noticed that the Pradhans living in Thamel 
hold a great affinity for the Vikramshil Mahavihāra. The 
space merits serious anthropological attention as it contains 
spaces where important rituals and cultural activities of the 
Pradhans of the Newar community take place throughout 
the year. The chudakarma, or the sacred thread-wearing ritual 
of the sons of the Pradhan community, takes place in the 
tun chukka, the open space that contains Buddhist shrines 
in the south-western area of the vihāra. The three-storey 
temple constructed in a pagoda style is the main center of the 
Pradhans’ faith. On the ground floor of the temple stands a 
life-size figure of Singhasartha Bahu, who art historians say 
resembles Dipankar Buddha. There are several other metal 
statues of Buddha placed in the room adjacent to this temple, 
which are exhibited on the occasions of various pujas and 
processions in the open space across the road in front of the 
vihāra. The famous book in gold and silver letters, the pragan-
paramita, is exhibited right in front of the place where this 
particular Singhasartha Bahu is located. To the north of the 
temple is an open space, Agam Chowk, where the dewali puja, 
a special ceremony celebrated in memory of the ancestors of 
the Pradhans, takes place. The building in front of this space 
contains various rooms that are used for Kumari puja and 
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several special rituals. The Pradhans’ secret pujas take place 
in one of the bigger rooms in the building. Their khadga jatra, 
a ritualistic celebration of a special ancestral sword, starts 
from another room in the building. There is a kitchen where 
foods for Singhasartha Bahu are cooked during every especial 
puja and ritual. The first storey of the building in front of the 
temple is used for the feasts that the Pradhans must organize 
at different times and occasions. Thus this vihāra is part and 
parcel of the cultural identity that the Pradhans have lived by 
for centuries, and this could be one of the reasons why they 
do not like everyone to enter it.

The Pradhans use this space to distinguish themselves 
and their vihāra from other Newar communities and similar 
spaces in Kathmandu. They and their vihāra first and fore-
most represent Mahayani Buddhism, not to be mistaken for 
other forms of Newar Buddhism. Unlike other vihāras that 
belong to the Shakyas, Vajracharyas, and Tuladhars, this one 
belongs to the Pradhans, a fact that members of the vihāra 
keep emphasizing as they sit to explain the space. They also 
say that unlike other Newar communities, the Pradhans were 
not and are not merchants, but very much trusted bureau-
crats of this nation. They were associated with the power-
houses that ruled over the city’s kingdoms at different times 
in history, and they carried out several major responsibilities 
given to them by former kings and ministers. Gopal Pradhan 
believes that his forefathers were Rajputs from India and that 
they were invited to Nepal by the then-ruling families. 

Members of the families responsible for managing the 
Vikramshil Mahavihāra tell multiple narratives about the 
genesis and history of the space. Their narratives become 
many meta-narratives. Linguistically as well as culturally, 
they try to capture this history in fragments. In their narra-
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tives, they often refer to the stories about this space that their 
elders had lived by. They try to recall what their late fathers 
and grandfathers had been told by their forefathers. They 
refer to books and researchers that hold more information. 
This indicates that the Pradhans, even as insiders, also find it 
hard to carve out exact stories about this space. However, the 
common force that binds their narratives is that this vihāra 
prospered during times when the Kathmandu Valley lay 
along one of the trade routes to the states in today’s India 
and Tibet. The stories also constantly refer to a particular 
legendary and enlightened hero, Singhasartha Bahu, without 
whom the space would not have a historically and culturally 
strong presence. 

This vihāra has lived a millennium-long history, one much 
older than several nations in the world. Therefore, it drags the 
nation and its several governmental acts and policies into its 
narrative folds to project its long and important past, as well 
as its difficult present and future. Historians point out that the 
present Thamel, the busiest touristic district in the Kathmandu 
metropolis, was known as the Tham gram, or village, named 
after this vihāra, and was located at the periphery of the first 
kingdom, founded by the king Guna Kamadev (BS 1043-
50). This was the reason why the people living in the Tham 
locality were viewed as rustics and were much mocked by the 
people who lived in the center of the kingdom. In this regard, 
Bhuwanlal Pradhan writes, “This area did not lie within the 
famous four administrative zones: Thathu puin (from Thahiti 
kwa: Bahal to Asan’s Machha Dewata), Dathu puin (from the 
Machha Dewata to Makhan Bahal) and Layku Puin (from 
Makhan Bahal to Maru Sattal or Kastamandap Sattal) that 
the Kantipur kingdom then lived and functioned by.” (69) At 
present, this vihāra is known by the names Bhagawan Bahil, 
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Than Bahil, Vikramshil Mahavihāra, Dharma Dhatu, and 
Raja Bihar. 

The god that occupies the central location of the temple 
of this vihāra is Singhasartha Bahu, an enlightened entre-
preneur-turned-king who is believed to have maintained 
the vihāra that was installed by no other than Manjushree, 
the god himself.1 The legend of Singhasartha Bahu evokes 
the historical experiences that the Newars in the Valley 
lived with. Traders and monks were the ones who made the 
maximum use of the vihāras in Kathmandu. Singhasartha 
Bahu, a legendry trader, was blessed by Karunamaya and later 
became a very helpful king at a difficult time, thus revealing 
great economy, spiritualism, and political power folded into a 
single character. The more we dig into the remote past of this 
space the more mythical it starts to become. 

1 Once there was a kingdom ruled by a king named Raja Singhaketu. 
And there lived a trader named Singhasartha Bahu. When Singhasartha 
was heading towards Tibet along with five hundred fellow merchants, 
there appeared before them five hundred beautiful demons disguised 
as damsels. Before his fellow travelers could fall prey to the demons, 
the Aryavalokiteshwor himself appeared in front of Bahu and revealed 
to him who the damsels were. Bahu did exactly what the god had told 
him. He tried his best to save his fellow merchants, asking them to ride 
their horses across the river and warning them not to look back at the 
demon damsels. Alas, the unlucky merchants, slaves to their passions, 
looked back and died instantly. But the great Bahu, knowing all these 
things, finally landed in Sankashya. The particular demon damsel that 
was following Bahu was very beautiful, and her beauty became news. 
The king, who was also a slave to his passion, called her to stay with 
him in the palace. She then called her fellow damsels and devoured the 
king and all his family members. Hearing this, Bahu ran to the palace. 
As soon as the demons saw Bahu, the enlightened merchant, they ran 
away forever. Thus Bahu started to rule and brought prosperity and 
peace back to the kingdom. Moreover, he ordered the construction of 
a vihāra probably in the same spot where Manjushree had constructed 
one earlier.
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Ironically, the past state of the vihāra is dominant when 
the Pradhans sit to discuss this space with a person like me 
in the present. The Pradhans’ narratives make one realize 
that the vihāra has lived through a series of fearful moments 
in history. The first quiver the has vihāra felt is that several 
similar spaces created and maintained across different 
times in the Valley have now disappeared or been reduced 
to poverty. Several cultural spaces and the property that 
belonged to the vihāras have been registered in the names of 
individuals from ruling class families. For example, former 
prime minister Chandra Shamsher Jung Bahadur Rana (1901-
1929) built a palace for one of his sons, named Kaiser, now 
known as Kaiser Mahal occupying a large piece of land that 
belonged to this vihāra. Importantly, a pond that provided 
water for the rituals and pujas that the Pradhans used to 
conduct in the vihāra fell inside the encroached land. Once 
inside the boundary of the Rana palace, the pond dried up in 
no time. This predicament that the Vikramshil Mahavihāra 
has gone through makes one ponder the similar fates that 
other vihāras in the Valley might have met especially after 
the Rana rulers started to construct a series of palaces in the 
British-European architectural forms in the second half of 
the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth. 
Art historians and architects opine that the Ranas’ palaces 
brought major modes of intervention to the urban settlements 
and architectural dimensions of Kathmandu. They opine 
that the cities, which maintained a “closely built, organic 
pattern of medieval space,” started to look different as the 
imported architecture—in the form of Rana palaces with 
large areas of land within their compound walls—started to 
appear throughout the cities. (Department of Housing and 
Physical Planning 1969, 80-1) Such architectural features of 
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the Rana palaces naturally exploited the resources that the 
vihāras and other cultural spaces had survived on and pros-
pered from for ages.

Similarly, this vihāra owned several acres of land in 
villages such as Manamaiju, Goldhunga, Bhirkot, Chapali, 
Kavresthali, Bhadrakali, and Dhanagaun, which lie in 
different parts of Kathmandu.2 But the Land Reformation Act 
that passed in the early 1980s drastically reduced the vihāra’s 
resources, mainly in the form of land it had owned. As part 
of this act, the farmers who had been farming the land for 
several years were able to register it in their names almost for 
free. The space that the vihāra now occupies used to be as big 
as the area occupied by Golko Pakha, Amrit Science Campus, 
Narshing Chowk, and Karmachari Sanchayakosh Chowk to 
the north, east, west, and south respectively. Such changes 
or decisions taken by the policy makers of the country have 
directly reduced the economic power of this space, so much 
so that the households adjacent to the vihāra no longer 
contribute money or other kinds of support to run the jatras 
and processions that the vihāra must organize annually. 

After Thamel started to grow as a tourist space, the vihāra 
started to feel another bout of unfortunate change. The arte-
sian well situated in its northern courtyard, which used to 
quench the thirst of gods, demons, and humans alike, started 
to go dry. And today, the well that lies in the southern corner 
of the school premises and which is used for cooking for the 
statue of Singhasartha Bahu, is drying up as the water level 
has dangerously dropped. This makes one feel the deep-
seated fear that this vihāra has been living with for decades.  

The Guthi Sansthan is also an unwelcome element in the 

2 Harihar Man Pradhan in interview with the author.
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narratives about this space. The Guthi Sansthan, the public 
corporation that provides financial support to such commu-
nity spaces, is bound by a legal provision to provide the 
vihāra a certain amount of support annually. I was told that 
it provides the very interest that the individual farmers had 
paid to have the land that the vihāra once owned registered 
in their names as part of the Land Reform Act. This finan-
cial support provided by the Guthi Sansthan to the vihāra is 
generally divided into three categories. Seventy percent of it 
goes to pay the salaries of three priests, three helpers, and 
some guards; twenty-five percent of it is spent on conducting 
festivals and processions; and the remaining five percent is 
spent on maintaining the overall architectural structures 
of the vihāra. The school, which is run in one of the build-
ings that the vihāra owns, pays a small amount of money 
in rent. Suresh Man Pradhan, the authorized representative 
of the Pradhans’ guthi, is responsible for dealing with the 
Guthi Sansthan, the staff, and the cultural properties of the 
vihāra. He describes how it is very difficult to deal with the 
Guthi Sansthan. Every year he has to go through many frus-
trating bureaucratic processes to get the rights that the vihāra 
deserves. 

The Pradhans cannot help describing how difficult it has 
become to maintain the architectural structures of the space. 
The senior-most Pradhan, Harihar Man Pradhan, explains 
how expensive it has become. He says, “Ten to twenty thou-
sand rupees are no use. To maintain even a tiny part of the 
roof or the wall costs several thousand rupees.” It has become 
equally difficult for them to find the local experts who can 
maintain the vihāra. Furthermore, it is difficult to find the 
proper new materials to replace the old ones. And on top 
of this, the Pradhans have to deal with the Archeological 
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Department that strictly tells them they should use exactly 
the same kind of materials as the originals. However, the 
exact materials are impossible to find in the present cultural 
and economic context of the Kathmandu Valley. On the 
contrary, the Pradhans know that they should not destroy the 
old face of the building in the name of renovating it every 
year. “The vihāra is beset with difficulties,” Harihar Man 
Pradhan laments.3 Pradhan’s eyes look beyond the horizon as 
he narrates the difficulties of maintaining the vihāra. 

Since there are already so many burdens to deal with, the 
Pradhans are very careful not to invite more of them. Ironically, 
though their forefathers were once the famous bureaucrats of 
this country, the Pradhans have come to realize that putting 
the vihāra into further bureaucratic networks is sure to 
bring the additional burdens. Therefore, they do not want to 
convert the vihāra into tourist accommodations though to do 
so would generate a good amount of money for the vihāra. 
Unlike other vihāras situated at the world heritage sites that 
are financed and managed by the Asian Development Bank, 
the Nepal Tourism Board, and the Kathmandu Metropolitan 
Office in collaboration with local Newar communities, and 
which are being converted into tourist accommodations as 
part of Nepal Tourism Year 2011, the members of this vihāra 
want to maintain it in its present state. They believe that the 
main reason not to welcome such change is that the vihāra 
belongs to the Pradhans, and it is very difficult to convince the 
Pradhans, who have always remained bureaucrats, to open 
this space for tourists. No Pradhan ever thinks of converting 
it into a commercial space, and each member of the commu-
nity interviewed there emphasized this. They feel that no one 

3 Harihar Man Pradhan in interview with the author.
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other than the Pradhans can understand the importance of 
this space. This is not a mere vihāra, it is a source of faith for 
them, and without this space the Pradhans would not know 
where to go. 

The Pradhans say that tourists can visit the vihāra as a 
sacred place, though, so far, the only tourists are mainly 
Tibetans and a few Europeans who visit to observe the 
famous book Praganparamita. The Pradhans do not want to 
charge tourists for entering the space and taking photos. To 
do so, the Pradhans believe, means having to take the extra 
burden of appointing someone to sell tickets and worrying 
about how to pay the staff if tourists stop coming. Moreover, 
commercializing the space means maintaining a proper 
record of income and expenses. The senior Pradhans do not 
want to invite extra burdens especially at a time when their 
children do not show any interest in guthi activities. 

The Pradhans have several stories to tell about the past, 
present, and future of the vihāra. I personally think that the 
vihāra cannot be perceived in a clear and linear form, as the 
stories of several origins and natures arise when one sits to 
articulate this space. As a non-Newar narrator, I person-
ally think that talking about the space is almost impossible 
without listening to what other narrators at different times 
have said about this and similar places in Kathmandu. 
Similarly, this vihāra cannot have a separate story of its own, 
as there are several similar places that enjoyed similar pros-
perity and experienced the same ill luck. Furthermore, this 
space resonates with the same spatiocultural ethos as many 
other similar spaces in cities around the world, and the stories 
that they have generated so far. Thus, this vihāra evokes 
invisible yet very important kingdoms, forms of civilization, 
human settlements, and so on of the past. The experience that 
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we have in the vihāra becomes more vehement and articu-
late only when we place it alongside the experiences that we 
have through the commercial architectural spaces that have 
burgeoned in Thamel. 

We hold a common belief that architecture is a central 
component of our culture. It reminds us of our religion, 
history, and cultural roots. Importantly, it also reflects our 
economy and developmental and urban policies and plans. 
In the present developmental context of cities, architectural 
spaces designed in various shapes and sizes become part of 
the services that we consume every day. Our experience tells 
us that cities are full of architectural spaces where people 
visit, stay, and pay for a certain time. Consumerism, there-
fore, is “an important factor in the production of architec-
ture” in the present world. (Chaplin and Holding 1998, 7) It 
is also a common phenomenon everywhere in the world that 
architectural spaces in cities have become the most expensive 
entities. However, the same expensive spaces provide dyna-
mism to urban cultures as they draw investment and provide 
opportunities to dreamers. Thus, architectural spaces, like 
commodities, are “bought, sold, rented, constructed, torn 
down, used and reused in much the same way as any other 
kind of investment. The production of space now follows its 
own subset of the laws of capital accumulation” in the present 
context of the urban economy and development. (Gottdiener 
1998, 12) Furthermore, myriads of spaces that one comes 
across in a city are metaphors for the search that individual 
dreamers from different parts of the world march through, 
chasing their dreams. And it is argued that a city is always 
a “site where a newcomer can rapidly make good, and gain 
wealth and status.” (Kaul 2010, 220) 

However, cities filled with architecture designed with the 
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purpose of luring dreamers and thereby making profits are 
also critiqued for being inhuman. Cities are full of dreamers 
living with bruised dreams. Michel Certeau, evoking this 
psycho-urban experience, writes, “The ordinary practitioners 
of the city live ‘down below’, below the thresholds at which 
visibility begins. They walk—an elementary form of this expe-
rience of the city, they are walkers, Wandersmanner, whose 
bodies follow the thicks and thins of an urban ‘text’ they 
write without being able to read it.” (Certeau 2006, 158) Thus, 
we very badly need spaces that can free individuals from the 
thicks and thins of urban modes of life at least for awhile. 
People need spaces to contemplate their dream-driven lives. 
They need spaces that reveal the meaningful as well as mean-
ingless searches they are on. 

It is further argued by Leonie Sandercock that the city 
should be loaded not only with places of “visual stimulation” 
to lure or attract consumers, but also with spaces for “quiet 
contemplation, uncontaminated by commerce, where the 
deafening noise of the city can be kept out so that we can listen 
to the ‘noise of stars’ or the wind or water, and the voice(s) 
within ourselves.” (Sandercock 1998, v) Sandercock writes 
that a city should also behave like a “cosmopolis” to its citi-
zens, that is, it should also offer spaces where we can contem-
plate the spiritual side of our existence. The issue raised by 
Sandercock evokes the wiser, human side of the vision that 
urban planners and policy makers should live and work by. 

The Kathmandu-based academic and architect Sudarshan 
Raj Tiwari writes that, given the historical reality and 
nature of the traditional architectural spaces designed 
with the purpose of holding feasts, festivals, and rituals in 
Kathmandu, we must confidently take up the responsibility 
of preserving them and in the meantime should also be ready 
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to provide them as much dynamism and vibrancy as people 
do spaces designed for commercial purposes. (Tiwari 2006, 
77) The views put forth by Sandercock and Tiwari seem 
more pertinent to the cultural and architectural realities that 
the cities of the Valley of the past lived by, as hundreds of 
temples, Buddhist monasteries, ponds, and public spaces 
provided the cities with very powerful architectural dimen-
sions. Evoking the same historical architectural reality, a 
Nepali historian, Mahesh Chandra Regmi, writes, “One 
cannot indeed envision Kathmandu without its temples 
and shrines. And practically every temple and shrine has 
some open space within and around it, and patis and other 
attached buildings, thereby lending Kathmandu a distinctive 
cityscape.” (Regmi 2002, 291)

As a matter of common wisdom, we believe that our desire 
for material prosperity and physical gratification needs to be 
counterbalanced by genuine searches for spiritual meaning 
in our life. The same could also be said to be the case with 
the architectural spaces available in the city. A city needs to 
counterbalance spaces designed for commercial purposes 
with ones that could offer peace and a sense of moral order 
in people’s lives. This is probably one of the reasons why the 
Valley’s cities in the past developed certain ethics and laws 
to maintain architectural spaces designed to provide people 
moments to ponder over their fate and faith. For example, in 
the past, Kathmandu Valley had developed a whole gamut 
of laws that directly defined human behavior with regard to 
the spaces of spiritual order. The state law declared, “Foolish 
kings and evil-minded ministers who damage temples, rest-
houses, road-side shelters, bridges, ferries, water-spouts, 
wells, tanks, roads, orchards, platforms under trees, etc. 
constructed by others, or who confiscate guthis endowed 
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by others, block their way to heaven and pave their way to 
hell. They make themselves objects of ridicule in the world.” 
(Regmi 2002, 270-1) Laws of such nature evoke the different 
sense of cosmopolitanism that people in the Valley lived with 
in the past. However, we must realize that today these archi-
tectural spaces that evoke a sense of spirituality in people are 
still in demand, as people across the world come to visit and 
spend time in and around such spaces.

But the fact of the matter is that city remains very hard to 
manage. The management problem of the cities in the Valley 
is a case in point. Traditional architectural spaces such as 
monasteries, stupas, temples, and the like, though they remind 
us about the cosmos that we belong to as well as the visions 
that the stakeholders of the city cultures of the past lived by, 
are being threatened by new patterns of urban settlement and 
commercial architecture. Hotels and restaurants, shops and 
houses have all come to engulf the architectural beauty of the 
traditional spaces of the Valley. Many critics have blamed 
the Valley’s cultural and urban planners and policy makers 
for this. Kamal Prakash Malla, a senior Newar scholar and a 
writer who critiqued the cityscapes of Kathmandu Valley in 
the 1960s, wrote, “Kathmandu was never built; it just grew 
up like weeds. That is why this city takes the knowledge-
able tourist perpetually by surprise. He can never tell what 
next he may bump into after drifting along for a five minute 
distance form a golden pagoda.” (Malla 1967, 6) The archi-
tectural predicaments that the cities in the Valley have gone 
through need to be read along with the great many cultural 
and political changes that people have gone through. Thus 
the narratives of spaces like the vihāra blame the nation for 
the series of damages they have endured at the hands of state 
authorities. 
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The vihāras, as art historians and cultural experts point 
out, developed out of the Kathmandu-based Kathmandu-
India-Tibet trading practices that coincided with the devel-
opment and spread of Buddhism, and the arts and activities 
related to Buddhism, in the Valley. The vihāras then worked 
as important spaces where prominent spiritual gurus, monks, 
and traders met and shared their ideas and emotions, enlight-
enment and confusion alike. Vihāras and other cultural spaces 
in the Valley flourished and became popular in the times 
when “the basic function of the city was commerce” and 
“not political activities.” (Shrestha et al. 1986, 71) The Nepali 
merchants in Lhasa were in “a particularly favorable posi-
tion” since “Nepali currency was the medium of exchange,” 
and the vihāras of the time were “centers for celibate monks 
and nuns.” (Department of Housing and Physical Planning 
1969, 50) An American art historian, Mary Slusser, points out 
that the Valley’s specific relationship to the trans-Himalayan 
trade exercised a profound influence on the development and 
history of the vihāras in Kathmandu.4 (Slusser 1982, 5)

The rise and fall of the cultures of the Kathmandu Valley 
that researchers have talked about did bring direct changes 
to the economic and cultural activities here. The Newar 
Merchants in Lhasa, a collection of autobiographical writing 
by Kathmandu-based Newars from different walks of life 
but who were all involved in either Kathmandu-Lhasa trade 
or Buddhist monastic practices and Sotala, a novel about a 
Kathmandu-born Newar who spends most of his life in Lhasa, 
written by the famous Nepali anthropologist Dor Bahadur 

4 Slusser shows the additional significance of some two dozen passes into 
Tibet, the lowest of which are a few miles northwest and northeast of 
the Valley at Rasua Garhi and Kodari, respectively, the gateways to the 
Tibetan entry points, Kyirong (sKyid-grong) and Kuti (Nyalam Dzong).
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Bista, tell us about the Kathmandu-Lhasa journey. For 
many, the journey was physically difficult though commer-
cially beneficial, while for others it was inseparable from the 
progress that one could make in life and in the community. 

The arts and culture of the Kathmandu Valley had very 
strong connections with the business transactions that used 
to take place between Kathmandu and Lhasa. With the fall 
of such transactions, vihāras and other cultural institutions 
and modes of expression suffered. Pointing out this very sad 
state of affairs, historian Mahesh Regmi writes, “In these days 
of chronic stringency of economic resources it is sobering 
to remember that these temples and shrines, and the reli-
gious ceremonies and charitable functions associated with 
them, were almost invariably financed through the surplus 
wealth of the community, foreign assistance seldom being 
involved.” (Regmi 2002, 291-2) But temples, vihāras, and 
other areas had already become prominent streetscapes in the 
Valley. Moreover, vihāras and other important spaces such 
as monasteries, open platforms (dabalis), and shrines marked 
them as “the segregation or segmentation of social groups,” 
and several settlement blocks in the city were named after the 
vihāras. (Regmi 2002, 554, and Shrestha et al.1986, 35) Vihāras 
had already emerged as the main motivating force for growth 
in the Kathmandu Valley. Pointing out this dimension of the 
urban settlement, Wolfgang Korn writes, “The similarity in 
settlement plan and the structure of towns and villages is 
traceable to individual building types, such as private houses 
and monasteries that are found within them. The terracing 
of similar building elements around a temple or monastery 
grouping formed street spaces, courtyards, groups of houses 
and finally town districts or tols.” (Korn 2007, 7) 

Vihāras, as mentioned above, have undergone and experi-
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enced jolts of political and economic changes that Nepal as a 
modern nation started to go through directly and indirectly. 
The victory of the House of Gorkha over the kingdoms in the 
Valley was a major political and cultural jolt that the vihāras 
endured as they and other monastic complexes, which were 
built for devotional, educational, and living purposes in the 
Malla period of the thirteenth through eighteenth centuries 
AD and which had prospered culturally and economically, 
started to lose their aesthetic charm and intellectual impor-
tance. Regarding this fate that the vihāras came to meet, 
the famous historian Baburam Acharya writes, “In the past, 
bahals were public property, though gubhajyu and bandas 
used to live in them. The outsider merchants or visitors 
who would stay here needed to pay taxes. But in course of 
time, these bahals became privatized. However, the chai-
tyas inside the vihāra were allowed for the public, too.” 
(Acharya 2054 BS, 75, author’s translation) Such jolts of change 
remained continual. The coming of the Rana autocracy from 
1846 directly hampered the architectural and cultural face 
and facets of the urban settlements in the Valley. Unlike the 
vihāras and monasteries of the past, the palaces of the Ranas 
remained the “key factor in the expansion of the greater city 
area, leading to the subsequent growth of housing for their 
employees around these compounds,” which resulted in the 
“establishment of a road system linking these palaces with 
one another and the core city. Thus accessed, this land became 
the site for most of the recent developments east and north-
east of the old core.” (Department of Housing and Physical 
Planning 1969, 74) 

The kind of indifferent cultural and art policies that the 
Ranas and the later Shahs ruled with caused the vihāra and 
other culturally important spaces to either be abandoned 
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or turned into entirely domestic habitations, becoming a 
“convenient label for Buddhist buildings,” “Buddhist shrines 
that are totally unrelated to monastic architecture,” “ the 
family shrine established in domestic courtyards,” and the 
shrine that “contains a Buddhist image, which is the object 
of daily family worship.” (Slusser 1982, 136-7) Moreover, 
the political systems represented by the Ranas did not favor 
Buddhism-guided art and cultural activities. Several times 
Buddhist monks were banned from spreading Buddhism in 
the Valley, and a number of them were banished, too. The 
legacy of the Ranas and the Shah dynasties force one to face 
the stark reality that today the country “is no longer a major 
seat of religious scholarship and the prominence of Nepal 
which led Asoka or his contemporaries to establish four great 
stupas at Patan seems to have diminished.” (Bernier 1978, 8) 

Furthermore, instead of providing spaces like vihāras a 
secure future, government interventions, mainly in the form 
of land reform, bureaucratized them, gradually causing them 
to become smaller and poorer. In this regard, Regmi writes, 
“Many open spaces under Guthi endowments have been 
appropriated for governmental use, thereby adding to the 
poverty of civic life in Kathmandu. The Lainchaur Park, with 
what is left after encroachment by the Dairy Development 
Corporation and the Nepal Scouts, presents a sorry sight 
today. The Sanogaucharan at Gyaneshwar is no lnger a public 
park. . . . ” (Regmi 2002, 294) Modernization and urban devel-
opment in the Kathmandu Valley as defined by the govern-
ment systems of the past worked against culturally important 
spaces like vihāras. Seen at the cultural policy level, the vihāras 
were made poorer as a consequence of modernizing life in 
the cities. As a result, each time the monasteries of Patan, or 
anywhere in the Valley for that matter, display tanka paint-
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ings, special bronzes, and other traditional artworks, “fewer 
and fewer historic items are seen, for tourists, local collectors 
and dealers, and foreign museums have taken their toll in 
sacred objects given up by religious groups too impoverished 
to refuse the payments offered for their antique possessions.” 
(Bernier 1978, 9)

Thus the present state of the Vikramshil Mahavihāra as 
an example of the historical trajectories that the vihāras in 
Kathmandu Valley have taken, surveyed above in brief, 
cannot be excluded from the urban planning and cultural 
policies that the rulers of this country lived by in different 
times. Moreover, spaces like vihāras, though they functioned 
as key architectural forces and patterns of urban development 
in the past, survive on the periphery of policies in present 
times. However, they remain important architectural spaces 
where individuals pay visits to realize the meaning of their 
selves and to experience the beauty and soul of the space—an 
alternate but historically original urban experience.

The vihāra has stories of its survival of several cultural and 
economic calamities, but the most important thing is that it 
dares to stand as a morally unconquerable space, refusing to 
be consumed like many similar spaces in Kathmandu Valley 
that are located in the midst of modern cultural tourism. 
During these times when politicians and ideologues are 
involved in a federal restructuring of the state, this vihāra, if 
pondered over carefully, can herald the beginning of a new 
architectural era in the Valley. Thus, vihāras like it should not 
only be viewed as forces of past days, but should be taken as 
motivational forces for city planners and policy makers today 
to move ahead. This vihāra, by denying itself to be hired, 
rented, or transformed into other forms of spaces, articu-
lates an important architectural impulse that the city should 
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posses, i.e. that it should offer or maintain spaces where indi-
vidual dreamers can visit to experience cosmic consciousness. 

Inside the vihāra, individuals are no longer mere walkers 
along the city lane but they are bodies trying to read the intri-
cate complexities of their lives. Moreover, the vihāra as a 
space also functions as an important discourse on urban plan-
ning and the city architecture of our time. And as a discourse, 
it demands urban policy makers, planners, and architects to 
invent similar spaces so that individuals can feel free from the 
burden of always being consumers in the city. Thus, vihāras 
like this have several possible beautiful stories to tell to the 
world, but so much depends on the city dwellers, dreamers, 
policy makers, planners, and architects.
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lyP .  ;f]�x|f}�F zbLdf cfP® dNnx¿sf]� ®fHo tLgcf]�6f ;–;fgf ®fHox¿ sf7df8f}�F, 
kf6g ® eQmk'®df ljeflht eof]� . To;kl5 sLlt{k'® slxn]� sf7df8f}�F t slxn]� 
kf6gsf]� cwLg:�t ®Xof]� -;f]�s'xL ;g\ !(($_ .

sLlt{k'® Oltxf;df :�jtGq ®fHosf]� ¿kdf lyof]� jf lyPg eGg]�af®]�sf]� cflwsfl®s 
b:�tfj]�h ® sLlt{k'®;DaGwL n]�v–®rgfx¿df of]� ljifodf 5nkmn ePsf]� kfOFb}�g . 
slxn]� sf7df8f}�Fsf]� cwLgdf t slxn]� kf6gsf]� cwLg:�y ®xg'kg]�{ afWotfaLrdf 

 of]� kj{sf]� af®]�df sLlt{k'®df hfgsf®L dfUbf yfx x'g ;s]�g .
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sLlt{k'®sf]� ®fhgLlt cl:�y® k|s[ltsf]� lyof]� eGg ;lsG5 . ®fhgLlt hlt cl:�y® 
eP klg ®fHo eg]� sdhf]�® lyPg eGg]� b]�lvG5 . k[YjLgf®fo0f zfxn]� klg sLlt{k'® 
®fHo lhTg bf]�xf]�¥ofO{ t]�x]�¥ofO{ o'4 ug'{ k®]�sf]� Oltxf; 5 . sLlt{k'®sf]� ®fhgLlteGbf 
klg tTsfnLg ;Gbe{df ;fdl®s dxTj a9L lyof]� eGg]�af®]�df pkTosfsf cGo 
®fHox¿sf]� Wofg sd uPsf]� b]�lvG5 . 

sLlt{k'®sf]� ;fdl®s dxTjnfO{ ®fd|®L cfsng u®]�sf k[YjLgf®fo0f zfxn]� g]�t[Tj 
u®]�sf]� ;]�gfn]� klxnf]� cfqmd0f lj=;+= !*!$ h]�7 !( ut]� u®]�sf]� lyof]� . klxnf]� 
cfqmd0fsf ;dodf pkTosfsf ;a}� ®fHo ldn]�® uf]�vf{nL kmf}�h lj?4 n8]�sf lyP . 
sLlt{k'®sf]� bf]�;|f]� o'4 lj=;+= !*@! df ePsf]� lyof]� . of]� ;dodf sLlt{k'® kf6gcGt{ut 
lyof]� -5f]�6f]� ;dosf nflu sLlt{k'® :�jtGq ®fhosf]� ¿kdf ®x]�sf]� eGg]� pNn]�v ul®Psf]� 
klg kfOG5_ . kf6gsf]� cfGtl®s ®fhgLlts lsrnf]�sf sf®0f ToxfFsf ̂  k|wfgx¿n]� 
k[YjLgf®fo0f zfxsf efO bndb{g zfxnfO{ kf6gsf ®fhf agfO;s]�sf lyP ® t]�;|f]� 
kN6df lj=;+= !*@@ r}�t # k[YjLgf®fo0f zfxn]� sLlt{k'®dfly ljho k|fKt u®]� .  
-sLlt{k'® x]�g]�{ wgjGt sfhLn]� cfTd;d{k0f u®]�sf]� lyof]� -pkfWofo @)^^__ .

Oltxf;df ;|f]�tsf b[li6n]� ;DkGg ® ;fdl®s dxTjsf lx;fan]� Jojl:�yt 
a:�tLsf]� ¿kdf ljsl;t ®x]�sf]� eGg]� a'lemG5 . a:�tLsf]� jl®kl® kvf{n agfOPsf]� 
lyof]�, Tof]�eGbf aflx®sf]� efudf afSnf]� hËn ® To;eGbf klg aflx®sf]� efudf vfln 
hldg 5fl8Psf]� lyof]� -Ol;df]�8 ;g\ @))#_ . t®, cfhsf]� lbgdf :�yfgLox¿sf]� 
;|f]�tdfly ahf®sf]� lgoGq0f ® ;fdl®s dxTjsf ;+®rgfx¿sf]� cltqmd0fn]� pQm 
a:�tLsf]� k®Dk®fut :�j¿kdf Jofks kl®jt{g cfPsf]� 5 . sLlt{k'® tTsfnLg ;dodf 
cToGt ;'®lIft ®fHosf]� ¿kdf ®x]�sf]� b]�lvG5 . sLlt{k'® :�jo+ cUnf]� 8fF8fdf cjl:�yt 
jf lj:�tfl®t a:�tL xf]� . o;afx]�s a:�tLsf]� jl®kl® u9kvf{n gfdsf]� 7"nf]� kvf{nn]� 
a:�tLnfO{ 3]�®]�® ®fv]�sf]� lyof]� . a:�tL k|j]�z ug]�{ !@ cf]�6f åf®x¿ lyP . elgG5, 
u9kvf{neGbf aflx® jl®kl® kf]�v®L lyof]� . 

k'Nrf]�s OlGhlgol®ªsf ljwfyL{x¿n]� sLlt{k'®sf]� k®kDk®fut vfg]�kfgLsf]� 
pknAwtf;DaGwL cWoogdf !* cf]�6f kf]�v®Lx¿sf]� ;"rLs®0f u®]�sf lyP . 
h;dWo]� cf7cf]�6f dfq cl:�tTjdf ®x]�sf]� klg pNn]�v u®]�sf 5g\ -®fpt ® c¿ 

 of]� u9kvf{n slxn]� lgdf{0f eof]�< s;n]� lgdf{0f sfo{sf]� g]�t[Tj u®]�sf lyP< h:�tf ljifodf 
cflwsfl®s ®rgf kfpg ufx|f]� 5 . dfgGw® ® >]�i7 ;g\ !(() nfO{ p4[t ub}�{ Ol;df]�8sf]� k|ltj]�bgdf 
pNn]�v ePcg';f® dNnsfn ;g\ !!^* b]�lv !&^* sf]� aLrdf sLlt{k'®sf]� a:�tLnfO{ leq kfg]�{ u®L 
kvf{nsf]� lgdf{0f ul®Psf]� lyof]� -Ol;df]�8 ;g\ @))#_ .
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@)^$_ .  oL kf]�v®Lx¿ cfh klg cltqmd0fsf]� qmddf 5 .  t® s]�xL kf]�v®Lx¿ 
tTsfnLg ufpF ljsf; ;ldltx¿n]� g}� ;fj{hlgs ;+:�yfx¿nfO{ lbPsf ®x]�5g\ . 
lstL{k'®sf]� 6\ofªnf kmfF6df ®x]�sf]� lji0f'b]�jL :�jf:�Yo s]�Gb| ® gofFahf®df cjl:�yt 
;lxb :�df®s sn]�hnfO{ o:�tf kf]�v®Lx¿ lbOPsf 5g\ . oL kf]�v®Lx¿ ;fj{hlgs 
;+:�yfx¿nfO{ lbg x'g]� gx'g]� ;DaGwdf :�yfgLox¿sf]� k®:�k® ljk®Lt egfOx¿ 5g\ . 
Psy®L o:�tf P]�ltxfl;s dxTjsf ;+®rgfnfO{ ;+®If0f ug'{kg]�{ lsQfdf plePsf 5g\ 
eg\ csf{y®Lsf]� ljrf®df dfG5]�n]� cltqmd0f ug'{eGbf ;fj{hlgs ;+:�yfnfO{ lbg' ®fd|f]� 
xf]� . oL k®:�k® lj®f]�wL egfOdf klg o:�tf ;+®rgfx¿ cltqmd0fdf kg]�{ u®]�sf]� eGg]� 
cfzo cGt®lglxt b]�lvG5 .

sLlt{k'®sf]� P]�ltxfl;s u9kvf{nsf]� s'g}� klg ;+®rgf jf To;sf]� eUgfjz]�if b]�Vg 
;lsFb}�g . ;f]� kvf{nsf]� hudf cfh sLlt{k'®df w]�®}� 3®x¿ ag]�sf 5g\ . kvf{nsf 
9'Ëfn]� klg w]�®}� 3®sf]� hu ag]�sf]� 5 eg]� s]�xLn]� kvf{nsf]� 9'Ëf a]�r]�sf]� eGg]� klg 
;'Gg kfOG5 . u9kvf{nsf]� eUgfjz]�if b]�v]�sf Ps j[4fsf cg';f® kvf{nsf]� ;+®rgf 
b'O{ xfteGbf df]�6f]� kfFr lkm6 cUnf]� 9'Ëf ldl;Psf]� lyof]� . t® clxn]�sf k':�tfn]� of]� 
kvf{nsf]� s'g}� eUgfjz]�if klg b]�Vg kfPsf 5}�gg\ . sLlt{k'® gu®kflnsf j8f g+= ! 
df cjl:�yt nfos" 6f]�n sLlt{k'®sf]� k'®fgf]� b®af® ®x]�sf]� If]�q xf]� . clxn]� b®af®sf]� 
s'g}� eUgfjz]�if klg b]�lvFb}�g eg]� tTsfnLg b®af®sf]� k"hf–cfhf ul®g]� tn]�h'sf]� 
dlGb® JolQmsf]� gfddf btf{ eO;s]�sf]� 5 . b®af®sf]� If]�qleq klg b;f}�F 3®x¿ ag]�sf 
5g\ . o;®L sLlt{k'®sf k'®fgf ®fhgLlts, ;f+:�s[lts ® ;fdl®s dxTjsf ;+®rgfx¿ 
cltqmd0fdf k®]�sf 5g\ . oL ;a}� cltqmd0fsf]� sf®0f Pp6}� ljifo;Fu hf]�l8Psf]� 5, 
Tof]� xf]� a:�tLsf]� lj:�tf® .

a:�tL lj:�tf®sf]� qmd
k|frLgsfndf a:�tLx¿sf]� ljsf; gbL, gfnf, tfn tn}�ofsf]� lsgf®df ePsf]� 

cg]�sf}�F k|df0f kfOG5g\ . o;afx]�s kxf8sf 6fs'®f, s[lifof]�Uo pj{®e"ld, Jofkfl®s 

 k'nrf]�s Ol~hlgol®ª SofDk;sf ljBfyL{x¿n]� of]� cWoog slxn]� u®]�sf x'g\ eGg]� k|:�6 5}�g . sLlt{ 
cg';GwgfTds klqsfaf6 pNn]�v ul®Psf]� xf]� . 

 of]� cWoogsf]� ;dodf klg sLlt{k'®sf]� Onfsf k|x®L sfof{nocufl8 ®x]�sf]� kf]�v®Ldf sl®a @) lkm6 
nDafO ® !% lkm6 rf}�8fO ePsf]� If]�qdf df6f]� y'kf®]�® 3fd tfKg]� 7fpF agfPsf]� eg]�® k'l®Psf]� kfOof]� . 
Tof]� If]�q cltqmd0fdf k®]�sf]� xf]� jf ;fFlRrs}� 3fd tfKg]� 7fpF g}� xf]� eGg]� olsg ePsf]� 5}�g . t® o;®L 
P]�ltxfl;s :�yfgx¿ cltqmd0f x'Fbf klg lgodg ug]�{ s'g}� cflwsfl®s lgsfo olt a]�nf of]� b]�zdf 
lqmofzLn 5}�g jf e]�l6Pg .
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tyf tLy{:�ynx¿df klg g]�kfnsf a:�tLx¿sf]� ljsf; ePsf]� kfOG5 -pkfWofo 
@)^^_ . sLlt{k'® klg pkTosfdf cUnf]� :�yfg ePsfn]� k|frLg ;dodf dfgjLo 
;'®Iffsf]� b[li6n]� a;f]�af;sf 5flgPsf]� :�yfg x'g ;Sb5 . o;®L 5flgP® ag]�sf]� a:�tL 
;dofGt®;Fu;Fu}� ;fdl®s ¿kn]� ;'®lIft x'g'kg]�{ afWotfdf kl®0ft ePsf]� x'g ;Sb5 
eGg]� ts{x¿ kfOG5g\ .

sf7df8f}�F pkTosfsf a:�tLx¿ ;du| lxdfnL If]�qs}� ;a}�eGbf k|frLg 
a:�tLx¿dWo]� k5{g\ . ;DejtM lnR5ljsfn -Ozfsf]� #)) b]�lv *)) ;Dd_ sf]� 
;'?lt®}� pkTosfdf s]�xL cfsf®sf lgof]�lht a:�tLx¿sf]� ljsf;sf ;fy}� :�yfoL 
Jofkf®sf]� hu al;;s]�sf]� lyof]� -ltjf®L ;g\ @))! ® ah|frfo{ @)#) af6 
p4[t zdf{ @)^#_ . lnR5ljsfneGbf lgs}� cl3b]�lv g}� sf7df8f}�F pkTosfdf  
a:�tLsf]� ljsf; eO;s]�sf]� lyof]� . lnR5ljsfndf tL a:�tLx¿ lgs}� lj:�tfl®t eP 
-pkfWofo @)^^_ .

uf]�kfn®fh j+zfjnL, :�joDe"k'®f0f, lxdjt\v08 cflb u|Gyx¿df sf7df8f}�F 
pkTosfdf ljleGg hfltx¿sf]� k|j]�zsf ;fy}� a:�tLsf]� ljsf; klg x'Fb}� uPsf]� s'®f 
pNn]�v 5 . ljqmdsf]� kGw|f}�F ztfAbL k"jf4{df l:�ylt dNnsf]� ;dodf n]�lvPsf]� 
uf]�kfn®fh j+zfjnLdf hg>'ltsf cfwf®df slno'usf]� p7fgb]�lv cyf{t\ kfFr 
xhf® jif{b]�lv g]�kfn pkTosfdf a:�tL a:�g ;'? ul®Psf]� s'®f k®]�sf]� 5 -wgah| 
ah|frfo{nfO{ p4[t ub}�{ pkfWofo @)^^_ . pkTosfsf a:�tL lnR5ljsfneGbf w]�®}� 
k'®fgf]� eP klg lnR5ljsfndf cfP® a:�tL lj:�tf® ePsf]� eGg]� a'lemG5 .

lnR5ljsfnLg a:�tLx¿nfO{ k|zf;lgs ;'ljwfsf lglDt u|fd, tn, b|Ë, k'®, 
k|b]�z, b]�z OToflb gfdaf6 ;Daf]�wg ul®GYof]� . u|fdx¿n]� Jofkfl®s :�ynsf ¿kdf 
ljsl;t x'g kfPkl5 b|Ësf]� ¿k lnGYof]� . tTsfnLg pkTosfdf cf7cf]�6f b|Ëx¿ 
k|d'v lyP . oL b|Ëx¿df x+;u[x b|Ë, n]�Da6L b|Ë, zLtfl6sf b|Ë, g'Kk'Gg b|Ë, y'+t'+®L 
b|Ë, o"ku|fd b|Ë, blIf0fsf]�nL b|Ë, dfvf]�k[ b|Ë lyP -pkfWofo @)^^_ . zLtfl6sf 
b|ËcGtu{t rGb|flul® ® bxrf]�s 8fF8fsf]� aLrdf cjl:�yt a:�tLnfO{ ;Daf]�wg u®]�sf]� 
kfOG5 . t® sLlt{k'®sf]� ;DaGwdf s'g}� pNn]�v u®]�sf]� kfOFb}�g .

sLlt{k'®sf]� k'®fgf a:�tLx¿df sLlt{k'®sf]� u9kvf{nleq ®x]�sf]� a:�tLafx]�s 6\
ofªnf kmfF6sf]� xfn cd[tgu®df csf]�{ k'®fgf]� a:�tL klg lyof]� . g®kmfF6 eGg]� ul®Psf]� 
pQm a:�tLsf]� jf:�tljs gfd …�g®x\Ú� lyof]� . …�g®x\Ú� gfdsf]� a:�tL clxn]� xfF8LufpFdf 
klg ePsf]�n]� oxL a:�tLsf afl;Gbfx¿ g}� clxn]�sf]� xfF8L ufpFdf ;®]�sf]� cg'dfg ug{ 
;lsG5 . :�yfgLox¿n]� g®kmfF6 eGg]� u®]�sf]� of]� :�yfgdf k'®fgf OF6f ® Ogf®sf]� cjz]�if 
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e]�6]�sf]� cg'ej cem}� ;'gfpg]� u®]�sf 5g\ . Ogf®sf]� eUgfjz]�if 8fF8feGbf tn vf]�N;L 
k®]�sf]� 7fpFdf e]�l6Psfn]� s'g}� ;dodf of]� :�yfgdf klx®f]� uPsfn]� ;f]� a:�tL vfnL 
ePsf]� cg'dfg ug{ ;lsG5 . t® gofF k':�tfnfO{ …�g®kmfF6Ú� jf …�g®x\Ú� eGbf klg cd[tgu® 
dfq}� yfx 5 .

u9kvf{nleqsf]� sLlt{k'® a:�tL pkTosfs}� k'®fgfdWo]� Ps xf]� -;f]�s'xL ;g\ 
!(($_ . pkTosfdf uf]�kfn j+zn]� zf;g u®]�sf]� ;dodf g}� sLlt{k'®df a:�tL lyof]� 
eGg]� lnvtx¿ 5g\ . kßlu®L j+zfjnLsf cg';f® ®fhf ;bflzjb]�jn]� sLlt{k'® a:�tL 
a;fn]�sf lyP . pg}�n]� sLlt{k'® eGg]� gfd klg lbPsf lyP -;f]�s'xL ;g\ !(($_ . 
P]�ltxfl;s k|df0fx¿n]� a:�tLsf]� k|f®lDes :�j¿k ® ;dosf]� ls6fg ug{ g;s]� klg 
sLlt{k'® pkTosfs}� k'®fgf]� a:�tL xf]� eGg ;lsg]�5 . a:�tLsf k'®fgf k|df0fsf]� ¿kdf 
clxn]� klg af3e}�®jsf]� k|l;4 dlGb®, pdfdx]�Zj®sf]� dlGb®, lr7' ljxf®nufot k'®fgf 
kf]�v®Lsf cjz]�ifx¿ e]�l6G5g\ . oBlk k'®fgf kf]�v®Lx¿ cltqmd0fdf k®]�® d'l:�snn]� 
dfq}� yf]�®}�sf]� cjz]�if klg afFsL ®x]�sf]� cj:�yf 5 . 

sLlt{k'®sf]� a:�tL jl®kl® cGo k®Dk®fut a:�tLx¿ klg ®x]�sf]� kfOG5 . kfFuf ® 
gufpF klg clxn]�sf]� sLlt{k'® eg]�® lrlgg]� If]�qflwsf®leq ®x]�sf 5g\ . kfFuf ® gufpFsf 
af®]�df oxfF s'g}� pNn]�v ul®g]� 5}�g . sl®a @)@%÷@^ ;fnlt®af6 sLlt{k'®sf]� a:�tL 
u9kvf{neGbf aflx® lgl:�sPsf]� tyf lj:�tf® ;'? ePsf]� xf]� . of]� a:�tL lj:�tf®df 
yf]�®–ax't lqljsf]� :�yfkgf ® of]�;Fu hf]�l8Psf ;f:�tL ® ;'ljwfsf]� klg of]�ubfg ®x]�sf]� 
5 . cfhsf]� lbg;Dd cfOk'Ubf sLlt{k'®sf]� a:�tL ljleGg kmfF6x¿;Dd km}�lnPsf]� 5 ® 
Pp6f ljz'4 g]�jf®L a:�tLn]� ldl>t a:�tLsf]� kl®ro agfpg k'u]�sf]� 5 .

gofF ahf® :�yfkgfsf]� sfn -;Gbe{_
gofF ahf® sLlt{k'®sf]� kof{o g}� ag]�sf]� 5 . gofF ahf®sf]� k'®fgf]� gfd cdN;L ahf® 

lyof]� .  sLlt{k'®sf]� 7"nf]� hg;+Vof sLlt{k'®sf]� k'®fgf]� a:�tL jf u9kvf{nleqsf]� 
a:�tLdf g}� a:�g]� u®]�sf]� 5 . gofF ahf® gfdn]� dfq geO{ sLlt{k'®sf]� a:�tL ljsf;sf]� 
;Gbe{df of]� a:�tLn]� P]�ltxfl;s dxTj ®fVb5 . gofF ahf® a;fNg]� jf ahf®sf]� 
cjwf®0ff Nofpg Ps hgf JolQm sf]� e"ldsf hlt lyof]� Tof]�eGbf ®fhgLlts 

 gofF ahf®nfO{ :�yfgLox¿n]� cdN;L ahf® klg eGg]� u®]�sf lyP . clxn]� cdN;L ahf® eGg]� u®]�sf]� 
;'lgb}�g . s]�xL k'®fgf k':�tsx¿df klg cdN;L ahf® g}� pNn]�v u®]�sf]� kfOG5 . 

 gofF ahf® a;fNg]� ljifodf tTsfnLg lr7' ljxf® ufpF k~rfotsf k|wfgk~r åfl®sf dx{hgsf]� d'Vo 
® lg0ff{os e"ldsf lyof]� . oBlk pgsf]� e"ldsfnfO{ lnP® 6Lsfl6Kk0fL cem}� x'g]� u®]�sf]� 5 . 
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;Ë7gsf]� e"ldsf klg sd lyPg . Ps hgf k|wfgk~rn]� tTsfnLg ufpF k~rfotsf]� 
;+:�yfut ® ®fhgLlts zlQmnfO{ pkof]�u gu®]�sf]� eP ahf®sf]� ¿kdf a:�tLsf]� ;+®rgf 
ljsl;t x'GYof]� of x'Fb}�gYof]� Tof]� 5'§}� ljZn]�if0fsf]� kf6f]� xf]� . cfh h;®L 6Lsfl6Kk0fL 
eP klg of]� a:�tL :�yfkgf x'g'df pg}�sf]� b]�g 5 eg]�® a'‰g]�x¿ klg k|z:�t 5g\ .

gofF ahf®sf]� hu tTsfnLg lr7' ljxf® ufpF k~rfotn]� ;fj{hlgs hUufdf 
ahf® a;fNg]� lg0f{o ufpF ;efaf6 kfl®t u®]�kl5 k|f®De ePsf]� xf]� .  lr7' ljxf® ufpF 
k~rfotn]� u®]�sf]� of]� sfo{ lgs}� nf]�slk|o ePsf]� lyof]� . lsgeg]� oxL sfo{qmdsf]� 
gSsn ub}�{ nfos" ufpF k~rfotn]� klg b]�j9f]�sfsf]� pQ®–klZrddf ®x]�sf]� ;fj{hlgs 
hUuf ljt®0f u®]�sf]� lyof]� . af6f]�nufotsf]� k"jf{wf® gePsfn]� nfos" ufpF k~rfotn]� 
ljt®0f u®]�sf]� hUufn]� ahf®sf]� ¿k lng ;s]�g . lr7' ljxf® ufpF k~rfotn]� @) lkm6 
rf}�8fO ® @* lkm6 nDafO ePsf]� 38]�®L ?= !))÷– sf b®n]� ;'s'Daf;Lx¿nfO{ ljt®0f 
u®]�sf lyP . oL b'O{ k~rfotn]� hUuf ljt®0f u®]�kZrft\ sLlt{k'®sf]� a;f]�af;sf]� If]�qdf 
$( ®f]�kgL j[l4 ePsf]� lyof]� ->]�i7 ;g\ !(($_ . sLlt{k'®sf]� e"–pkof]�usf]� l:�ylt 
o:�tf]� ®x]�sf]� b]�lvG5 .

sLlt{k'®sf]� e"–pkof]�usf]� l:�ylt -ju{ dL6®df_, ;g\ !(**
a:�tL -a;f]�af;sf]� If]�q_  %) ,))) 
Jofj;flos If]�q  %,)))
;fj{hlgs kf]�v®L  &,)))
;fj{hlgs v'nf 7fpF  $,)))
dlGb® If]�q -;+®lIft If]�q_  *,)))
;+u7gfTds pkof]�u 
ljBfno  @,)))
x'nfs  %)
sfof{nox¿  !,%))
k~rfotsf sfof{nox¿  (%)
k'®fgf 9f]�sf -u]�6x¿_  &@

 tTsfnLg ufpF k~rfotn]� u®]�sf]� lg0f{osf]� b:�tfj]�h k|fKt x'g ;s]�g ® d]�®f ;"rgfbftfx¿n]� klg of]� 
s'g ldltdf ul®Psf]� lg0f{o lyof]� eGg]� cflwsfl®s hfgsf®L lbg ;s]�gg\ . t® pQd;fu® >]�i7n]� 
cfˆgf]� n]�vdf ;g\ !(^( df lr7' ® nfos" bO{ ufpF k~rfotx¿n]� ;fj{hlgs hUuf ljt®0f u®]�sf]� 
s'®f pNn]�v u®]�sf 5g\ ->]�i7 ;g\ !(($_ .
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kfgLsf 6\ofª\sL¿  !$)
;fj{hlgs :�jf:�Yo s]�Gb|  ()
;fj{hlgs hUuf  @%,)))
JolQmut hUuf  $),)))
hËn  #@,))) 
;|f]�tM k|wfg, ;g\ !(($ .

gofF ahf®sf nflu eg]�® tTsfnLg lr7' ufpF k~rfotn]� ^) b]�lv &) cf]�6f 
38]�®L a]�Rg]� lg0f{o u®]�sf]� lyof]� .  pQ®;fu® >]�i7n]� cfˆgf]� n]�vdf @* lkm6 nDafO 
® @) lkm6 rf}�8fO eg]�® pNn]�v u®]� klg åfl®sf dx{hgsf cg';f® #^ lkm6 nDafO ® 
@$ lkm6 rf}�8fOsf]� 38]�®L laqmL ug]�{ lg0f{o u®]�sf]� b]�lvG5 . sLlt{k'®sf]� blIf0f–k"j{sf]� 
nlntk'®lt® kmls{Psf]� le®fnf]� ;fj{hlgs hUufnfO{ ljt®0f ug]�{ lg0f{o ePsf]� lyof]� . 
tTsfnLg lr7' ufpF k~rfotsf :�yfoL afl;Gbfn]� dfq 38]�®L kfpg]� Joj:�yf lyof]� . 
o;®L]� 38]�®L kfpg]� JolQmsf]� hUuf lqljn]� clws®0f u®]�sf]� x'g'kg]�{ tyf ;'s'Daf;L g}� 
x'g'kg]�{ eGg]� ;fdfGo ;dembf®L ag]�sf]� lyof]� . oxL ;dembf®L cg'¿k g}� w]�®}� ;'s'Daf;Ln]� 
38]�®L k|fKt u®]� . ;'s'Daf;Lx¿sf]� hLljsf]�kfh{gsf nflu ahf®sf]� :�yfkgf ug]�{ eGg]� 
p2]�Zon]� g}� of]� sfo{sf]� yfngL ePsf]� lyof]� . 

;'s'Daf;Lsf]� b}�lgs u'hf®fsf nflu eg]�® ;'? ePsf]� sfo{ klg ;'s'Daf;Lx¿sf 
nflu hLjgf]�kof]�uL eg]� x'g ;s]�g . ;'s'Daf;Lx¿n]� s]�xL ;dosf]� cGt®fndf 
g}� :�yfgLo wgL dfG5]�x¿nfO{ ;f]� 38]�®L s]�xL a9L ®sddf laqmL u®]� . :�yfgLosf]� 
egfOdf ;'¿df 38]�®L k|fKt ug]�{ ;'s'Daf;Lsf]� ;+Vof clxn]� gofFahf®df Psbd}� Go"g 
5 . kl5af6 38]�®L lsg]�® a:�g]�x¿sf]� ;+Vof g}� cTolws 5 . :�yfgLo wgL–dfgLn]� 
;'s'Daf;Lx¿af6 ;f]� 38]�®L lsg]�® 3® agfPsf lyP ->]�i7 !(($_ . h'g p2]�Zo 
®fv]�® of]� sfd ul®Psf]� lyof]� To;sf]� ljk®Lt l:�yltdf cfhsf]� gofF ahf® ®x]�sf]� 
5 . ;'s'Daf;Lsf gfddf k|wfgk~r ® j8fWoIfx¿n]� cfkm" lgs6sfnfO{ dfq 38]�®L 
pknAw u®fPsf]� eGg]� cf®f]�k klg nfUg]� u®]�sf]� 5 . oBlk log}� cf®f]�k nufpg]�x¿sf]� 
cfh gofFahf®df 7"nf]� 3® ® k;n klg 5 .

 ufpF k~rfotn]� u®]�sf]� lg0f{osf]� k|lt gu®kflnsfn]� nu]�sf]� eg]�® åfl®sf dx{hgn]� eg]� klg of]� 
lg0f{osf]� k|lt gu®kflnsfdf kfpg ;lsPg . t® e"tk"j{ gu® k|d'v;Fusf]� s'®fsfgLdf pxfFn]� 
lg0f{osf]� k|lt geO{ gS;frflxF b]�v]�sf]� t® Tof]� clxn]� sxfF 5 eGg]�af®]�df yfx gePsf]� atfpg' ePsf]� 
lyof]� . 
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sLlt{k'®nfO{ lqljsf]� sf®0fn]� pkTosfsf]� d"n a:�tLaf6 ljR5]�b u®fPsf]� eGg]� 
cf®f]�k :�yfgLox¿n]� nufpg]� u®]�sf 5g\ . lqljsf]� :�yfkgf;Fu;Fu}� sLlt{k'®df ;8s 
klg ag]�sf]� lyof]� . ;8ssf]� lj:�tf® lqljsf]� 3]�®f]�eGbf leq sLlt{k'®;Dd x'g ;s]�sf]� 
lyPg . gofFahf® a;fNg]� qmddf sLlt{k'®;Dd ;8ssf]� lj:�tf® x'g k'Uof]� . åfl®sf 
dxh{gsf]� k~rfot k|efljt efiffdf eGg]� xf]� eg]� …�of]� ;8s ag]�kl5 sLlt{k'®df 
ljsf;sf]� d"n k'm6]�sf]� xf]�Ú� . of]� ;8s eGgfn]� clxn]� sLlt{k'®sf]� gofFahf®df ®x]�sf]� 
;8snfO{ ;Í]�t ul®Psf]� xf]� . ;®sf®L sd{rf®L ® :�yfgLo ;d'bfon]� sLlt{k'®sf]� 
vf;Lahf®df u9kvf{nsf]� eUgfjz]�ifnfO{ eTsfP® ljZjljBfnob]�lv ;8s lj:�tf® 
u®]�kl5 gofF a;f]�af;sf]� ;'?cft eof]� . of]� ;8s lj:�tf®sf]� sfd …�®fli6«o ufpF kms{ 
cleofgÚ� cGtu{t ePsf]� lyof]� ->]�i7 !(($_ . 

gofFahf®sf]� a:�tL s;®L a;fNg]� jf Jojl:�yt ug]�{ eGg]� s'g}� Jojl:�yt of]�hgf 
b]�lvb}�g . ;fdfGo sfutdf ptf®]�® 38]�®Lsf]� ljt®0f ul®Psf]� lyof]� . t}�klg cfhsf]� 
gofFahf® x]�bf{ o;df lgs}� d]�xgtsf ;fy of]�hgf agfP h:�tf]� nfU5 . ef}�uf]�lns 
w®ftncg';f® t]�;f]�{ w;f]�{df Pp6}� ;®n ®]�vfdf 3®x¿ ®xg]� ® k|To]�s Ps nfOgkl5 
af6f]� ®xg]� u®L ^ nfOgdf ljleGg 38]�®Lsf]� of]�hgf agfOPsf]� lyof]� . k|To]�s ^ 3®kl5 
$ lkm6 rf}�8fsf]� 7f8f]� af6f]� klg ®xg]� Joj:�yf ul®Psf]� lyof]� . gofFahf®sf oL 7f8f]� 
® t]�;f]�{ af6f]�x¿ ahf®sf]� Joj:�yfkg ® dfgjLo cfjZostfnfO{ Vofn u®]�® l8hfOg 
u®]�sf]� cg'e"t x'G5 . sLlt{k'®df ahf®sf]� cfjZostf ® sLlt{k'®sf]� a:�tLnfO{ lj:�tf® 
ug]�{ ;Gbe{df gofFahf®sf]� 5'§}� ® dxTjk"0f{ lx:�;f ®x]�sf]� s'®fnfO{ e'Ng' x'Fb}�g . 

kmfF6x¿df a:�tLsf]� lj:�tf®
sLlt{k'®sf w]�®}� kmfF6x¿ olt a]�nf gofF–gofF 3®x¿ ag]�® a:�tLsf]� ¿kdf ljsf; 

eO®x]�sf]� 5 . kl5Nnf]� r®0fsf]� ljsf;nfO{ :�jfefljs dfGg'kg]�{ g}� x'G5 . vf; u®]�® 
g]�kfnsf]� ®fhgLlt dfq geO{ cfly{s sf®f]�af® klg ®fhwfgL s]�lGb|t g}� 5 . ®fhwfgL 
k|To]�s g]�kfnL o'jfx¿sf nflu efUo chdfpg]� ynf]� ag]�sf]� 5 . g]�kfnsf b"®b®fhsf 
ufpFx¿af6 cfh klg o'jfx¿ efUosf]� k®LIf0f ug{ a;]�{lg ®fhwfgL cfpg]� u®]�sf 
5g\ . of]� k|j[lQ ®f]�Sg]� j}�slNks ®fHo ;++®rgf gag]�;Dd sLlt{k'®sf]� dfq}� xf]�Og l;Ë}� 
sf7df8f}� pkTosfsf ;a}� kmfF6x¿n]� gofF a:�tLsf]� ¿kdf gofF kl®ro agfpg]�5g\ .

sLlt{k'®sf]� kmfF6x¿df 6\ofª\nf kmfF6 laNs'n}� gofF a:�tLsf]� ¿kdf ljsl;t ePsf]� 
5 . of]� kmfF6 lqe'jg ljZjljBfno;Fu hf]�l8Psf]� sLlt{k'®b]�lv pQ®–k"j{df km}�lnPsf]� 
a:�tL xf]� . of]� a:�tLnfO{ ;®;tL{ 3'd]�® x]�g]�{ xf]� eg]� oxfF aflx®af6 ®fhwfgL cfP® 
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a:�g]�x¿sf]� ;+Vof cTolws b]�lvG5 . x'g t :�yfgLox¿sf]� a;f]�af; x'Fb}� gePsf]� eg]� 
xf]�Og . :�yfgLox¿sf]� ;Gbe{df s]�xL km®s k|j[lQ b]�lvPsf]� 5 . 6\ofª\nf kmfF6df ®x]�sf 
ax';+Vos :�yfgLox¿sf]� 3® ef8fdf nufpg]� k|of]�hgn]� ag]�sf]� b]�lvG5 . sLlt{k'®sf]� 
k'®fgf]� a:�tL jf 8fF8fdf ®x]�sf]� 3®df cfkm" a:�g]� ® tn kmfF6df ag]�sf]� 3®nfO{ ef8fdf 
nufpg]� u®]�sf]� b]�lvG5 . oBlk kmfF6sf 3®df :�yfgLox¿ a:�b}� ga:�g]� eGg]� rflxF xf]�Og 
t® of]� ;+Vof Go"g 5 -cjnf]�sg ® cgf}�krfl®s jftf{df cfwfl®t_ . 

6\ofª\nf kmfF6sf]� a:�tL d"ntM lj=;+= @)$# ;fnkl5 a;]�sf]� b]�lvG5 . lj=;+= 
@)$# df tTsfnLg nfos" ufpF k~rfotsf k|wfgk~rsf]� cu|;®tfdf lhNnf 
k~rfotsf]� 8f]�h® k|of]�u u®L af6f]� vf]�Ng]� sfd ePsf]� lyof]� .  of]� af6f]� xfn sLlt{k'® 
rqmkysf]� Pp6f efu ag]�® ®x]�sf]� 5 . of]� af6f]� ag]�kl5 6\ofª\nf kmfF6df a:�tL a:�g]� 
qmd k|f®De ePsf]� xf]� . ¿b|axfb'® >]�i7sf]� hfgsf®Lcg';f® of]� af6f]� aGg' k"j{ 6\ofª\
nf kmfF6df hDdf rf® cf]�6f dfq}� 3® lyP . oL rf®dWo]� b'O{cf]�6f :�yfgLosf]� lyof]� eg]� 
b'O{cf]�6f t®fO{ d"nsf zfx ® 7fs'® y® u®]�sf dfG5]�sf]� 3® lyof]� . oL b'j}� aflxl®ofx¿ 
lqe'jg ljZjljBfno;Fu cfa4 lyP . zfx k9fpg]� k]�;fdf lyP eg]� 7fs'® sd{rf®L 
lyP . cyjf kmfF6df a:�tL lj:�tf® x'g]� jf ePsf]� ljifo s'g}� g s'g}� ¿kdf lqe'jg 
ljZjljBfno ® lj=;+= @)$^ sf]� hgcfGbf]�ngkZrft\sf]� v'nf jftfj®0f;Fu hf]�l8g 
k'U5 . k"jf{wf® To;sf nflu klxnf]� ;t{ t x'Fb}� xf]� .

lj=;++= @)$^ sf]� hgcfGbf]�ngaf6 k|fKt v'nfkg ® To;sf]� ;xpTkfbgsf]� 
¿kdf ljsl;t ePsf]� ®fhwfgL s]�lGb|t ultljlwn]� a;fOF;®fOsf]� gofF k|j[lQ Nofof]� . 
kmfF6x¿df ag]�sf c:�tJo:�t a:�tL oxL a;fOF;®fOsf]� kl®0ffd xf]� . kmfF6x¿df a;]�{lg 
slt gofF 3®x¿ aG5g\ eGg]� ®]�s8{ gu®kflnsf;Fu klg 5}�g . gu®kflnsf eg]�sf]� 3®sf]� 
gS;f :�jLs[t ug]�{ cflwsfl®s lgsfo xf]�, t}�klg cfjZos k®]�sf]� a]�nf gu®kflnsf;Fu 
s'g}� tYofÍ 5}�g . sLlt{k'® gu®kflnsf;Fu lj=;+= @)$^ ;fnkl5 jf lj=;+= @)%$ 
df gu®kflnsf ag]�kl5 slt 3® gofF kmfF6x¿df ag]� eGg]� s'g}� tYofÍ 5}�g . 

sf7df8f}� ® o;sf jl®kl®sf a:�tLx¿df a;f]�af;sf]� If]�q lj:�tf® x'gdf lj=;+= 
@)$^ sf]� kl®jt{g;Fu;Fu}� g]�kfnn]� Jof]�xf]�®]�sf]� bzs nfdf]� ;z:�q åGå klg Pp6f 
sf®0f lyof]� . oBlk of]� åGåsf]� k|efjn]� b]�lvg]� :�t®df a:�tLnfO{ slt ® s'g dfqfdf 

 tTsfnLg gu® ljsf;sf]� :�jLs[lt lng' Joj:�yf lyof]� . rqmkyaflx® af6f]�3f6f]� agfpg :�jLs[lt 
lng'kg]�{ ;+:�yfsf]� g]�t[Tj tTsfnLg clw®fhs'df® 1fg]�Gb|n]� u®]�sf lyP . of]� af6f]� agfpg klg 
gu® ljsf;sf]� :�jLs[lt lnOPsf]� lyof]� -tTsfnLg nfos" ufpF k~rfotsf k|wfgk~r ¿b|axfb'® 
>]�i7;Fusf]� s'®fsfgLdf cfwfl®t_ .
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k|efljt u¥of]� eGg]�af®]�df cflwsfl®s tYofÍ ;fj{hlgs ePsf]� kfOFb}�g . åGåsf 
sf®0fn]� lj:�yflkt jf k|efljtx¿sf sf®0fn]� klg sf7df8f}�Fsf]� hUufhldgsf]� 
sf®f]�af® a]�nufd a9]�sf]� eGg]� ljZjf; ul®G5 . lj=;+= @)^#÷^$ kl5 r'lnPsf]� 
hUuf sf®f]�af®sf]� k|efj k®Dk®fut a:�tLx¿df klg Jofks k®]�sf]� b]�lvG5 . of]� 
sf®f]�af®sf]� k|efj sLlt{k'® h:�tf]� k®Dk®fut ® Pp6}� ;d'bfosf]� cwLgdf k|fs[lts 
;|f]�tsf]� lgoGq0f ®x]�sf]� a:�tLdf b]�lvg]� u®L k|efj kb{5 .

kl5Nnf]� r®0fdf hUufsf]� sf®f]�af®df cfPsf]� clgolGqt af9LnfO{ s;}�n]� 
ljk|]�if0fsf]� k|efj eg]�sf 5g\ . s;}�n]� o:�tf]� rl®qsf]� sf®f]�af®nfO{ bzs nfdf]� åGåsf]� 
;dflKt ® zflGt :�yfkgf;Fu klg hf]�8]�® JofVof ug]�{ u®]�sf 5g\ . h'g;'s}� sf®0fn]� 
eP tfklg o;sf]� ;f]�emf]� t® gsf®fTds c;® k®Dk®fut a:�tL ® ToxfFsf ®}�yfg]�x¿df 
a9L k®]�sf]� b]�lvG5 . sLlt{k'®df of]� sf®f]�af®n]� a:�tLsf]� lj:�tf®eGbf klg :�yfgLox¿ 
cfh hUufljxLg ag]�sf 5g\ . hUuf sf®f]�af®sf]� Tof]� ;do ® To;sf]� k|j[lQk|lt 
:�yfgLox¿sf]� k|ltlqmof w]�®}� s8f lyof]� . o;nfO{ h:�tfsf]� t:�t}� pNn]�v ug]�{ xf]� eg]� 
…�3®3®df bnfn lyPÚ� eGg]� w]�®}� s8f k|ltlqmofx¿ ;'Gg ;lsG5 . 

sLlt{k'®sf]� 6\ofª\nf kmfF6df Jojl:�yt a:�tL a;fpg]� gfd -p2]�Zo<_ df cfw'lgs 
ckf{6d]�G6 ® cfjf; If]�qsf]� klg lghL If]�qaf6 ;'?cft ePsf]� 5 . …�lu|g p8 
leNnfhÚ� gfdsf]� of]� cfjf; If]�q sLlt{k'®sf]� 6\ofª\nf kmfF6df …�ci6 l8Knk;{Ú� eGg]� 
sDkgLn]� lgdf{0f u®]�sf]� xf]� . of]� a:�tL;Fu :�yfgLox¿sf]� cfˆg}� vfn]� u'gf;f]� 5 . 
oxfF ®fhgLlts kx'Fr ePsfx¿ Pj+ ;®sf®L ;]�jfsf pRr cf]�xbfdf ®x]�sfx¿ a:�g]� 
ePsfn]� logLx¿af6 ;w}�F :�yfgLox¿nfO{ qf; x'g]� u®]�sf]� 5 . vf; u®]�® of]� cfjf;sf 
afl;Gbfx¿n]� 5'§}� j8f agfpg x:�tfIf® cleofg g}� u®]�sf lyP . of]� ljifonfO{ 
:�yfgLox¿n]� pko'Qm sbdsf ¿kdf cem}� lng ;s]�sf 5}�gg\ . o:�tf cfjf; If]�q 
;x®L Joj:�yfkg jf ;x®L ;'Gb®tf;Fu hf]�l8Psf]� eP klg ®fhgLlts b[li6n]� ;xL 
gx'g]� ®x]�5 eGg]� :�yfgLosf]� cg'e"lt 5 .

 of]� sf®f]�af®sf]� kl®0ffdsf]� ¿kdf cfh klg sLlt{k'®sf]� :�yfgLo Pp6f ;xsf®Ldf sl®a Ps ca{ 
gub :�yfgLox¿n]� art u®]�sf 5g\ . of]� gub hUufsf]� clws sf®f]�af® ePsf]� ;dodf :�yfgLon]� 
cfˆgf]� hUuf a]�r]�® k|fKt u®]�sf]� ®sd xf]� . clxn]� :�yfgLox¿;Fu hUuf Psbd}� ;Lldt 5 . gub 5 
t® nufgLsf]�af®]�df hfgsf®L geP® ;xsf®Ldf hDdf ePsf]� 5 . of]� ;xsf®Lsf]� clwgdf clxn]� 
kfFrcf]�6f cfjf; sDdgL ®x]�sf]� 5 -jftf{df cfwfl®t ;"rgf_ .
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b®af® If]�qsf]� cltqmd0f
sLlt{k'®, sf7df8f}�F, kf6g ® eQmk'® pkTosfdf s'g}� ;do -k[YjLgf®fo0f zfxn]� 

lhTg' k"j{_ cl:�tTjdf ®x]�sf zlQmzfnL Pj+ ;f+s[lts ;DkGgtfn]� k"0f{ ®fHox¿ 
x'g\ . pkTosfsf oL k'®fgf ®fHox¿ cfh klg s'g}� g s'g}� k|zf;lgs PsfOsf 
¿kdf cl:�tTjdf 5g\ . sLlt{k'®afx]�ssf cGo oL k"j{ ®fHox¿sf]� xsdf ;f+:�s[lts 
j}�ejsf]� k|df0f cfh klg ;'®lIft 5 . log}� ;Dkbfx¿sf]� j}�ejnfO{ a]�r]�® ;f+:�s[lts 
ko{6gsf]� rrf{ x'g]� u®]�sf]� 5 . pkTosfsf oL lhpFbf ;Dkbfx¿sf]� cfwf®df tL 
®fHox¿sf]� ;DkGgtf ® ;f+:�s[lts ljlzi6tfsf]� xfdL sNkgf ug{ ;S5f}�F .

sf7df8f}�F, kf6g ® eQmk'®df ®x]�sf b®af® If]�qx¿ ljZj ;Dkbf ;"rLdf klg 
;"rLs[t 5g\ . oL b®af® If]�qx¿ cfh ;f+:�s[lts ko{6gsf nflu g]�kfns}� k|d'v 
uGtJo ag]�sf]� 5 . sf7df8f}�Fsf]� xg'dfg 9f]�sf b®af® t ®f0ffsfnLg ®fhgLltsf]� 
s]�Gb| g}� lyof]� . nfdf]� ;do;Dd oxL b®af®af6 g]�kfnsf]� s]�Gb|Lo ®fhgLlt ;~rflnt 
lyof]� . dNnsfnsf -lgld{t elgPsf_ oL ;f+:�s[lts w®f]�x®x¿n]� ®fhgLlts s]�Gb| 
x'Fb}� ;f+:�s[lts s]�Gb|sf]� j}�lzi6\o k|fKt u®]�sf 5g\ . cfh klg xg'dfg 9f]�sf b®af®df 
ljlzi6 ;f+:�s[lts tyf ®fhgLlts sfo{qmdx¿ x'g]� k®Dk®f sfod 5 . cyjf  
of]� b®af® If]�qn]� g]�kfnsf]� ;Gbe{df Pp6f 5'§}� ®fhgLlts Pj+ ;f+:�s[lts cy{ ®fVg]� 
u®]�sf]� 5 .

sLlt{k'®sf]� P]�ltxfl;s k[i7e"ld tyf jL®tfsf]� syf s'g}� nf]�ssyfsf kfqx¿n]� 
lgjf{x u®]�sf]� jf k|fKt u®]�sf]� ;fx;sf]� syfeGbf km®s 5}�g . k[YjLgf®fo0f zfxn]� 
cfˆgf]� ®fHo lj:�tf® ug]�{ qmddf tTsfnLg sLlt{k'® ®fHo lhTg 7"nf]� nufgL ug'{k®]�sf]� 
lyof]� . 7"nf]� dfqfdf wg ® hgsf]� Iflt Jof]�xf]�g'{k®]�sf]� Oltxf;sf syfx¿ cfh klg 
g]�kfnsf]� cfw'lgs ®fhgLlts Oltxf;df clÍt 5 -===_ . o:�tf]� zlQmzfnL ®fHosf]� 
®fHo ;~rfng ug]�{ lgsfo jf s]�Gb| sxfF lyof]� < Tof]� s]�Gb| s:�tf]� lyof]� < eGg]� 
lh1f;f ;w}�F ®lx®xG5 . sLlt{k'® ®fHosf]� ®fHo ;~rfng ug]�{ s]�Gb| jf b®af®sf 
af®]�sf]� lh1f;f ;w}�F lh1f;f g}� ®xg]�5 . lsgeg]� sLlt{k'®df b®af® 5}�g ® k|frLg 
b®af®sf]� If]�q olt a]�nf :�yfgLox¿sf]� cltqmd0fdf k®]�sf]� 5 . sLlt{k'®df b®af® x]�g]�{ 
®x® ca slxNo}� k"®f x'g]� 5}�g . 

:�yfgLox¿sf cg';f® clxn]� sLlt{k'® gu®kflnsf j8f g+= ! df ®x]�sf]� nfos" 
6f]�ndf af3e}�®j dlGb® ® pdfdx]�Zj® dlGb®sf]� aLrdf tTsflng sLlt{k'®sf]� b®af® 
lyof]� . nfos" zAbn]� ;fdfGo cy{df ®fhwfgL eGg]� a'emfpF5 . cg';Gwfgstf{ 
k|ofudfg k|wfgsf cg';f® nfos" zAb ;+:�s[taf6 cfPsf]� ® g]�kfn efiffdf k|o'Qm 
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x'Fb}� cfPsf]� 5 . ;+:�s[t efiffsf]� ®fhs'n zAb g]�kfn efiffdf nfos" ePsf]� xf]� . 
;+:�s[tsf]� ®f nfO{ g]�kfn efiffdf nf ® hnfO{ o pRrf®0f ul®Psf]� tyf s'nnfO{ bL3{ 
-s"_ egL pRrf®0f ug]�{ ul®Psf]� xf]� . k|wfgsf]� ts{nfO{ dfGg]� xf]� eg]� clxn]�sf]� nfos" 
eGg]� 7fpFdf g}� sLlt{k'® ®fHosf]� b®af® lyof]� eg]�® a'‰g ;lsG5 . 

sLlt{k'®sf]� kl®jlt{t klxrfg
g]�kfndf ;g\ !(%@÷%$ df ePsf]� klxnf]� j}�1flgs hgu0fgfdf kfFr xhf®eGbf 

dfly hg;+Vof ePsf d'Vo a:�tLx¿ eg]�® sf7df8f}�F pkTosfsf ;x®x¿;d]�t s'n 
!) cf]�6f a:�tLx¿ lyP . b]�zs}� 7"nf a:�tL eg]�® kfFr xhf®eGbf a9L hg;+Vof 
ePsf a:�tLnfO{ lng]� ul®GYof]� . sLlt{k'® klg kfFr xhf®eGbf a9L hg;+Vof ePsf]� 
a:�tLdWo]� Ps lyof]� -zdf{ @)^#_ . ;f7L jif{ klxn]� g}� kfFr xhf® hg;+Vof 
ePsf]� a:�tLsf]� lj:�tf® gu0o ¿kdf ePsf]� dfGg'k5{ . lj=;+= @)%* ;fnsf]� 
hgu0fgfcg';f® sLlt{k'® gu®kflnsfsf]� hg;+Vof $),*#% lyof]� . of]� ;+Vof 
tTsfnLg sLlt{k'®eGbf aflx®sf a:�tLx¿;d]�tsf]� xf]� . sLlt{k'® gu®kflnsfsf]� u7g 
cf7cf]�6f ufpF ljsf; ;ldltx¿nfO{ hf]�8]�® agfOPsf]� xf]�]� . 

sLlt{k'®sf :�yfgLo ufpF k~rfotx¿sf]� ®]�s8{cg';f® ;g\ !(** ;fndf 
sLlt{k'®sf]� hg;+Vof !^,))) ®x]�sf]� lyof]� ->]�i7 ;g\ !(($_ . ;g\ !(** sf]� 
;donfO{ cfwf® dfg]�® x]�g]�{ xf]� eg]� of]� hg;+Vof sLlt{k'®sf]� u9kvf{nleq ®x]�sf]� 
a:�tLdf cfwfl®t x'g ;S5 . sLlt{k'® klxn]� g}� ;x® lyof]� eGg]�x¿nfO{ of]� ;+Vofn]� 
;xof]�u u®]�sf]� b]�lvG5 . s]�xL :�yfgLox¿sf]� bfaLcg';f® sLlt{k'® klxn]� g}� ;x® 
lyof]�, k~rfotn]� of]� a:�tLnfO{ rf®cf]�6f ufpF k~rfot -lr7', nfos", kflnkmn, 
aflx®LufpF_ df ljefhg u®]�sf]� lyof]� .  h;n]� ubf{ cfjZos :�j¿kdf, cfjZos 
Joj:�yfkgsf ;fy ;x®sf]� ¿kdf ljsf; x'g ;s]�g, eGg]� bfaL ug]�{ ul®Psf]� 5 . 
;g\ !(%@÷%$ ® !(^! sf]� hgu0fgfn]� sLlt{k'®nfO{ ;x®L a:�tL g}� eg]�sf]� 5 . ;g\ 

 ;g\ !((& df cf7cf]�6f ufpF ljsf; ;ldlt -uflj;_ x¿ ldnfP® sLlt{k'® gu®kflnsfsf]� u7g 
ul®Psf]� xf]� . kflnkmn, nfos", aflx®LufpF, lr7'ljxf®, rDkfb]�jL, lji0f'b]�jL, afns'df®L ® rf]�ef® 
uflj;x¿ ldnfP® sLlt{k'® gu®kflnsfsf]� u7g ul®Psf]� lyof]� .

 of]� cfFs8f pQd;fu® >]�i7sf]� n]�vaf6 lnOPsf]� xf]� . t® of]� n]�vdf sLlt{k'®sf k~rfot dfq pNn]�v 
ePsf]�n]� s'g k~rfot of PseGbf a9L k~rfot eGg]� v'n]�sf]� 5}�g . 

 sLlt{k'®sf]� a:�tLnfO{ ljefhg u®]�® rf®cf]�6f ufpF k~rfot agfpg]� ljifonfO{ tTsfnLg k~rfotL 
;®sf®sf]� sLlt{k'®nfO{ ;x®L :�j¿kdf ljsf; x'gaf6 ®f]�Sg]� dg;foaf6 lgb]�{lzt gLltsf ¿kdf a'‰g]� 
:�yfgLox¿sf]� hdft klg cBfjlw 5 .
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!(&! df cfpFbf ;x® jf gu®sf]� kl®efiffdf kl®jt{g cfof]� h;n]� ubf{ sLlt{k'® pQm 
hgu0fgfsf]� cfwf®df ;x®L a:�tL x'g ;s]�g -Ol;df]�8 ;g\ @))#_ . t® ;g\ !((& 
df o;n]� k'gM gu®sf]� ¿kdf dfGotf k|fKt u¥of]� .

sLlt{k'® If]�qdf klxnf]� b}�lgs a; ;]�jf ;g\ !(^& df ljZjljBfnosf nflu 
eg]�® ;'? ePsf]� lyof]� . of]� a; ;]�jfsf]� kfls{ªsf nflu gofF ahf®sf]� kNnf]� s'gf]� 
efh+un ® kfFuf hfg]� bf]�af6f]�df lyof]� ->]�i7 !(($_ . >]�i7n]� pNn]�v u®]�cg';f® 
of]� a; ;]�jfsf]� sf®0fn]� ubf{ pkTosfsf ljleGg 7fpFdf lbgel® sfd u®]�® a]�n'sL 
sLlt{k'® af; a:�g kms{g]� k®Dk®f ;'? ePsf]� xf]� . sf7df8f}�F ® kf6gsf ljleGg 
If]�q;Fu hf]�l8g k'u]�kl5 jf sLlt{k'®sf]� leqL a:�tLx¿;Dd af6f]�sf]� lj:�tf® ePkl5 
gofF 3®x¿ RofpemF}� aGg nfu]� ->]�i7 !(($_ . sLlt{k'®sf]� a:�tL lj:�tf®df af6f]�sf]� 
;'ljwf klg k|d'v xf]�, h;n]� pkTosfsf ljleGg 7fpFdf sfd u®]�® sLlt{k'® kms{g 
;Dej agfOlbof]� .

pkTosfnfO{ tTsfnLg cj:�yfdf gf}�cf]�6f ;8sx¿ eP® sf7df8f}�F ® 
nlntk'®sf ljleGg 7fpFx¿af6 rqmkyleq b}�lgs sfdsfhsf nflu cfpg]� u®]�sf]� 
lyof]� ->]�i7 !(($_ . oL gf}�dWo]� ljZjljBfno jf sLlt{k'®;Fu hf]�l8Psf]� ;8s 
klg Ps xf]� . sLlt{k'® ® sf7df8f}�÷nlntk'® b}�lgs cfjthfjt ug]�{ of]� k|j[lQnfO{ 
;x®L e"ld pkof]�usf]� df]�8]�ndf ®fv]�® klg x]�g{ ;lsG5 . O{= 8ANo'= a;]�{;sf]� ;+s]�Gb|Lo 
k]�l6sf l;4fGtsf]� cfwf®df sLlt{k'® olt a]�nf kfFrf}�F r®0fsf]� b}�lgs cfjthfjt 
ug]�{ sd{rf®Lsf]� a;f]�af; If]�qsf]� ¿kdf ljsl;t eO®x]�sf]� 5 .

;x®L e"–pkof]�usf cWoogsf l;nl;nfdf ljleGg df]�8]�nx¿ ljsl;t ePsf 
5g\ . vf; u®]�® klZrdf cWoogstf{x¿sf]� sfo{sf]� lgisif{sf ¿kdf ljleGg l;4fGt 
® df]�8]�nx¿ ljsl;t 5g\ h;nfO{ ljleGg cWoogdf pkof]�u ug]�{ ul®Psf]� 5 . 
;x®L e"–pkof]�usf b[li6n]� tLgcf]�6f l;4fGt Pj+ df]�8]�nx¿ xfd|f]� ;Gbe{df a9L 
pkof]�uL 5g\ . ah]�{;sf]� ;+s]�Gb«Lo k]�l6sf l;4fGt (Concentric Zone Theory), 

 ;+s]�Gb«Lo k]�l6sf l;4fGt (Concentric Zone Theory):� ;x®L e"ld pkof]�usf]� b[li6n]� of]� 
l;4fGt ;a}�eGbf k'®fgf]� ® nf]�slk|o 5 . o; l;4fGtsf]� k|ltkfbg lzsfuf]� ;x®sf]� of]�hgfsf]� 
l;nl;nfdf cd]�l®sL ;dfhzf:�qL ah]�{;n]� ;g\ !(@& df u®]�sf x'g\ . o; l;4fGtcg';f® ;x®sf]� 
ljsf; s]�Gb|eGbf aflx®lt® Pp6f ljz]�if qmddf x'G5 . h;sf]� kmn:�j¿k ;+s]�Gb|Lo k]�l6sf]� k|f¿k 
aGb5 . ah]�{;sf cg';f® ;x®L e"–pkof]�unfO{ kfFr r®0fdf 5'§f–5'§}� k]�l6x¿sf]� ljsf; ePsf]� x'G5 . 
o;sf]� dWoefudf s]�Gb|Lo Jofj;flos If]�q x'G5 . s]�Gb|af6 aflx®lt® qmdzM yf]�s Jofkf® Pj+ ;fgf 
pBf]�usf]� If]�q, lgDg ® dWod ju{sf]� cfjf;Lo If]�q, pRr ju{sf]� cfjf;Lo If]�q ® b}�lgs cfjthfjt 
ug]�{ sd{rf®Lsf]� If]�q ®xG5 -e08f®L @)$(_ .
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xf]�o6\sf]� vl08t df]�8]�n (Sector Model) tyf Xofl®; ® pnDofgsf]� ax's]�Gb|Lo 
l;4fGt (Multiple Nuclei Model) ;x®L e"–pkof]�usf]� cWoogsf nflu 
k|z:�t pkof]�u u®]�sf]� b]�lvG5 . ax's]�Gb|Lo e"–pkof]�usf]� l;4fGtsf]� ljz]�iftfcg';f® 
s]�xL lqmofsnfkx¿ x'G5g\ h'g cGo df]�8]�nn]� ;d]�6]�sf]� b]�lvFb}�g . pbfx®0fsf nflu 
ljZjljBfnon]� lzlIftx¿sf]� a;f]�af;, k':�ts k;n ® :�6]�zg®LnfO{ cfslif{t u5{, 
xjfO{ c8\8fn]� xf]�6]�n ® 7"nf uf]�bfdx¿ vf]�Ng k|]�l®t u5{ . To:�t}� u®]�® a:�tLnfO{ 
c;'ljwf x'g]� u®]�® hldgsf]� pkof]�unfO{ klg lgif]�w u®]�sf]� x'G5 . h:�tf]�M pRr ju{sf]� 
a;f]�af;;Fu}� pBf]�ux¿ :�yfkgf ul®Psf]� xF'b}�g -e08f®L @)$( ® http:�®®en.
wikipedia.org®wiki®Urban_structure, January 13, 2011) .

sLlt{k'®sf]� gofF jf kl5Nnf]� cj:�yfdf ljsl;t a:�tL -kmfF6_ x¿sf]� :�j¿k 
x]�bf{ Xofl®; ® pnDofgsf]� ax's]�Gb|Lo l;4fGtsf]� ljz]�iftf;Fu d]�n vfg]� b]�lvG5 . 
kmfF6x¿df vf; u®]�® 6\ofªnf kmfF6df ag]�sf]� klxnf]� b'O{ aflxl®ofx¿sf]� 3® klg 
lqlj;Fu hf]�l8Psf sd{rf®Lsf]� lyof]� . cyjf ljZjljBfno;Fu hf]�l8Psf lzIfs 
sd{rf®Lx¿ g}� clxn]�sf]� 6\ofªnf kmfF6sf d'Vo afl;Gbf ePaf6 klg of]� l;4fGtsf]� 
dfGotf;Fu ldNbf]� b]�lvG5 . a:�tLsf]� k®Dk®fut :�j¿k ® ;+®rgfdf kl®jt{g Nofpg 
;8s ;'ljwf, ;x®L e"–pkof]�usf]� 9fFrf jf cGo 7"nf ;+®rgfx¿ s'g}� g s'g}� b[li6n]� 
lhDd]�jf® b]�lvG5 . sLlt{k'®sf]� k®Dk®fut a:�tLsf]� :�j¿kdf Jofks kl®jt{g b]�lvPsf]� 
5 . o;df cfw'lgs ;+®rgf tyf dfgjLo cfjthfjt ® a;fOF;®fO of]� kl®jt{gsf 
nflu lhDd]�jf® sf®0fx¿ x'g\ . 

sLlt{k'®df …�lu|gp8 leNnfhÚ� gfds lghL If]�qsf]� cu|;®tfdf lgld{t cfjf;Lo 
If]�q klg ®x]�sf]� 5 . of]� g]�kfnL ;dfhdf lelqPsf]� laNs'n}� gofF ® Jofkstf lnFb}� u®]�sf]� 
a:�tLsf]� gd'gf xf]� . o:�tf a:�tLsf]� kmfObf ® a]�kmfObf s]�nfpg]� ;do t eO;s]�sf]� 5}�g 
t® k®Dk®fut a:�tLsf]� glhs}� o:�tf a:�tL a;fNg]� of]�hgf ® To;sf]� ®0fgLlts kIfsf 
af®]�df :�yfgLo ¿kdf dfly klg k|Zgx¿ p7]�sf 5g\ . o;;Fu}� sLlt{k'®df …�n'dGtLÚ� 

 vl08t df]�8]�n (Sector Model):� ;g\ !(#( df e"ld cy{zf:�qL xf]�d® xf]�o6\n]� ah]�{;sf]� 
l;4fGtsf]� ;+zf]�lwt ¿kdf k|:�t't u®]�sf]� dfGotf xf]� . o; df]�8]�nsf cg';f® ;x®n]� z[ª\vnfa4 
¿kdf ;]�S6®x¿sf]� ljsf; u®]�sf]� x'G5 g ls j[Qdf . h;n]� ubf{ lglZrt If]�qx¿ km®s vfn]�  
lqmofsnfksf nflu Psbd cfsif{s x'G5g\ .

 ax's]�Gb|Lo l;4fGt (Multiple Nuclei Model):� of]� df]�8]�nsf]� ljsf; ;g\ !($% df ;L= 8L+ 
Xofl; ® O{= Pn= pnDofg gfdsf e"uf]�nljb\x¿n]� u®]�sf lyP . of]� df]�8]�ncg';f® ;x®df Joj;fox¿ 
Ps}� 7fpFdf dfq s]�lGb|t xF'b}�gg\ . ;x®sf ljleGg :�yfg leGg–leGg :�j¿kdf ljsf; ePsf x'G5g\ .
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gfds ;+:�yfsf]� cu|;®tfdf ;'s'Daf;Lx¿nfO{ Jojl:�yt cfjf; pknAw u®fpg]� 
k|of; :�j¿k rfnL; 3®kl®jf® a:�g x'g]� Pp6f ;+o'Qm cfjf;sf]� lgdf{0f ePsf]� 5 . 
of]� lsg, s;®L, slxn]� lgdf{0f eof]� eGg]� k|ZgeGbf klg of]� cWoogdf gofF ® gf}�nf]� 
a:�tLsf]� k|f¿knfO{ ;d]�6\g]� dfq k|of; ePsf]� 5 . sLlt{k'® w]�®}� k|sf®sf]� dfG5]� ® 
a:�tLsf]� gd'gfx¿ ldl>t a:�tLsf]� ¿kdf ljsl;t eO®x]�sf]� 5 .

lqlj ® sLlt{k'®jf;Lsf]� ;DaGw
lqe'jg ljZjljBfnosf]� :�yfkgf lj=;+= @)!^ ;fndf ePsf]� lyof]� . 

ljZjljBfnosf]� :�yfkgfsf]� k|of; jf lg0f{o z}�lIfs b[li6n]� ;sf®fTds dfGg 
;lsPnf . t® s'g}� klg k®Dk®fut a:�tLsf]� cf8df o:�tf]� 7"nf]� ;+®rgf aGg' cfkm}�Fdf 
;f]�rgLo ljifo ®x]�5 . sLlt{k'®sf]� k®Dk®fut a:�tL ® ToxfFsf ;fdl®s dxTjsf k'®fgf 
;+®rgfx¿ Pp6f xb;Dd cfˆg}� sf®0fn]� lalu|P xf]�nfg\ jf ;+®If0f x'g ;s]�gg\ xf]�nf 
t® aflxl®of k|efjsf]� dfqf klg slt xf]� eGg]� ljifo klg ljrf®0fLo g}� 5 . cfh;Dd 
klg sLlt{k'®jf;Ln]� ljZjljBfno lj?4 ul®®x]�sf]� cfGbf]�ng ® ljZjljBfnok|lt 
cem}� ;Gt'lnt b[li6sf]�0f aGg g;Sg' k"jf{u|x dfq}� xf]�Og .

ljZjljBfnosf]� :�yfkgf;Fu :�yfgLox¿sf]� hUuf clws®0fsf]� ljifodf 
clxn]�;Dd klg d'cfAhf gkfPsf]� u'gf;f]� ® cfqmf]�z b'j}� 5 . d'cfAhf ® :�yfgLonfO{ 
®f]�huf®Ldf k|fyldstf oL b'O{ ljifonfO{ lnP® …�sLlt{k'® ;®f]�sf® d~rÚ� gfds ;+:�yf 
cfGbf]�lnt 5 . cfGbf]�ngsf]� :�j¿k ® To;sf]� ;3gtfsf]� ljifonfO{ lnP® cfGbf]�ng 
cfnf]�lrt ag]�sf]� lyof]� . tTsfnLg cj:�yfdf lqljnfO{ cfjZostfeGbf a9L 
hUuf clws®0f ul®Psf]� eGg]� cf®f]�k cfGbf]�ngsf®Lsf]� tk{maf6 nufOg]� u®]�sf]� 5 . 
d'cfAhfsf]� l5gf]�kmfgf]� cem}� ePsf]� 5}�g To;}�n]� of]� ljifosf]� xn cfGbf]�ngn]� p7fPsf]� 
k|d'v ljifo xf]� .

lqljsf]� ljifonfO{ lnP® clxn]� dfq geO{ klxn]�b]�lv g}� ;–;fgf ;d"xdf jf 
c;+ul7t tj®n]� cfGbf]�ng eO®x]�sf]� lyof]� . :�yfgLojf;Lx¿ cfGbf]�ngsf]� ljifodf 
klg ljeQm b]�lvG5g\ . Psy®L ljZjljBfnon]� sLlt{k'®sf nflu u®]�sf]� ljsf; ® 
cGo vfn]� of]�ubfgsf]� rrf{ u®]�® of]� cfGbf]�ngk|lt cf+lzs lj®f]�w u5{g\ . t® v'n]�® 
cfGbf]�ngsf]� lj®f]�w g}� ePsf]� rflxF 5}�g . ljZjljBfnosf]� :�yfkgf lj=;+= @)!^ 
;fndf eP klg hUuf clws®0fsf]� ;'?cft lj=;+= @)!# ;fnb]�lv g}� ePsf]� lyof]� . 
clws®0fsf]� ljifonfO{ lnP® :�yfgLox¿ klg b'O{ efudf ljeflht lyP . o;+3 
-o'jfx¿sf]� ;d"x_ ® do;+3 -a"9f jf ls;fgx¿sf]� ;d"x_ eg]�® b'O{cf]�6f ;d"x 
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ag]�sf]� lyof]� . o;+3n]� d'cfAhf lnP® hUuf lbg'kg]�{ ts{ u®]�sf lyP eg]� do;+3n]� 
;'gsf]� l9Ssf;Fu klg hUuf g;f6\g]� eg]�® hUuf clws®0fsf]� lj®f]�w u®]�sf lyP . 
o;+3df s]�xL k9]�n]�v]�sf o'jfx¿ lyP . pgLx¿sf]� a'emfOdf ;®sf®n]� lng]� eg]�kl5  
lnP®}� 5f8\5 . To;}�n]� lgZrt dfkb08sf cfwf®df d'cfAhf lng' a]�; x'G5 eGg]� 
u®]�sf lyP .

d'cfAhf gkfPsf]� ljifodf ljleGg k|sf®n]� cf®f]�lkt u®]� klg gkfpg]� ls;fg 
jf hUufjfnfx¿;Fu cfjZos hUufsf]� sfuhft geP® ®f]�lsPsf]� lyof]� . d'cfAhf 
lbgnfO{ ;®sf®n]� hUufsf]� sfuhft dfUof]� . t® ;a}�;Fu sfuhft lyPg . Tolt 
a]�nfsf]� hUufsf]� clwklt …�åf®]�Ú� x'g]� uYof]�{ . åf®]�sf]� kfnfdf …�z]�®df ltg]�{Ú� rng lyof]� . 
z]�®df ltg]�{sf]� cy{ x'G5 s® ltg]�{ ® s® lt®]�sf k'hf{ lbg]� ul®GYof]� . a8fu'?Ho";Fu 
vfGsL lsg]�® hUufsf]� pkef]�u ug]�{ k®Dk®fnfO{ …�åf®]�Ú� eGg]� ul®GYof]� . …�åf®]�Ú� nfO{ s® 
lt®]�sf k'hf{ w]�®}�n]� k|fKt gu®]�sf]� jf lng grfx]�sfn]� ubf{ d'cfAhfsf nflu cof]�Uo 
7xl®P . x'g t of]� ;d:�ofnfO{ ;®sf®L kIfaf6 OdfGbf®L;fy ;Daf]�wg ug{ rfx]�sf]�  
eP :�yfgLox¿sf aLrdf …�;h{ldgÚ� u®fP® klg pknAw u®fpg ;Sy]�, To;f]� klg 
ePsf]� b]�lvPg . 

d'cfAhfsf]� ;Gbe{ :�yfgLox¿sf nflu k|fyldstfsf]� ljifo x'g ;S5 . t® of]� 
cWoogsf nflu :�yfgLox¿n]� lqljnfO{ cf®f]�lkt ug]�{ u®]�sf]� csf]�{ ljifo a9L dxTjsf]� 
x'g ;S5 . lqljsf]� sf®0fn]� sLlt{k'®sf]� a:�tL pkTosfsf cGo a:�tL;Fu hf]�l8g ;s]�g . 
lqljn]� sLlt{k'®sf]� ;DaGw jf h~hfn cGo a:�tL;Fu x'g lbPg, h;sf]� kl®0ffd:�j¿k 
sLlt{k'®n]� ck]�lIft ;x®Ls®0fsf]� cj;® kfpg ;s]�g . of]� cf®f]�kdf slt oyf{ytf 5 jf 
of]� efjgfdf cfwfl®t cf®f]�k dfq}� xf]� eGg]� Pp6f ;Gbe{ xf]� . t® clws ;x®Ls®0fk|ltsf]� 
of]� :�yfgLo cle?lrnfO{ sLlt{k'®sf]� kmfF6x¿df c:�tJo:�t ¿kdf k}�mlnPsf]� a:�tLk|ltsf]� 
ljt[i0ffsf]� cleJolQm klg dfGg ;lsG5 . kmfF6x¿df lj:�tf® ePsf]� a:�tLnfO{ lqljsf]� 
;x–pTkfbg klg dfGg]� ul®Psf]� 5 . cyjf lqljsf]� sf®0fsf]� sLlt{k'®sf]� gofF ahf® ® 
kmfF6x¿df gofF a:�tL lj:�tf® ePsf]� ljifodf b'ljwf 5}�g .

lgisif{
pkTosfsf]� k'®fgf a:�tLx¿dWo]� sLlt{k'® Pp6f 5'§}� ® dxTjk"0f{ P]�ltxfl;s a:�tL 

xf]� . g]�kfnsf]� cfw'lgs Oltxf;df sLlt{k'®sf]� sLlt{dfgL ®fhgLlts ® ;f+:�s[lts 
cy{ ®x]�sf]� 5 . ljz'4 g]�jf®L a:�tL cfhsf]� lbgdf cfOk'Ubf ldl>t a:�tLsf]� ¿kdf 
gofF ® gu®Lo kl®ro agfPsf]� 5 . sLlt{k'® b]�zsf ljleGg s'gfaf6 sf7df8f}�F cfO{ 
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efUo chdfpg vf]�Hg]�x¿sf]� klg uGtJo ag]�sf]� b]�lvG5 . cfhsf]� sLlt{k'®df pRr 
;®sf®L cf]�xbfsf sd{rf®L a:�g]� …�lu|gp8 leNnfhÚ� b]�lv ;'s'Daf;Lx¿nfO{ ®flvPsf]� 
…�n'dGtL a:�tLÚ� ;Dd ®x]�sf]� 5 . ;f+:�s[lts ljljwtf dfq geO{ clxn]�sf]� sLlt{k'®df 
a:�tLsf]� gd'gfx¿sf b[li6n]� klg ljljwtf ®x]�sf]� 5 . 

Oltxf;df u'Fb]�, kßdsi6k'®, kßdsfi7lu®L ® lsk" eg]�® ;Daf]�wg ul®g]� a:�tLsf]� 
P]�ltxfl;stf kfFrf}�F ztfAbL;Dd hf]�l8Psf]� ;fdu|Lx¿n]� k'li6 ub{5 . P]�ltxfl;s 
u9kvf{nleqsf]� a:�tL kvf{naflx® Nofpg]� k|of; ® To;;Fu hf]�l8Psf sf®0fx¿ 
s]�xL ®fhgLlts ® s]�xL ljsf;]� k|s[ltsf]� b]�lvG5 . sLlt{k'®df lqe'jg ljZjljBfno 
agfpg]� lg0f{o ® sLlt{k'®sf]� k®Dk®fut a:�tLnfO{ ljleGg ;dodf leGg–leGg 
®fhgLlts PsfOdf ljefhg ug]�{ ® gu®kflnsf agfpg]� h:�tf lg0f{ox¿ ®fhgLlts 
:�j¿ksf lyP . ®fHosf]� ®fhgLlts rl®q klg sLlt{k'®sf]� ljsf;df k|eflj b]�lvPsf]� 
5 . b®af® lgolGqt k~rfotL ®fhsf]� ;dodf sLlt{k'®nfO{ pk]�Iff ul®Psf]� ® lj=;+= 
@)$^ sf]� ®fhgLlts kl®jt{gkZrft\ ck]�Iffs[t ®fHosf]� :�jefjdf klg kl®jt{g 
cfPsf]� eGg]� ;femf dfGotf kfOG5 . 

lj=;+= @)$^ kl5sf]� v'nf cfly{s gLlt tyf s]�Gb|Lo ;®sf®, :�yfgLo ;®sf® 
Pj+ u}�®;®sf®L kxndf lgld{t cfwf®e"t ef}�lts ;+®rgfsf sf®0fn]� a:�tL lj:�tf®sf]� 
®ˆtf®nfO{ a9fPsf]� xf]� . sLlt{k'®sf kmfF6x¿df ag]�sf clwsf+z 3®x¿ lj=;+= 
@)$%÷$^ ;fnkl5 ag]�sf x'g\ . ljZjljBfno ® v'nf ®fhgLlts jf cfly{s 
gLlt k|d'v ¿kdf lhDd]�jf® sf®0f eP tfklg a;fOF;®fOsf]� k|j[lQdf cfPsf]� kl®jt{g 
klg vf; sf®0f xf]� eGg ;lsG5 . o;afx]�s ;fd"lxs a;f]�af;sf]� gofF k|j[lQ ® s]�xL 
xb;Dd ljk|]�if0fsf]� k|efjnfO{ klg a:�tL lj:�tf®sf]� sf®0f dfGg ;lsG5 .

sLlt{k'®sf]� k®Dk®fut a:�tLsf]� :�j¿kdf cfPsf]� kl®jt{g ® lj:�tf®df df]�6fdf]�6L 
b'O{cf]�6f ljifox¿ sf®0f ag]�® cfPsf]� 5 . klxnf]� ljZjljBfno Pj+ cfGtl®s ;8s 
h:�tf k"jf{wf®sf]� lgdf{0f ® bf]�;|f]� ljleGg ;dodf ®fHon]� lnPsf]� :�yfgLo lgsfo 
jf PsfOsf]� kl®jjt{g;DaGwL gLlt k|d'v xf]� . b'j}� ljifonfO{ x]�g]�{ jf :�jLsf® ug]�{ 
;Gbe{df :�yfgLo ;d'bfo cfGtl®s ¿kdf ljeflht b]�lvP klg of]� a:�tL lj:�tf®sf]� 
sf®0f ag]�sf]� 5}�g . P]�ltxfl;s, ;fdl®s jf ;f+:�s[lts dxTjsf]� ;+®If0fdf eg]� 
:�yfgLo cu|;®tf k6Ss}� b]�lvPg . To:�tf]� cu|;®tf JolQmut jf ;+:�yfut s'g}� txdf 
ePsf]� 5}�g . ;f7L jif{df sLlt{k'®sf]� a:�tL lj:�tf®n]� sLlt{k'®sf]� hghLjgnfO{ dfq 
geO{ l;Ë}� ef}�uf]�lns -e"–pkof]�usf]� l:�ylt_ Pj+ ;f+:�s[lts jftfj®0fnfO{ g}� gofF ® 
gu®Lo agfPsf]� 5 . 
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;Gbe{;fdu|L

pkfWofo, >L®fdk|;fb . @)^^ . g]�kfnsf]� k|frLg ® dWosflng Oltxf; . sf7df8f}�+M ®Tg 
k':�ts e08f® .

k|wfg, k|ofudfg . @)^% . sLlt{k'®sf]� af3e}�®j g[To . sf7df8f}�+M sLlt{ cWoog tyf 
cg';Gwfg d08n .

a'n]�l6g . @)^& . xfd|f]� sLlt{k'® xfd|f]� ;+:�s[ltM sLlt{k'® dxf]�T;j -df3 !(–@#_ . 
sf7df8f}�M sLlt{k'® dxf]�T;j @)^& sf]� ;lrjfno . 

e08f®L, lji0f'xl® . @)$( . dfgj e"uf]�n . sf7df8f}�+M ®Tg k':�ts e08f® .
zdf{, kLtfDa® . @)^# . g]�kfndf ;x®Ls®0fM Ps l;+xfjnf]�sg . ;x®Ls®0fM hLljsfsf]� 
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-gf]�6M of]� n]�v klxnf]� 8«fˆ6sf]� ¿kdf tof® ul®Psf]� 5 . cfjZos ;'emfpsf]� ck]�Iff ul®Psf]� 5 . 
sf7df8f}�F pkTosf gu® ljsf; af]�8{sf]� ejg lgdf{0f;DaGwL cfrf®;+lxtfnfO{ hf]�8]�® n]�Vg]� sfd afFsL g}� 
5 . n]�Vg]� qmddf 5'6]�sf jf a9L ePsf ljifo ® ;Gbe{nfO{ cf}�FNofOlbg' xf]�nf ._



IMAP Reader
A Collection of Essays on 

Art and Theatre in Kathmandu

The Interactive Mapping and Archive Project was created with the 
aim of mapping the cultural space of the Kathmandu Valley. The 
main goals of the project were to digitize the art- and theatre-related 
materials of the Valley and to bring together people from various 
walks of life—including painters, theatre artists, urban planners, and 
architects—to open a dialogue about the cities of Kathmandu. This 
publication includes essays by IMAP fellows, as well as other scholars, 
who used materials in the digital archive to write about the cities 
of Kathmandu. The essays included in this volume do not propose 
a grand meta-narrative about the fi elds of art and theatre or the 
city spaces that they examine. What they provide are a number of 
windows and perspectives from which to look at these areas and 
examine the shifting meanings of concepts such as modernity, 
globalization, and urbanization. It is hoped that such perspectives 
will invite still newer points of view and inspire scholars to do further 
research on the urban landscape of Kathmandu, its architecture, 
theatre, art and performances.
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